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I n t r o d u o t l o n . 
The teacher i s a v i t a l fac tor in the effect ive 
education of the ch i ld . The success of the educational effort 
of a countiy depends very la rge ly upon the qual i ty of the 
teacher , which in turn depends more upon the efficiency and 
thoroughness of h is preparat ion -academic and profess ional -
than upon any other f ac to r . This be l ie f led to t h i s humble 
at tempt. Br ie f ly t h i s enquiry presents a c r i t i c a l examination 
of ex is t ing arrangements for the post-graduate t ra in ing of 
t eachers , preceded by a h i s t o r i c a l survey, and offers sugges-
t ions for reform. Much tha t i s found in the organisation and 
cur r icu la of t r a in ing colleges can not be seen in proper 
perspect ive except against a h i s t o r i c a l background. Accor-
dingly an account of the developments leading to increased 
a t t e n t i o n to teacher t r a in ing sjsteia. as a whole forms the 
subject matter of Chapters I and I I . The treatment in these 
chapters i s purely f a c t u a l . In Chapters I I I and IV, which 
deal with the organisat ion and curriculum of post-graduate 
teacher t r a in ing system in India , i t has not been possible 
to preserve the wholly objective treatment adopted in the 
f i r s t two chapters . In these chapters , there fore , c r i t i c a l 
comments have been added and suggestions aiming a t reforming 
the prevalent system put forward. One of the cr i t ic i sms 
usua l ly l eve l led agains t t ra ined teachers i s tha t soon a f te r 
t h e i r appointment they lapse in to t r a d i t i o n a l and unprogres-
s ive methods of teaching. In Chapter 7 , an analys is of the 
various factors contr ibut ing to t h i s s t a t e of a f f a i r s has 
been attempted and remedies have been suggested. The research 
approach to educational problems i s of paramount importance 
and i s a sure defence agains t s tagnat ion . Chapter 71,accor-
dingly, has been devoted to the discussion of the provision 
of f a c i l i t i e s for higher degrees in Education and Educational 
research by Indian u n i v e r s i t i e s . 
(ii) 
Great care has been taken to ensure that the facts 
contained in this survey are correct. Ample use has been 
made of available documentary evidence, and every opportunity 
has been utilised to collect data by personal interview and 
by correspondence. But correspondence work was greatly 
hampered partly by the lack of co-operation on the part of 
those whose aid was sought and partly by the dislocation of 
postal services owing to communal disturbances. Intended 
visits to places of inte:rest for collecting necessary infor-
mation and studying the system at first hand could not be 
undertaken for the same reason. It has been refrained from 
giving the names of all those persons who bave been consulted, 
for to give their names in toto would be a lenghty task and 
to select some out of the many would be invidious. 
New ground has not been broken everwhere, and some 
of the views expressed may not command universal assent, 
nevertheless whatever material has been collected and 
assembled in these pages will, it is hoped, be found both 
helpful and interesting in reviewing the main features and 
problems of our post-graduate teacher training S3rstem. The 
addition of references, appendices, and a bibliography will 
enhance the value of the study and make it serviceable, both 
as a work of reference and also as an introduction to a 
fuller study of the various problems of teacher training in 
India. Should the future bring considerable changes in our 
system it may perchance acquire further value as a record of 
state of affairs in a period of transition. 
GEAFmR I . 
HISTOfilGiiL SKETCH OF THE DETELOPMEl^ 'IS 
LEADING TO INGHMSED ATTENTION TO TEE PROBLEM 
OF TE4CHEBS* TMINING IN INDIA. 
(a) From the earliest times to 1907« 
In ancient times, there does not appear to hare been 
any organised system of teacher training. Training appeared 
as a practical institution in the course of the 18th century 
under the impetus given to educational thought .and activity 
by Pestalozzi and other educational pioneers. As a system it 
(1) 
was organised only in the first half of the 19th century. 
Although in 1694, Fredrick II of Gtotha, had established a 
niimber of seminaria-scholastica, yet it was through the 
influence of Pestalozzi and his disciples that the idea of 
preparing teachers in special institutions (Lehrer-seminare) 
(2) 
became firmly established in Germany by 1855.In France the 
first institution for the training of elementary school teach-
ers was established by the Convention in 1794,and was opened 
(3) 
in 1795 in P a r i s , a s the ecole normale.In England,the monitorial 
system developed by Andrew Bel l and the National Society for 
the Education of the Poor (1811)and by Lancaster and the 
B r i t i s h .and Foreign School Society (1814),can be said to 
(4) 
mark the beginning of a teacher t r a in ing system, although 
the importance of spec ia l t r a in ing for teachers had, been 
(1) Director General of Education in Ind ia ; Occasional 
Reports No.5» The Training of Secondary Teachers by H.R. 
James, H.Sharp & J .N.Fraser , Calcut ta , 1909,pages 4 & 
66-69. 
(2) I .L.Kandel: Studies in Comparative Education, London,1933. 
CfcjRp. v i i , page 520. 
(3) Fel ix Pecaut: The Problem of Teacher Training in France-
Translated by I .L.Kandel , 
(4) Prof.Rich: The Training of Teachers (1933).page 7 and 
W.F.Mitchell & G.Beaulavon: The Training of Teachers. 
Ctep. I , pages 1-8. Also see T.P.Nunn: The problem of 
teacher Training in England-Educational Year Book,1927. 
(Coliimbia Unive r s i ty ) , page 455. 
2. 
fal lx appreciated by an llizabetliaii, Muleastar, the f i r s t (5) 
Headnaster of Merehaat !I?aylor»s Seliool. The f i r s t pr irate 
jioraal sekool-* a speeial ins t i tu t ion for the preparation 
of teachers*- was opened at Concord, Termont, in the 
United States of America in 1823 by Samuel E. M i l and 
(6) 
JG. Oaste-r, »father of Formal Schools'. In Italy the 
preparation of teachers for elementary schools had been 
provided under the Oasati Law of 1859 in separate normal 
(7) 
schools. 
The institutions for the training of teachers that 
were established in India after the advent of the British, 
had their prototypes or ideals in Ingland. Both during 
the Hindu and the Muslim periods, there had been no 
institutions where training of teachers was specifically 
provided for, mainly because the education imparted 
during these periods was literary and religious and not 
(8) 
technical and professional. For a spiritual activity like 
education, charaeter was considered of greater importance 
than professional learning and the demands of technique. 
All those who took up the teaching profession did so 
because of an inner call,or of their philanthropic spirit. 
They made their approach to problems of education and 
general professional principles and practice through the 
Imitation of the methods adopted by their maulvis or 
pandits in teaching new-comers• Under the guidance and 
supervision of their teachers, they taught younger or 
(9) 
weaker students what they had themselves ^ust learnt. The 
(5) Lance G.E.Jones: The Training of Teaehers in llngland 
and Hales, London, 1924, page 9. 
(6) I.>L.Kandel: Studies in Comparative Education.pp600-602# 
(7) Ibid.page 585. 
(8) K.G.SaiyidaintThe Training of Secondary Sehool Teaehers-
The Tear Book of Education,1937 (London),page 485. 
(9) Dr.A.S^&ltekar:Education in Ancient India,Benares,1944, 
page 51. Also Cf Suta-Soma-Jataka No.537. Of the 
advanced scholars at Nalanda and 7alabhi,%E8ing says 
that they passed two or three years in these universi-
ties, instructed by their teaehers and instructing 
others,Ssing, page 177. 
3, 
great adTantages of the system were IjsitiB&te association 
with maktab or patsliala life, oonsolidation of what had 
beea learnt, and indiridual but gradually increasing piastery 
ef teohniques of teaching* 
The earliest recorded attempt during the British period 
to grapple with the problem of training and supply of 
teachers is that of Dr*Andrew Bell, Anoy Chaplain, who as 
Superintendent of a military orphanage in Madras, between 
1789 and 17.06, inrented and deTeloped his system of •Matual 
(10) (II) 
Instruction*, popularly known as 'pupil teacher system*. 
In Lord Blphinstone«s Minute of the 13th December,1823, 
there is a- reference to the necessity for improring the mode 
of teaching through training. Sir T.Munro»s Minute of the 
10th March, 1826, the fieport of the Primary Teachers* 
Training'Gojnmittee ( the More Committee), Btmibay (pp 2-3), 
and the report of the ^ ombay Natire Iduoation Society, for 
I8B7,(pp. 18-19), all jdod: bear testimony to the existence 
of some system of the training primary teachers in Bombay* 
One of the first acts of the B«N*S .Society is said to ha ye 
been to give a three years' training to 24 primary teachers* 
The Despatch of Madras dated the 3rd of September,1828, 
refers to the training of teachers, as also does the Despatch 
of Bcimbay, dated the 1st of February, 1829.Dr.Bell* s School 
at Madras was commended in Sir Malcolm* s Minute of the lOth 
October 1829. The Adams Reports,(Calcutta Edition), also 
show that teachers were trained through 'Criele System* in 
H.W.P.,(n.P.) .Adams recommended the establishment ^f normal 
schools where teachers of indigenous schools could be 
encouraged to study for periods varying from I to 3 months 
(10) Iduoation Department of India: Training of Vernacular 
Teachers in India, Calcutta, n.d* 
(11) Director General of Education in India: Occasional 
Reports ITo.S. Appendix II , p. 68.Calcutta, 1909. 
4 . 
a year for about four years . The ru les appended to the 1842 
Report of the Bomhay Board of Education, recommending the 
Lancastrian system, and the Bengal Normal School of 1847,are 
some of the other instances tha t show that, a ce r t a in amount 
of a t t e n t i o n was paid to the t r a in ing of teachers pr ior to 
1854• But t r a in ing in those days meant mostly general educa-
t ion in western knowledge r a the r than ins t ruc t ion in the 
p r a c t i c a l a r t of teaching. 
The systematic t r a in ing of teachers in India may be 
said to date from 1854. The Wood's Despatch of 1854, which 
contr ibuted appreciably to the evolution of a good system of 
education in India according to the educational ideals then 
p reva len t , l ed to the establishment of t ra in ing i n s t i t u t i o n s 
for t eachers . I t a t t r i bu t ed the defects prevai l ing in the 
educational system to the insuf f ic ien t jiumber of t rained 
school masters , and l a id great emphasis on the ear ly estab-
lishment^(on the eas i ly adaptable Br i t i sh plan|of t ra in ing 
schools and c lasses for masters in each Presidency. 
The f i r s t normal school in Madras v\ras formally opened 
in 1856 and teachers of a l l grades Were admitted to a two-
year course of general ins t ruc t ion and professional training 
I n 1858, normal schools were establ ished a t Mayararan,Che3ru: 
and Yel lore , and subsequently normal schools or classes wer 
es tab l i shed a t Mangalore, Berhampur and l l l o r e . In 1858-59, 
the new gran t - in -a id ru les required every teacher for whom 
112a) 
a sa la ry grant was made to obtain a c e r t i f i c a t e . 
I n 1856 i t was proposed to establ ish two complete 
t r a i n i n g col leges in the Bombay Presidency, one a t Ahmedat 
and the other a t Poona, but t h i s proposal was not approve* 
by the Government of Ind i a . Ihe Provincial Report for 19^ 
gives i n t e r e s t i n g accounts of the work of noxmax 
(13) 
Poona, Ahmedabad,Dha2war and Karachi. 
(12) Satakopachari & Co;The Educational Pol icy of the St; 
i n India,Ma dras,1904.Second Edit ion . Bespatch of 185 
(12a) Annual Reports of the Progress of Edu. in Madras,! 
(13) Progress of Education in Bombay, 1858-59, ^p, 55 & 
5. 
Most probably as a result of the 1854 Despatch, an 
Assistant Inspector of Schools was charged in Bengal in 
1855, with the duty of establishing and supervising a system 
of model yernaoular schools as well as a normal school for 
vernacular teachers. In 1857, four normal schools for the 
training of vernacular teachers were in operation at Hoogly, 
(14) 
Dacca, Gauhati and Calcutta. 
In U.P. (then called N.W.P. & Oudh), a normal school 
for men was started at Agra in 1855, followed by the estab-
lishment lai 1856, 1857, & I860 of normal schools at Benares, 
Meerut and Almorah respectively. In 1863, a normal school 
was attached to the Stawah School, and in 1864 another, to 
the Ajmer School.There was also a normal school at Lucknow 
in 1865• By an order of 1864, it was ruled that the expenses 
of normal institutions should be defrayed out of Local Funds 
(15) 
as far as possible* 
Tijie Punjab had seven Government normal schools, with 
294 students on rolls in 1865. In 1869, there were five 
normal schools at Delhi, Lahore, Eawalpindi, Peshawar,Dera 
Ismail Khan and three branches at Jagadari, Hiishiarpur and 
Multan. The enrolment in all these stood at 255. There was 
(16) 
also one private nonoal school for men. 
f 
In the Central Prolrinces, the number of normal schools 
fell from 9 in 1862-63 to 5 (including one for mistresses) 
(17) 
in 1866-67, with 141 students on roll. 
The Despatch of 1859 confirmed the policy of 1854, 
and summed up the position as follows: "The normal schools 
which have since been established have been confined almost 
exclusively to those for vernacular teachers. Of these 4 
have been established in Bengal, with 258 pupils. In the 
(14) Progress of Education in Bengal: Annual Report 1856-57, 
and Despatch No.96 dated the 1st October,1856. 
(15) Annual Reports of Progress of Education in H.W.P. and 
Gudh: for I855-1865. 
(16) Annual Reports of Progress of Education in the Punjab, 
1865-69. 
(17) Annual Reports of Progress of Education in G.P.I862-67* 
6. 
H.W.P., a normal sehool has been in operation at Benares, . . . 
• . • and sanction has been giren,..-.. .,to the establishment 
of training schools for Tel'Baeular masters at Agia and two 
other places within the proTince. The normal school at 
Madras has been constituted to furnish masters both for A.T. 
and for Vernacular schools . . . , , No separate training 
institution has yet been established at Bombay, but normal 
classes have been formed in connection with the colleges 
and principal English schools within the Presidency, most of 
which are intended to supply teachers for angle-vemacular 
as well as vernacular schools*'. It also observed that the 
institution of training schools did not seem toWve been 
carried out to the extent contemplated by the Court of 
(18) 
Directors.This admonition from the Secretary of State 
naturally accelaratedthe effort in favour of the training? 
of teachers. . 
The earliest general statistics available relating to 
(19) 
normal schools are for 1866.They are as followsi-
Govt.Training Private. Total. 
Provinces. Institutions. Students. Inst.Stud. Inst. Students 
Bengal. 24 1280 3 71 27 I35I 
H.W»P.& Oudh. 8 455 3 62 n 517 
Punjab. 7 294 3 80 10 . 374 
Madras. 7 lOII 4 207 II I2I8 
Bombay. 6 258 - - 6 258 ; 
Oudh. Z 392 - - 2 392 
C.P. 
Totals. 
6 153 I 27 7 ISO 
60 3843 14 447 74 4290 
Until 1872-73 the number of training Institutions 
remained the same in H.W.P. and Oudh,(tJ.P). They had, 
(18) Beport of the Iducat ion G^imiss ion, Chap .IT, para 179, 
page J30 . 
(19) Iducat ion Departmentof Ind ia : Training of Vernacular 
Teachers in Ind ia , Calcut ta , n .d . 
7, 
however, been remodelled, and the whole expenditure WE? 
borne by provincial revenues instead of being shared by 
•hulka bundi» school funds. The Provincial Coimnittee of the 
I6S2 Couanission reported steady progress between I87I and 
I88I. In Bombay, in 1868, Mr. Peile reorganised the whole 
system of the supply of the trained teachers and adopted 
his scheme of »Pupil Teachers*. In 1870-71, the total 
expenditure on normal schools and training colleges for the 
whole of India was fis 87,510/- and although by I88I, it had 
been reduced to Hs. 70,5E0/-, the percentage of trained 
nasters was 43.7 in that year, as against 44.5 in 1875-76 
and 41.6 in 1870-71. In Bengal and Madras where most of the 
primary schools were aided indigenous, the training problem 
was dealt with on different lines, e.g., in Bengal, the 
Circle System (1856) and the Normal School System (1826) 
continued to expand until I87E-73, when the number of normal 
schools stood at 26. Under the Normal School system the 
teacher of an indigenous school or "his relative or probable 
successor was sent to a Normal School with a stipend of 
(20) 
Bs.5/- a month * " . A new and important scheme was 
sanctioned in 1873 which provided for the establishment of 
a separate normal school for almost every district. But 
after a year*s trial of the scheme Lieut.Governor Sir 
Eichard Temple,"found reason for believing it was unduly 
(21) 
expensive ". In 1874, Sir G.Campbell, introduced a 
comprehensive system and the opening of 46 additional nomal 
schools at a cost of Rs 1,64,000/- was sanctioned, although 
the policy of the Government was materially altered very 
soon, as a result of which the number of Government normal 
schools fell from 41 in 1874-76 to 31 in 1877, to 24 in 
1878 and to 17 in 1879. In 1881-82, there were 8 normal 
schools for training upper vernacular and 10 for village 
(20) Hepo37t of the Indian Education Commission, 1882, 
Chap.IT.jpara 152,p.96. 
(EI|'B©port of the Indian Education Gommlssion, 1882,Chap.17. 
page I30« 
8. 
teachers, ifioluding »guru» training departments of first 
(22) 
grade schools. 
By 1879 the training of teachers in Madras was entirely 
in the hands of Government and a few missionary agencies,In 
1878-79, a Local Fund normal school was opened by the 
Ooiabatore Local Board. In I88I,' there were II Local Board 
training schools, the total number of training scliools being 
32, with 927 pupils on rolls, and unlike the Bengal Committee, 
the Madras Provincial Committee of the Indian Education 
Commission of 1882 still stressed the need of training more 
teachers and recommended an increase in expenditure and a 
(25) 
multiplication of training institutions, 
» 
By 1882, each province had established several 
training institutions, specially for primary teachers.iBiere 
were 92 normal schools with a total enrolment of 5419. The 
statistics for this period (J88I-82), whose reliability is 
questioned in the pamphlet entitled "The Training of 
Ternaeular Teachers in India" and published by the Bureau 
(24) 
of Education, IndiQ, are as follows:-
g-_ _ 
Government Government. Total. 
Province. Tr.Insts. Students. Tr.Insts.St: Tr.Insts.Students 
Madras. 29 642 
Bombay. 4 360 
Bengal. 16 672 . 
N.W.P. & Oudh. 18 306 
Punjab. 3 169 
Burma. 3 99 
C.P. 3 171 
Assam. 6 220 
Totals. 79 2659 15 760 94 3419 
(22) Report of the Indian Iducatloa Gomicission, 1882,Chap.lY 
page 131. 
(23) Syed Hurullah & J .PaNaik,History of Education in India 
during the British Period.Chap.rTIII,page 487. 
(24) Education Department of India: Training of Yemacular 
Teachers in India,Calcutta, n.d. 
3 157 29 799 
3 120 7 480 
4 335 20 1007 
am 
- 18 306 
I 31 4 220 
I 6 4 105 
- -
3 171 
3 Ill 9 331 
9. 
The arrangements for the tiralning of secondary teaehers 
were not satisfactory during the period I854-I882. In the 
whole of India, there were during this period only two 
training institutions for secondary teachers. One of these 
was established at Madras in 1856, while the other was 
started at Lahore in 1880. The training institution at 
4 
Madras had in the year 1882, a mixed enrolment of graduates 
and laatrieulates, the actual composition being 8 graduates» 
18 matriculates and 3 trainees who had passed the first 
year examination in Arts. The Lahore training institution 
had on its roll thirty students who had attained an educa-
tional stsi'ndard beyond that of 1st year Arts. It had no 
practising school. 
The Report of the Indian Education Commission of 1882, 
attached great importance to the continued and more systema-
tic prosecution of the existing Government policy with 
regard to the training of teachers. The Q-overnment resolution 
appointing the Commission had itself laid special emphasis 
on the training of.teachers and had observed that "the 
arrangements existing in different parts of the country for 
training the teachers of primary schools should be brought 
under careful review and suggestions rendering that training 
more efficient and practical should, if possible, be 
(25) 
submitted". The recommendations of the Commission related 
to three classes of norm&l schools — those intended for 
the training of teachers for (i) primary, (ii) secondary 
and (iii) girls* schools. It reeommended".... not merely 
that normal schools should be established at a few centres, 
but that they should be wi#ely distributed throughout the 
country...*, that the supply of the noririal schools, whether 
Grovernment or aided, be so localised as to provide for the 
local requirements of all primary schools, whether Gk3(vernment 
(25) Seport of the Indian Education Commission of 1882. 
Chap.IY para 179,page 129. Also see Hurrullah and 
Naik: history of Education in India during the British 
Period , p. 438. 
10. 
or aided, within the division under eaeh Inspector...., that 
the first charges on provincialj assigned for prisiary educa-
tion he the cost of its direction and inspection, and the 
-(26) 
provision of an adequate supply of noriial schools". 
(27) 
Incidentally the Oosmission also recosmiended (a) that 
more nomal schools be established in Bombay, (b) that the 
entrance test be less severe and the course of training be 
shorter in Bouibay and (c) that teachers in non-government 
institutions be allowed to present thesiselves for examinations 
for any grade of certificate required by the grant-in-aid 
rules without being compelled to attend a normal school. 
fhe recommendations of the Comnission are not clearly 
expressed. ISiey favour decentralisation, and stress that 
the first charge on provincial revenue should be normal 
schools. 
The Eeport of the 1882 C?03mnission also reflected the 
existing divergence of opinion regarding the character of 
(28) 
training for teachers of secondary schools. One section of 
educationists advocated the adoption of the practice 
current in French Horsial Schools, which emphasised the 
mastery of the subjects of instruction rather than famili-
arity with instructional techniques. The other section 
recommended the adoption of the German practice which gave 
special prominence to the study of the principles and 
pi^ aetice of teaching. Tet another section was entirely 
opposed to training and believed in giving an additional 
grounding in the subject which the teacher would be required 
to teach^ The last school upheld the view that one or two 
years* apprenticeship would enable a teacher to use his 
(26) Ibid, para 181, page 132. 
(27) Report of the India Education Commission of 1882, 
pp. 135-136. 
(28) Ibid, Chap.T, para 272, pp. 235-ES6. 
natural aptitude to the best advantage. The headmaster would 
direct his reading, and,would provide by means of personal 
demonstration,good examples of how educational and instruc-
tional problems should be tackled. The only definite recommen-
dation on this subject appears to be a compromise between the 
»- an 
extreme views prevalent,namely (i) that/4isE examination in the 
principles and practice of te&chlng be instituted,success 
in which should be a condition of permanent appointment to 
(29) 
a teaching post in a secondary school; and (ii)tbat graduates 
wishing to attend a course of instruction in Normal School 
in the principles and practice of teaching be required to 
(30) 
undergo a shorter course of training than others. 
With respect to arrangements for the training of 
teachers in secondary schools,the Commission noted that there 
was a training, school for secondary school English teachers 
in Madras, that there were schools for vernacular teachers in 
Bengal, Assam and N.W.P.,(U.P), that training schools existed 
for teachers of both the types in the Punjab, and that no 
(51) 
spec ia l provis ion had been made in the other provinces. 
The t o t a l number of teachers , t ra ined and untrained in 
(32) 
secondary schools was as fo l lows:-
Madras:- Government Schools : -
Total No.of teachers employed 455,Trained 228. 
Aided English Schools:-
Total No.of teachers employed 840.Trained 130. 
In secondary schools of other kinds most of the 
teachers had received no spec ia l t r a i n i n g . 
Bombay:- Government High Schools:-
Total No.of teachers 193,60 of whom were graduates, 
and 95 had passed e i t h e r the matr icula t ion or the 
•previous examination' . 
Government Middle Schools : -
Total number 255. 144 had passed the matr iculat ion 
and 14 the previous examination. 
I n aided schools the upper c lasses were taught 
general ly by masters who had passed some University 
examination. 
(29) Report of the India Education Commission of 1882,Chap.7, 
para 272, p . 236. 
(30) Ib id , page 238. 
(31) I b i d , para 273,pp.236-38. 
(32) I b i d , para 274,page 239. 
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Bengal;- High School:-
Total number of teachers 1319. 579 had received 
collegiate education, 491 had studied in High 
Schols up to the matriculation standard or below, 
97 had been educated in Vernacular normal schools, 
and 152 in indigenous pathsalas, tols or maktabs» 
In Middle Schools, the total number of teachers 
was 4087, 1467 had undergone training in a normal 
school, 323 had been educated in colleges, 817 in 
High Schools, 1255 in Middle Schools and 255 in 
indigenous institutions, 
Assam:- High Schools:-
Total number of teachers 84, 64 of these had 
passed or studied for one or other of the Universi-lij 
examinations, 12 were trained and 8 were untrained 
oriental teachers. 
Middle Schools-
Total number of teachers 199, of whom 152 were 
trained and 47 untrained. 
N.W.P.:- Secondary Schools, chiefly vernacular-Total Ho. of 
teachers 662, 70?^  of whom were certificated. 
Punjab:- There were 7 graduates and many had passed the 
lower university examinations. Most of the teachers 
in Middle Vernacular Schools, as well as several 
oriental teachers in English schools held normal 
school certificates, 
C»P.:- Middle school masters were usually matriculates, 
some had passed the Mrst Year Arts examination, 
and two or three were graduates. 
Assam and There were no trained teachers in these two 
Coorg:-
provinces. 
The proceedings of the Govt, of India in the Home 
Department { Education) (Vide No,10/309,dated Simla, the 
23rd October, 1884, para 14-15) show that the Governor 
General in Council attached great importance to the provision 
of a well-judged system of normal schools. The Government 
13. 
of India specially noted and accepted the 1882 Commission's 
recommendations relating to the expenditure of provincial 
funds for the prorision of adequate no rami schools. 
In 1885-86, the policy of localisation advocated by 
the Indian Education Commission of 1882, was in various 
stages of implementation in different places in Bengal and 
Bearar. The same policy had been pursued in Madras, where 
local boards had been very active, in the N.W.P., where a 
training school had been established at the headquarters of 
each division, but where also an opposite movement had 
resulted in the abolition of district training classes, and 
in Assam, where three Government schools had been opened. 
The following table presents a picture of the arrange-
ments for teacher training during the quinquennixm 1886-7— 
(33) 
I89I-2:-
For Uen. For WcMen 
1886 -87. I89I--92 1886 -87 I89I--92 
Province. Insts, Pupils.Insts .Pup. Insts . Pufis. Inst. Pupils. 
Assam. 13 382 16 352 - - I 29 
Bengal. 2S II93 21* 887 4 142 10 300 
Bombay 7 634 8 674 4 98 7 179 
0..P. 3 194 5 176 I 27 I 19 
Coozg. I 13 I 10 - - - ' a. 
Hyderabad 
assigned 
districts. I 96 I 94 ,^ <v «• ^ 
Lower Burma. 3 92 2 63 2 28 2 21 
Madras. 46 IHI 51 1444 12 324 15 243 
N.W.P.& Oudh.II 382 5 356 2 6 I 2 
Punjab. 6 354 6 367 3 47 mm • M 
Totals. 115 44Si 116 4413 ^S 672 37 9^ 3 
Total Expen-
diture. Bs. 441602 Ss.545146 Ss.107235 'BB,  130236 
-
in India: 1887-8-1891-92,pp.191 and the following. 
* There were also *guru» training classes }established in 
1885-86) for training teachers for lower primary schools. 
14. 
Training institutions (both for men and women) by management:-
Department. Local & Municipal Aided. Un-aided. 
Boairds. 
1886-87 52 51 31 7 
1891-92 82 25 34 12_ 
Of the 116 training institutions for men in 1891-92, 
three were of the collegiate grade, viz: Teachers* College, 
Saidapet (1886), Central Training College, Lahore, and 
Teachers' College Nagpur. It may,however, be noted that the 
connotation of the term 'trained* was very wide, for there 
were training schools in which a considerable part of the 
time of those who attended then^as devoted to a general,not 
to a professional education, in order that they might hare 
a better background of knowledge than the school students 
whom after training they would be called upon to teach. The 
Second QuincLuennial Review of the Progress of Education in 
India says,"Some of the schools included under the head 
•Training Schools* (Chapter 711), differ from ordinary schools 
only in the fact that the scholars are older and that some 
of them will eventually become teachers, no attempt being 
made to give any technical instruction........ In a few 
institutions the instruction is exclusively technical, the 
general education of the student being completed in other 
schools before they are admitted to the trainin^chools,...... 
but as the teachers are themselves untiained men the instruc-
tion given is not of much value In the majority of 
training schools,both general and technical instruction are 
given, and the final examination for the certificate includes . 
both branches of the course. In ilome provinces, too, a consi-
derable proportion of the teachers is trained in ordinary 
(34) 
schools under the pupil Teacher System". 
(34) A.M.Hashi Progress of Education in India: 1887-88-1891-92, 
Chap. 711. p. 191. 
15. 
In the Government of India circular on Discipline 
and Moral Training, dated the 31st Deoeniber, t-887, the 
provision of efficient training schools was given the most 
prominent place. Local Governments were told that it should 
be the first charge and that, if necessary, even retrenchment 
in other directions should be made in order to find money 
for training. It said, "The facilities for training teachers 
for the various classes of schools have not received in some 
provinces that measure of attention which the subject so 
well deserves.... No money is better spent than that allo-
tted to the support of efficient training schools and 
colleges for teache'rs,.... that in the truest interest of 
education the cost of providing thoroughly good training 
s.chools and colleges xkoniiAzkK for teachers of luglish as 
well as of vernacular schools should be regarded as a first 
charge in the education grant and that any province which 
is now unprovided with institutions suitable for the effec-
tual training of .the various classes of teachers required 
should take measures by retrenchment, if necessary, to 
(35) 
establish the requisite training institutions". 
In the Government resolution on Sir A. Crofts' 
quinquennial Eeview, dated the 18th June, 1888, the Governor 
General in Council, after a brief eniuaeration of the facili-
ties for training existing at that time, re-affirmed this 
policy, trusting that all local governments and administra-
tions would continue to give their special and sustained 
attention to the subject. 
The resolution of the 17th August, 1889, too confirmed 
the same policy and asked the local governments either to 
draw upon the local sources, or in compliance with the 
recommendations of the Education CQErniission of 1882,(para 543) 
to throw more largely on private enterprise the duty of 
providing higher education, thereby setting free the money 
required for training institutions. 
(35) Home Department Letter Ho. 10 of 31.Z11. 1887. 
382- 91 
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In 1892-93, a class for the training of Gymnastic 
Instructors, which had been carried on for several years by 
the Phj^ sical Training and Field Games Association, was taken 
over by the Department of Public Instruction, and was amal-
gamated with the Teachers, College, Saidapet. A Central 
Gymnasium at Bombay city, called after Sir Dinshaw Manokji 
Petit, also trained gjmmastic instructors for schools through-
out the province. 
The resolution on Mr. Nash's Beview, dated the 7th 
September, 1894, reiterated the 188S Commission's conclusions 
and generally reviewed the situation without suggesting any 
new policy. 
Towards the close of the 19th century, the importance 
of the training of teachers, both primary and secondary, had 
come to be generally recognised. During the earlier part of 
(36) 
the quinquennium 1892-1897, the number of institutions 
remained almost stationary and the number of pupils slightly 
decreased. During the later part of the quinquennium, insti-
tutions increased by 2,2^ and pupils by 4%. This increase in 
institutions was,however, confined to Madras and Assam. In 
1896-97, there were 141 training institutions for men with 
4507 trainees on roll, and 45 institutions for women, with 
an enrolment of 1118 women trainees. In Madias there were two 
training colleges, one at Saidapet and the other at Hajahmundry 
which provided courses leading to a University Diploma. In 
N.W.P. & Oydh (U.P.) the Government Training College,Lucknow 
(1896) had a senior class preparing teachers for High School 
teaching, and a junior class for work in the lower departments 
of A.V.Schools. 
In the Punjab, the Central Training College at Lahore 
consisted of three classes (i) a senior English class, 
training teachers for A.V.Secondary Schools,(ii) a junior 
(36) 3rd Quinquennial Review of the Progress- of Education 
in India, 1892-3-1896-7,Chap,VII. pp. 221-247. 
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Ingliah elass, training teaehers for A.T.Priaary schools,and 
(iii) a Vernacular elass training teachers of Indian 
languages for secondary schools, 
la C.P., the Nagpur Training Institution contained two 
departments; a traiaij|g class for teachers of the collegiate 
and the secondary grades, and a normal school proper for 
the training of primary school teachers. 
Other provinces had no training institution of the 
collegiate grade. 
Of the 141 institutions for men, 95 were condjacted hy 
Government, 2£ by District and Municipal Boards, 17 were 
aided and 7 unaided. Of the 45 institutions for women, 11 
were under the control of Government, 3 were under Boards, 
28 were aided and 3 Were unaided. The total expenditure on 
training institutions for men amounted to Rs. 6,14,852/- as. 
against Rs 1,68,975/- for women, 
M&dras had the largest number (85&1794) of training 
institutions and students, both men and women, on the rolls. 
The Government resolution of the 28th October,1899, 
on Mr, Cotton's quinquennial review of eduoatioa (1892-93 to 
1896-9), published in the Gazette of India of the 4th Hov, 
1899, pointed out that (i) "the character of the infomatioa 
supplied regarding Training Schools as set forth in paragraph 
139 of Hr,Ootton«s Review is unBatisfaotory and (ii) the 
facts regarding Training Schools as set forth in paragraph 
140 of the Review do not indicate that this important 
(36a) 
subject receives the attention which it deserves". It 
commended to local Governments the recommendations of the 
Indian Education CamBaission (;^o, 15, paragraph 224 and Ko, 
21 paragraph 389) regarding normal schools for teachers in 
both primary and secondary schools . 
(36a) Gazette of Ind ia , dated the 4th Nov, 1899.The Govt, 
Sofiol^tloa on Mr. Cotton 's Review,paragraph i 6 . See 
a l so Satakopaehari &Co:»The Educational Policy of the 
S ta te in India» , Second Edit ion .Madras l$04,page 142« 
(37) 
IS. 
In 1901-G2,there were six training colleges at 
Saidapet, Bajahmundry, Kurseong, Allahabad, Lahore and 
Jubbulpore, besides one Zamindari College in the Punjab and 
other sehools for the trainicg of secondary school teachers* 
Erery province in India had, by now, organised a certain 
examination for secondary school teachers, the only excep-
tion being Bombay, 
The following table presents a clear picture of the 
(38) 
situation in 1901-1902:-
Grade of. No. of ^ Duration 9,ualifl-
ProTince. Certificate, training of cation for 
Institu- Pupils* Course. admission, 
tions. 
Madras. 
Bombay. 
Bengal* 
U.P. 
1) L.f. 
2) 2nd Grade 
Collegiate, 
3)Upper Secon-
dary. 
4)Lower Secon-
dary. 
One year . Degree. 
1056. 
18 
) 
5)Primary Grade. 17 ) 
l)Secondary Trs. 
Cert. Sng. Nil. 
2) Prim. Tea che r s 
Oert.Vern. 6 
3)Native S ta te 
Normal Seh. 1 ) 
1)Sng.Secondary 
Teachers c e r t . 5) 
) 
2 )Yern .Masters* 
certificate. 9] 
3)Primary Trs, 
certificate. 10) 
DA.T.Trs. Cert, j 1) 
2)3".A.Y.Trs,Cert i ) 
le year . 7.A. 
do 
Ma t r i e or 
upper Sec. 
do Lower See. 
do Primary. EI. 
614 
797 
471 
3) Tern. Tea ehers 
Certificate. 
) 
5 
Public 
;L-3 Trs. Serrice 
Cert. 
do 
One Tear F.A. 
Middle 
1-3 Trs. Tern. 
Primary 
1-3 Trs. Esam. 
One Tr. Degree, 
1-2 Tiss. F.A. or 
others. 
• 2 Trs, Tern. 
Middle. 
(37)Annual Report of the Progress ©f Education in India 
1901-02,Chapter on Training of Teachers, 
(38)Fourth Quinquennial Review of the Progress of Education 
in India: 1897-1902. Tol. II,pp.87-94. 
1 9 . 
CoQtd. 
^ i)uration Qtialifi-
ProTince, QTp.of Cer6. Ho.of of cation 
T r . I n s t . Pup i l s . Course. for 
* adm. 
Punjab. 
O.P. 
l)S.A.V.Trs.Cerfc.) 1 ) 
3)JJl.T.Cert. ) 
S)S.T.T.O.) ) 33? 
4)J.T.T.C.) 5 ) 
5}Zamindarl College 1) 
1)Collegiate Grade.) ) 
) ) 
2)Secondary Grade. ) 1) 205 
3)Prinary Grade. 3) 
One year . Degree. 
do 7»A.. 
do 
do 
do 
2 yea r s . Degree 
do 
Xnt.lzam.or 
J .T.T.G. 
Middle .Soli. 
?.A*and 
o thers . 
do Primary 
. 
LeaTcing out Burma, Assam, Berar, and Coorg. 
Practically all training colleges and schools had 
practising or model schools attached to them. They were 
genei«.lly well-managed and had a distinctly higher standard 
of teaching than ordinary schools. In general adequate 
attention was paid to physical training, and pupils in all 
training institutions were put through drill or g3rmnastie 
exercises, or both, and were also required to play outdoor 
games. With few exceptions, almost all the pupils in the 
normal colleges and schools received Government stipends, 
in return for which (in most provinces) they had to execute 
bonds to teach for a certain period on the completion of 
their course of training, fhe total expenditure oofcraining 
colleges was Rs, 90,354/T and on training schools Rs.5,38,755 
as against Hs. 8,006/- and Hs. 5,37,140/- respectively, a 
decade earlier. 
Arrangements for acquiring knowledge of, and skill in, 
teaching special subjects were made at the following 
(39) 
institutions:-
(39) R.Nathan: Progress of Education in Ind ia , 1897-1902. 
7olume I , Chapter 711 . 
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Drawingi (l)Madrasj Drgmn3- O^eachers'Certificate —school of 
Art3,:vladras (1850). 
(2) Bombay: Dramn'g Tsachers' SixStininstion -Bombay 
school of Aii:s,Borcbay (1357Q. 
(3) Bengal; Elenient'ory <! iidVPinced Drawing Tsacners' ' 
Ce r t i f i ca t e - school of ; j? t ,Calcut ta . (Courses reorgsjiised in 
13^6). 
(4) Punjab; Junioi & Senior Dramng Teachers' Cerxi-
f i c a t e s - T'ayo Sch"ol of .-rts,Lahore (1S75). 
(5) Burr.i.'^ i Primary c:; Secondary Grade-Sxem in at ion for 
T^eachers. 
G^/ronastic; (1) nadras : Saicapet c Ra j--'=h:nundry Colleges, 
(2} Punjab: Lahore Central Training College,Lahoi'e. 
Steps v/ere also taken to provide courses of t r a in ing 
specia l ly sui ted to r.eachers in rura.1 schools,These teachers 
v/ere t au -h t to sxudy ajad i.iake the best use of the ru ra l 
objects fcind backg:rounG in teaching children in v i l l age schools. 
There were 51 i n s t i t u t i o n s for t r s ining i/oiiien teachers 
with an enroluent of 1,017 students in i; 96-7 and of 1,236 
in 1901-0'-:. 
Of the 51 ins"&it,utions,13 were x.ianaged by the Ciovem-
ment and Boards,and 2.: were p r iva t e ly managed,mostly belong-
ing to mission s o c i e t i e s . 
The GoveiKient reso lu t ion on Educational Policy,dated 
the 11th '—rch, 1904,ushered a ne?/ era in the t r a in ing of 
t sachers ,o f secondary te&chej:'s in g r t i c u l a r . I t noted tha t thf 
i n s t i t u t i o n of normal schools for primary teachers,v.rhich ves 
enjoined by the Despatch of 1854,had been very generally 
car r ied out and aff i raed " . . . i f . . . ijuropean knowledge i s to 
be diffused by the Liethods proper to i t , t h e n i t i s most 
necessarv tha.t the teachers vShould themselves be t ra ined in 
(40) 
the a--^ . of teaching . . . • ' i t recoi-iiaended 
(40). Indian Educational Policy,being a Resolution issued by 
the Governor General in Council on the 11th L-:rch,19C45 
Calcutta/lw:>i. Paragraph 38. Page 4 1 . 
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the eiteAsion of tlie system to the provinces where it did 
not exist,notably Bdmbay, to endeavour to create a supply 
of trained teachers sufficient to meet the demands of the 
secondary schools throughout the country, and to improve 
the quality of the training given. It also laid down in 
paragraph 39, (p.42), the general principles upon which the 
Government of India desired to see the training institutions 
developed* 
It was suggested that the period of training for 
students should cover at least two years, except in the 
case of graduates for whom one year's training was considered 
sufficient. For graduates, the course of instruction was to 
embrace a knowledge of the principles sf teaching, and some 
degree of technical skill in the practice of the art. It 
was tcibe a university course, culminating in a university 
degree ©r diploma. J&r others, the course was designed to 
ensure the "extension, consolidation and revision of their 
general studies'^  itttx with the xaain object ©f rendering them 
capable teachers and with no attempt to prepare them for any 
higher external exaaiination. It left the detailed scheme 
of instruction to be determined by the authorities of the 
training colleges, and by the Educational Departments, and 
the examinations at the close of it to be controlled by the 
same authorities. It emphasised the close association Of 
theory with practice, and laid down that fully equipped 
practising schools, with trained tea:ehers on their staff, 
should be attached to each college, so that students might 
see examples of the best teaching, and might teach under 
capable supervision. G-reat emphasis was also laid on the 
desirability of furnishing each training college with a good 
library, and a museum " ,in which should be exhibited samples 
models, illustrations and records of the school work of the 
(41) 
protinoe". 
(41) Ibid para 39, pp. 43-44. 
I t s most. si;Tnificant feature \ms the emphasis i t l a id 
en the maintenance, by every possible means, of a close and 
l i v e l y connection between thq t r a i n i n g collge and the school, 
•''so t h a t the s tudents , on leaving the college and entering 
upon t h e i r careers i s teachers may not neglect themsthods 
which they have been taught and may n o t , ( a s some times 
happens}, be. prevented frora doing so end forced to f s l l into 
l ine vjith the more mechanical methoas of h i s untrained (42) 
col leagues" . I t goes without saying t h a t t h i s most important 
aspect of the t r a i n i n g programme nas not received proper 
a.ttention to t h i s day, nor has the iDlan suggested b-/ the 
ec 
H6so3j.-ition to •achieve t h i s end been worked out. .^t was suggest;^! 
th-^t t r a ined students whom the college sent out should be 
occasion-^llj; brought together again,and the inspect ing s taff 
should co-^'perate v/ith the ti-aining college au tho r i t i e s in 
seeing t h a t the Influence of the college m;^ Qe i t s e l f f e l t 
in the schools. 
I-ara^raph 3S of the supplement to the Government of 
India Resolution of l^rch 12,1304, also sketched a t r a in ing 
college wherein graduates were to pursue a cne-yeer course in 
the p r i n c i p l e s and. prac t ice of teaching in High Schools and 
a two yeqr course of t r a in ing -wriS to be provided for under-
:,racuates \mo could serve in liiddle Schools. Paragraph 4C 
touchecl en ITormal Schools - d i s t i n c t i n s t i t u t i o n s for t r a i n -
ing of vern-cular t e - c h e r s . The g-reat emphasis the Government. 
Resolution on Bducation;''l Policy d-^ted the 11th March, 1904, 
l-=id on th^ t r a i n i n g part icul-^rly of secondary teachers led 
to the eatoblishment of ;B,T,,or L.T. cl-^sres in the t la lcut t" , 
gaQraa,?urij-b and \ l l : = habad u n i v e r s i t i e s by 1907. During the 
quln [uennium there -.vere in the v;hole coun-^.ry six t ra in ing 
col leges with an enrolment of 367 d S12 IToriual achorls for 
men vdth 7,85:^ t r a i n e e s on r o l l s . The t o t a l nuubor of 
V;'omen teachers in the 83 normal scho'^ls for \<Qeien \ia.s l ,-:67. 
(42) Ibiddjkragraph 3S. pp. 43-44. 
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Tke I'onja^  headed the list la the number ®f training Inistl-
tutions with 172, while Bengal In the number of scholars, 
I.e. one thousand one hundred and fifty three. 
Of the 312 training schools for men, S18 were maintained 
by the Gorernment, 65 by Boards, 1 by an Indian State; 23 
were aided,and 5 unaided. The total net eost amiounted to 
is. 8,979,09/-. 
Of the 63 normal schools for women, 12 were under the 
direct control of Gorernment, 2 under Boards, and 1 was 
maintained by an Indian State; 44 were aided while 4 were 
un-aided. The total cost of tJtaining came to Hs.2,43,236/-. 
The six training colleges mentioned aboTe were 
(43) 
maintained at a cost of Ss 2,10,287/-. 
(43) 5th Quinquennial Review of the Progress of Education 
in India? 1902-1907. Vol. II. pp. 130-133. 
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Eistoi^ioal Sketch, of the developments of 
training institutions ( continued)• 
(fe) From 1907 to the present time. 
(1) 
The main features of the quinquennium, 1907-1912 were 
increased attention paid to teacher training, steady growth 
in the number of institutions and pupils, a much wider 
extension in some provinces of the facilities for the train-
ing of primary school teachers, and,most striking of all, 
the establishment of training institutions for secondary 
school teachers where none had ezistedi: 3 before# 
By 1912 the number of training colleges for men had 
increased from 6 to 10, and the enrolment had gone up to 5S2 
students. !Ehe number of training schools had risen to 490, 
with 11,365 men students on rolls. The number of training 
institutions for women had reached the figure of 85, and the 
total number of women trainees stood at 1,508. Of 585 train-
ing institutions, 429 were maintained by Government, 162 by 
Boards, 3 were run by Indian States, 74 were aided, and 9 
were unaided. 
The total expenditure on training institutions of all 
kinds for men increased from Rs 11,08,096 in 1907 to 
Rs. 17,95,847/- in 1912; for women it went up to from 
Rs. 2,43,236/- in 1907 to Rs 3,70,160 in 1912. 
Government Resolution of 1913 on Educational Policy 
gave a further fillip to teacher training by affirming that 
eventually no teacher should be allowed to teach without 
liaving obtained a certificate of training. It also defined 
Government policy towards teacher training as followsj-
(i) to improve the existing Government schools by employing 
only graduates or"trained teachers, and (ii) to multiply and 
improve training institutions of all grades, so that trained 
teachers may be available for public or private institutions, 
(1) 6th Quinquennial Review of the Progress of Sdueation 
in India, 1907-1912,Tol.I,pp.187-201 and Vol.II.pp.261-64• 
"lew reforms'I, says the Resolut ion, "are more urgent ly needed 
(2) 
than the extension and improvement of ti^alning of t eachers . . . « 
The 7th Quinquennial Review of the Progress of Education 
(3) 
in Ind ia , covering the period from 1912 to 1917, shows a 
grea t advance in the provision of f a c i l i t i e s for the t ra in ing 
of secondary teachers . In 1916-17 there were 12 i n s t i t u t i o n s 
preparing 716 men s tuden ts . The Madras Universi ty provided a 
course of t r a in ing leading to the Licent ia te in Teaching,and 
t h i s course was run hy the following ins t i tu t ions( i )Teachers* 
College, Saidapet , ( i i ) St .Joseph^s College,Trichnopoly,and 
( i i i ) Training College, Hajahmundry. The Department of Public 
I n s t r u c t i o n , Madras, a lso provided for the award of the 
Secondary Teachers* C e r t i f i c a t e . In Bombay, the courses for 
the Secondary Teacher Cer t i f i ca te were provided a t the 
Secondary Training College, Bombay, maintained by the Depart-
ment of Public I n s t r u c t i o n . In Bengal, courses leading to 
L.T. and B.T. of the Calcutta Universi ty were provided by 
such a f f i l i a t e d colleges as the David Hare College,Calcutta, 
Dacca College, Calcut ta , and Mission College, Calcut ta . U.P. 
had Government Training Colleges a t Allahabad and Lucknow, • 
preparing s tudents for the Departmental L.T. and C.T. respec-
t i v e l y . In the Pun;Jab, the Central College, Lahore,prepared 
f o r ' t h e B.T. of the Punjab Univers i ty and the Senior Anglo-
Ternaoular Teachers* Cer t i f i ca t e of the Department; the 
Islamia College, Lahore, prepared teachers for the Junior 
Anglo-Vernacular Teachers' C e r t i f i c a t e . In Bihar and Orissa, 
the Patna Training College, Patna, prepared students for the 
L.T. of the Calcutta Univers i ty , and in C.P. , the Training 
College, Jubbuipore, prepared for the L.T. of the Universi ty 
of Allahabad. 
I n addi t ion there were 690 normal schools for men,with 
a t o t a l enrolment of 15,980 and 111 for women with 2,651 
t r a i n e e s on r o l l s . 
• (2) Indian Educational Policy,1913,being a resolut ion issued 
by the Governor General in Council on the 21st Feb.1913, 
(Calcutta 1914) paragraphs, 8,11,22,51,52.pp.8,11,19-20, 
37-38. 
(3) H.Sharp.Progress of Education in India ,1912-17;Vol .I . 
Cahp.XIII,pp.156-166 and Vol . I I .pp.163-169. 
S6. 
The geaeral or^nisation of tke training of teachers 
in the ma^opity of Indian provinces was muoh the same, with 
local features, specially in Madras and Burna, where the 
distinction between English and Ternacular training institu-
tions was less marked. During this period changes had occurred 
in the direction of specialization and of a more practical 
form of training. The standard of the entrance qualifications 
of the candidates was raised. 
'Ute average cost per head of a training college student 
came to Hs.685/- as against Rs. 564/- in 1911-18, and of a 
normal school trainee to Rs. 175/- as against Ss, 144/- in 
1911-12. The percentage of trained teachers in India during 
this quinquennium rose from 26.5 in 1911-12 to 31,4 in 
1916-17. During the quinquenniumi under review the expenditure 
on training rose from 4.02^ to 4.3^ of the total expenditure 
on education. 
J.A.Riehey summed up the position in 1921-22, in the 
8th Quinquennial Review of the Progress of Education in 
(4) 
India. He observed wide divergence of practice in different 
Indian provinces in the appointment of trained and untriined 
teachers in secondary schools, lor instance, in the United 
Provinces, two thirds of the teachers in Govt. High Schools 
were trained, but in privately i^naged High Schools the 
proportionW trained to untrained teachers was only 1 to 8. 
In Bcsmbay, 24.156 of the total number of teachers were shown 
as trained, but the bulk of this percentage was composed of 
teachers holding the S.T.Certificates, the rest being made 
up of teachers of English and of teachers drawn from Govern-
ment schools. In the Punjab, the total number of teachers 
employed in Secondary schools increased in five years from 
5,380 to 9,223, but the percentage of trained teachers 
remained constant at 70, the corresponding incffease in the 
(4) 8th Q,\iLnquennial Review of the Progress of Education in 
India, 1917-22.Vol.I.,pp.94-95. 
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number of t r a ined teachers being tram 3,761 to 6,446. This 
maintenance of tlie proportion of t r a ined teacliers in the 
Punjab was highly sa t i s f ac to ry in view of the very large 
increase in the number of secondary schools in t ha t province* 
In Ilti^Lms, of the 7,184 teachers employed in secondary 
schools , no l e s s than 4,954 possessed profess ional eeirti^catifti 
though the number of t r a ined teachers of co l l eg ia te grade 
was only !&%• In the C.P. , the increase in the percentage 
of t r a ined teachers in High Schools from 26.5 to 76.5 was 
remarkable. Of 190 teachers in Grovernioent schools in t h i s 
province, 167 were graduates . InN.W.F .P . , 363 out of 576 
were t ra ined and 93 jfere graduates . On the other hand, in 
Bihar and Orissa , only 145 out of a t o t a l of 1,774 teachers 
of English and Class ics were t r a ined , though the percentage 
of t ra ined Vernacular teachers in secondary schools was 70. 
The case of Bengal was s imi l a r . The number of A.T.Teachers 
and teachers of C lass i ca l Languages in a l l secondary schools 
of the province was 12,906, of whom 357 were t r a i n e d . Of the 
t o t a l number 3,392 were graduates . The percentage of verna-
cular teachers ( t ra ined) was,however, about 48, i . e .3 ,595 
out of 7,498. 
The t o t a l number of Vernacular t r a ined teachers in 
the whole of India was 85,943, and of.A.T.Teachers and 
Teachers of Class ica l Languages was 40,329. The numbers of 
untrained teachers of thfe above ca tegor ies were respec t ive ly 
(5) 
1,24,403 and 66,154* (6) 
I n 1921-22, the t o t a l number of t r a in ing colleges in 
India., including those in Minor A t o i n i s t r a t i o n s , was 17, with 
1,190 students on the r o l l s . The number of t r a in ing schools 
in the whole country was 922, with 22,774 men s tudents under 
'graining. There were 146 normal institutions for women,with 
4,175 t r a i n e e s . 
i , - — ,—^ .^ - - _ « - _ — - — - — _ . 
(5) I b i d , pp. 62-63. 
(6) I b i d , Vol. I I .pp .129-140. 
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There was, during tMs period, a steady expansion of 
training institutions mostly eonducted by the GOTerniuent, 
. for the Government 3;iad accepted the training of teachers as 
its responsibility. !Ehe number of training institutions 
conducted by the Government was 397, by Boards 476; 66 were 
aided and 4 un-aided. 92 training institutions with an 
(7) 
enrolment of 3,550 t r a i n e e s , were maintained by Missionaries . 
The general education of the average primary teacher 
during this tuinqueanium was still poor, and short training 
courses and training institutions of very small size in U.P», 
and of very big size in the Central Provinces did not yield 
satisfactory results• 
(8) 
During the quinquennium, 1922~S7, there was a reduction, 
due to reorganisation and amalgamation, in the number of 
training colleges for men, from 17 to 15, with a eorrespondiag 
decrease in the number of trainees from 1,190 to 1,142* The 
six training colleges for women continued to function, with 
an enrolment^f 166 students in thevLast year of the quinque>i-
nnium. There were 529 training schools for men, with 21,610 
students and 115 for women, with 4,664 students under training. 
Thus the training colleges trained about 13,000 men and 
women with an average attendance of 60 students and the 
training schools over 26,000 with about 40 students each.The 
reasons for this disparity are hard to find, because the 
classification adopted by the Government in their tables 
is not on a uniform basis.lor example, certain institutions 
bearing the name of colleges ran nob only courses of training 
for graduates but also for under-graduates,?diile other 
training colleges did not prepare candidates for a University 
degree in Education at all. Again certain training courses, 
classified under training schools, were So. reality t2?alnlng 
classes attached to schools imparting general education. If 
an institution seirring both graduates and midergraduates had _ 
(7) lichter: A History of Missions in India, p. SEl. 
(8) E.Littlehailesj 9th Qp.inqvLeimi&l 5evlew of ike Progress 
of Education in India* 1922-27,Vol,I. ,|>p,l?2-ias'.: 
29, 
had appeared statistically as two, the information conveyed 
would have been decidedly more accurate. 
In the whole of India, in 19E7, the number of trained 
teachers was 1,66,135 men and 17,230 women and of untrained 
teachers was 1,99,376 men and 17,581 women, i.e., in round 
figures,of the 4,00,000 teachers at work, 54?l were aad»tx 
untrained. In the primary schools which form the substructure 
of the entire systembf education, the percentage of trained 
teachers was still lower, i.e., 44, while of those who were 
trained, only about 285^  had completed the Middle School 
course. In other words, a very large proportion of the 
teachers possessed general qualifications which were scarcely 
superior to those of the pupils in the highest class of the 
primary school. 
In 1922, there were 40,000 more trained teachers than 
there were in 1917, and in 1927 there were 55,000 more than 
in 1922. ISius in ten years there had been an increase of 
95,000 teachers who had passed through some form of profe-
ssional training. But while the trained teachers had increased 
by 6^ in the course of the previous five years, the number 
of pupils receiving instruction had increased by 25%;clearly 
li^  the supply had not kept pace with the steadily increasing 
demand. Not only was the bulk of the teaching profession mad© 
up of those who were practically amateurs, and not only were 
those who, though designated trained, bad never been trained, 
but there were hundreds whose^general qualifications were of 
a dubious character. 
The average cost of training a teacher in this quinqu-
ennium was Rs.214/5/3, which did not differ substantially 
from the average for the preceding quinquennium, which was 
Es.212/2/5. 
(10) 
"An important step forward was taken", says the Review," 
in 1924, when a Sanskrit and Tamil Training College for 
(9) Ibid, Vol. II.,pp.32-33. 
{10)Ibid, Tol. I,p.178. 
i30« 
Pandi ts was opened tinder aided sjanagement a t CMdambraa, and 
i t i s hoped t h a t the new i n s t i t u t i o n wi l l lead the way for 
the oreationVf a supply of language teachers t ra ined in 
I , . 
modern methods". 
Of 700 graduates ^ o appeared for a University Degree 
in Teaching in 1927, over 100 were classified in the tables 
as »private', i.e., those who appeared from an unrecognised 
(11) 
institution, or from no institution at all* This exposes 
a serious weakness and one for which the tiniversities are to 
be blamed. Scorn would be heaped upon them if they granted 
a degree in, say, medicine, to any one who had attended only 
lectures or who had studied privately for the examination. 
Is there any reason why they should escape criticism if they 
conferred a degree in Teaching on any one who had not under-> 
gone practical training under supervision, or who had received 
training in an institution on which the university was not 
prepared to set its seal of recognition. "Mens Sana is not 
less important than Corpus Sanum in the adult member of the 
community and the complexity of the mental life is even greater 
(la) 
than the complexity of physical process in the living body"» 
The Hartog Committee (1927) found that tdQ-y 445S of the 
primary teachers in primary schools for boys were trained, 
that the training given to primary teachers was both inade-
quate and unsatisfactory, and that its results were not alureiys 
happy on account of the low general education of the trainees. 
It, therefore, recommended that the standard of general 
education of primary teachers should be raised, that the 
training courses should be sufficiently long, that the train-
ing institutions for primary teachers should be adequately 
staffed and made more efficient, that refresher courses and 
conferences of primary teachers must be frequently arranged; 
(11) W,Meston, liidian Educational Policy, Its principles and 
Problems, Chapter V, p. 467. 
(12) J.Drever: Psychology^ the Teacher* 
31. 
and that the remuneration and conditions of service of primaiy 
teachers should be such as might enable the profession to 
attract and retain men of good quality, 
(13) 
In 1931-32, the total number of training institutions 
for men was 441; of these 16 were training colleges, with 
1,425 students under training, and 425 were normal schools 
and training centres, attended by 21,823 students. Out of 
a total of 441 institutions, 324 were run by the Government, 
70 by District and Municipal Boards, 40 were aided and 7 
were unaided. The training colleges for women numbered 7,with 
an enrolment of 157, and the trailing schools 209, with 
6,945 women ti«.inees on rolls. 112 of these were Government 
institutions, 4 were run by Boards, 91 were aided, while 9 
were unaided. 
The establishment of the Lady Irwin College, Delhi, 
in 1932 removed a very long felt need by providing a three 
years* course for those who wanted to qualify themselves as 
High School teachers in Home Science.The college also 
provides a shorter course of two years' duration called the 
Home Course. 
The brochure issued under the title of 'The Training 
of Teachers in Indian Universities' by the Inter-University 
Board of India, in 1932, outlined the' facilities provided 
by the different Indian universities for the training of 
(.14) 
secondary school teachers. (See pages 32-33 infra). 
(13) Sir George Andereon. 10th Quinquennial Review of the 
Progress of Education in India: 1927-32. Vol. II. 
Part II. Chapt. 7. pages 131-143. 
(14) Inter-University Board of India. D.S.Gordon. The 
Trainigg of Teachers in Indian Universities 1932. 
pp. 1-37. 
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The following tab le gives a c lea r p ic ture of the number 
of t ra ined and untarained teachers in the various grades of 
(15) 
schools in 1951-SE:-
Schools, . Primary, 
.Men, lomen 
. Midd le . . High. 
.Men. Women..Men. Women. 
Trained teachers with 
the educational q u a l i -
f i c a t i o n s . 
Degree. 94 19 760 135 7841 560 
Passed Matrlc. 5891 894 4322 914 6546 1773 
Passed Middle. 90761 7708 25825 2035 4141 804 
Passed Primary Ixam. 61895 7956 S134 968 574 225 
Lower Qualifications. 1179 388 547 192 1343 142 
Total trained teachers. 158198 16965 33588 4244 23845 3504 
Total untrained " 318018 16559 17799 2409 44390 1721 
Grand Total. 476216 33524 51387 6653 68335 4025 
Total Trained Teachers: 240444 
Total un- t ra ined » 400896 
Grand Tota l . 640140 
TTil ^ • 
During 1932-37, there were 17 training colleges for men, 
and 8 for women,having an enroXmaJit 1488 and 301 respectively. 
They were maintained at a total cost of Rs. 9,99,486/-. 
The following table shows the facilities existing for 
the training of teachers in secondary schools during the 
q.uinquennium. 
(17) 
Training of Secondary Teachers in India, 1937. 
Degree, Authority Qualifications Duration of 
Province. Diploma,or Contro- for admission. Course. 
Certificate, llin^.  
Punjab. B.T. Punjab University. Degree. One Year* 
S.A.V. Deptt.of Education. do do 
(15) 10th Quinquennial Rev. of the Prog.of Idu. in India; 
1927-32,Yol.II.pp.36-39. 
(16) John Sargent,11th Quinquennial Rev.of the Progress of 
Edu. in India,193E-37,Yol.II.,pp.l36-139 & 141-143. 
(17) IC.G.Saiyidain,Training of Secondary Teachers in India: 
The Year Book of Education, London,1937.Part IZ. 
Chapter III. pp. 485-498. 
'S^. 
Oontd» \ rr—I '  
. Degree, Authori ty Qualif icat ions Duration of 
Province. Diploma,or Control- for admission. Course. 
C e r t i f i c a t e , l i n g ,  
C.P, B.T, Aligarh & Benares Degree, 
Universities. 
L,T. Deptt .of Public 
I n s t r u c t i o n , 
One Year, 
C.T. 
Allahabad, do 
do Inter.or Matric, 
do 
2 Years, 
Dip.T, , Lucknow University Degree. 1 Yrjfor 
women only| 
Bibar. Dip.T. , Patna University. do One year. 
B.ld. do Degree & Dip.T. do 
Bengal. L.T. Calcutta University. Inter, do 
B.T. do Degree or L.Ts of 
7 yrs» teaching 
experience. 
do 
Dacca. X i . J L . Dacca University. Inter. do 
B.T. do Degree. 
1 
do 
- M,T, do B.T, 2 yrs,Research. 
Mysore. B.T. Mysore University. Degree. One Year, 
C.P. B.T, Nagpur University. do do 
Hydearabad B,T. Osmania University. do do • 
Burma. U.T.T, .C, Rangoon University. Matric. E years. 
B.ld, do Degree, do 
Madras, L.T, Madras University. do do 
Andhra, B.Ed. Andhra University. do do 
M,ld, do Degree & B.i Ed. 2 Yrs, 
Research. 
In addition to the above there were 563 training 
institutions for primary school teachers, 346 for men and 
217 for women, with 19,975 men and 7,379 women students 
attending them. The total expenditure on these training 
schools for men and women was respectively Rs.30,07,634/-
and Rs. 16,53,824/-, 
Of a total of 588 such training institutions for both 
men and women, 391 were under the direct control of Govern-
ment, 38 were run by Boards, 113 were aided and 26 unaided. 
for men ( 5 -f 88 = 01) and Madras for women (2 + 67 a 69) ,while 
^ Madras trained the largest number ofboth men and women 
teachers {13,88CpJ.together). This shows a strange lack of 
distribution and concerted action.Ten years ago, out of the 
eight major provinces, two, viz:Bengal and Madras were doing 
. more to give the countrj?- a supple?- of qualified teachers,than 
the other six provinces put together.Thus the provincial 
action was then also as it is now, too casual and ill decised 
and showed a lack of definite policy. Within the provinces 
also,the same absence of plan was noticeable. 
Again while the provincial governments increasingly 
entrusted local bodies with the control of large sections of 
education, there was not a single training school maintained 
by a Municipality or a District Board in Bengal,Bihar and 
Orissa, and the Central Provinces. 
Thus by 1937, the percentage of trained teachers had 
risen from 44 to. 57. Several changes had also been introduced 
in the curriculum mainly with a view to enabling teachers to 
coordinate instruction with rural life and environment.In 
some provinces an attempt was made to recruit more suitable 
candidates for training purposes. 
The Wardha Scheme of Education was put in operation in 
1937-38 in the six major Congress Provinces and in some Iniian 
States.For the numerous Basic Schools that were established 
hundreds of teachers and administrative officers were tacimES 
trained in special training institutions and at refresher 
centres,notable among these were (i) Government Basic Training 
College, Allahabad, which was started in August,1938,on the 
recommendation of the Education Heorganisation Committee,U.P., 
for training teachers in basic education and to- provide 
(18) 
instructors for refresher courses for primary school teachers. 
{2)Yidya Mandir Training Institute,Wardha,for training the 
staff of normal schools in the methods of Basic Education; 
the five months' course included (a) initiative into the 
ideology of Wardha Scheme,(b) Intensive study of Basic Craft, 
(18)General Report on Public Instruction in U.P.for the year 
ending 31st March,1940. 
39. 
(o) Course of instruction in Basic National Education, and 
(d) the method of correlating the teaching of various 
(19) 
subjects with the basic craft. (3) Teachers* Training Insti-
tute of the Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi, which awarded 
Diploma of Basic Training. 
SJt. E»W.Ar3ranayakanji, in his article, •Wardha Scheme 
in Practice*, says "The scientific eraft-training must form 
the basis of the whole syllabus of teachers* training, and ' 
the necessary educational psychology and methodology must 
be naturally developed from it and all the branches of know-
(20) 
ledge must be closely related to it". 
The Sargent Report, summarised the position as it was -
(21) 
in 1940-41. There were just over 649 training institutions 
with 19,392 teachers in training* Of these institutions,612 
wete training schools which admitted as trainees those vho 
had passed Class IV and Middle Examinations, These offered 
generally oneor two years* courses of training of a rather 
elementary nature and awarded the 7.T.C. or the J.Y.T.C.The 
post-graduate training colleges numbered 28, with 1,413 
teachers on rolls. In some cases they provided facilities 
for the training of Matriculates and Intermediate passed 
candidates as well, and awarded the Teachers* Certificate 
after the auccessful completion of a two-year course. The 
one-year course prepared the candidates for the B.T.Degree, 
L.T. ,D.T., or S.A.Y.Certificates, according tothe University 
to which the college was affiliated. "These differences in 
nomenclature", says the Report, "tend to make each institu-
tion r»gard its own particular qualifications as superior to 
those of others, although in actual practice the syllabuses 
periods of instruction, qxialifications of staff etc., are 
much the same". 
(19) Report o£ the State and Progress of Education in G.P, 
and Berar for 1939-40. 
(80) B.L.Gupta, Wardha Scheme of Education,Ali^rh 1939, 
Chapter IV p. 124. 
(21) The Sargent Report: Chapter VII,pp.47-52. 
(22) Bureau of Education, India; Postwar Educational Develop-
ment An India,Report of the C.A.B.E.Jan.l944,Chap.VII, 
p.48. 
In the year 1940-41, according to the Sargent Beport, 
there were 5,18,018 teachers in all schools, primary and 
secondary,of whom E,10,496 were untrained and the average 
wastage was 17,267 per year. Thus it is clear that thp then 
existing training institutions, were hardly sufficient to 
meet wastage, due to death or retirement, among existing 
teachers and to train those who were so far untrained. 
Aooording to the programme/of expansion envisaged in 
the Sargent Report,it was intended to train 22,17,733 teachers 
in course of 35 years -(1,22,29,533 for the Pre-Primary and 
Junior Basic Schools, 6,25,560 for the Senior Basic,1,81,320 
for the Junior Departments and an equal number ^for the 
Senior Departments of High Schools)- the total net cost of 
training amounting to Rs, 1,59,94,98,250/-. 
The Committee appointed by the Central Advisory Board 
of Education at their meeting in Jan. 1942 to consider the 
questionof Training, Recruitment and Conditions of Service 
i 
of Teachers, recommended that every teacher employed in any 
kind of school maintained out of public funds or recognised 
by the Government must be trained. It also laid down the 
minimum qualifications for entering upon a training course, 
the normal period of training,the proportlonof time to be 
devoted to the various aspects specially the Praatical 
Teaching, of training, and the provision of facilities for 
practice teaching in ordinary schools rather than in the 
(23) 
•Practising Schools*. 
Some of the main conclusions of the Central Advisory 
Board of Education reached in the Sargent Report with regard 
to teacher training were that (1) arrangements should be made 
to pick out suitable candidates towards the end of the High 
School course; (2) the course provided should be essentially 
(25) Report of the Committee appointed by the C.A.B.E. to 
consider the question of the Training, Recruitment and 
Conditions of Service of Teachers, paras 4 8& 9-17. 
3f* 
praetical and should be specially related to the needs of 
schools in which the trainees will subsequently serve and 
(3) no fees should be charged either in the training schools 
(24) 
or training colleges, 
The following tables give the available statistics for 
(35) 
194S-43 and 1944-45:-
Training. 1942-43. Trainees. 
Province. Colleges. Schools. Colleges . Schools. 
Men.Women • Hen, .Women. Men. Women. . ken. ' women. 
Assam. _ • 3 2 23 3 252 34 
Bengal. 4 2 134 11 245 43 4279 235 
Bihar. 1 - 63 10 75 9 1402 295 
Bombay. 3 - 36 30 241 95 3306 1843 
C.F.& Berarl - 8 7 106 15 620 294 
Madras. 3 2 75 70 312 99 8970 4443 
N.W.F.P. •a 1 1 28 - 112 62 
Orissa. 1 - 15 3 30 • 1 563 47 
Punjab• 2 8 9 32 191 • 369 741 771 
Sind. - 2 6 - - 366 243 
U.P. 6 1 30 29 578 123 1269 823 
Ajmer-Mer-
waira. 1 - 2 2 58 10 64 44 
Baluchistan- - - - - - - -
Bangalore. - 1 - «a - - - 38 
Ooorg. - - - - - - mm 
Delhi. - 1 1 - - 48 44 
Other Adm M B 1 2 - - 92 89 
inistered 
Areas in C.I.» 
Gwalior ,Hyde raba d, 
Maiiipur,Hajputan^, « and 
Western India. « 1944-45. 
I 
Assam. _ 4 2 26 2 182 51 
Bengal. 4 
-2 134 10 193 51 3714 216 
Bihar. 1 - 64 10 83 8 1357 276 
Bombay. 3 - 31 31 142 85 3168 1772 
C.P.&Berar.l - 8 7 82 20 787 291 
Madras. 3 3 72 72 233 159 7722 4456 
Orissa..,.^ - - — . 1 1 103 61 103 61 
N.W.i'.Pr^^'l - 14 3 16 1 474 53 
Punjab. 2 8 9 16 193 372 864 594 
Sind. - 1 6 «w - 209 167 
U.P. 5 2 35 29 525 156 1254 757 
Ajmer-Mer. 1 - 2 2 57 9 36 32 
Baluchistan- « 1 - - - 25 -
Bangalore. - - - 1 - - — 27 
Delhi. - 1 1 - — 44 29 
Other Adminis- - 1 2 - - 84' 75 
tered Areas. 
in India, Report by the C.A.B.I.Jan.1944,para 11,p.52. 
(25) Bureau of Education,India: Pamphlet 39.Educational 
Statistics,British India.-1942-45(Published Ist.April,47) 
pp.6-7,9-11,13-15,17-19,21-23 65-67. and Provin-
cial fieports of Progress of Education in 1942-45-Different 
Provinces. 
4o* 
Tkus in 1942-43, tliere were as training colleges for 
men, with. 1,887 students on rolls and 13 for womeiih.aTing an 
©arolment of 767 woniBn teachers; 380 training schools with 
22,084 men teachers and 207 for women with 9,305 students 
under training. In 1944-45, 1,653 men teachers attended 21 
training colleges and 904 women attended 15, while the train-
ing schiools for men numbered 378, with 20,013 trainees and 
for women numbered 193, with 8,857 teachers-in-training on 
rolls, 
Bie total nufibers of teachers under employment (irlall 
Primary, Middle and High Schools) in 1944-45, were 5,14,816, 
of whom 3,24,661 were trained, 49,606 certificated and the 
(26) 
rest were untrained, 
figures concerning the actual number of training insti-
tutions in different Indian provinces at present (1947-48) 
could not be obtained from the Directors of Public Instruc-
tion inspite of best efforts. In respect of U.P., the follow-
ing figures hare been gleaned from an official brochure: 
•One year of Educational Effort*, 1947, 'All the Central 
!rraining Schools and Training Classes, so far functioning 
in U.P , hare either been closed or converted into Normal 
Schools from July, 1947. !Ehe total number of normal schools 
in 1947-48, was 44, and 5 are proposed to be opened in 1948, 
so that each of the 49 districts of the province might have 
one normal school. Training colleges for under-graduates 
number 9. In addition to three Training Colleges for men 
and one for women graduates, two more for giraduate men and 
two for women graduates started functioning from 1947-48 
session. 
(26) Ibid, pp. SxC 3 - 4 . 
The following Indian Universities provide at present 
the facilities for post-graduate training as shown against 
each:-
Degree or Diploma* Granting Aufchority. 
B.T.Degree. Universities of Agra, Aligarh, Benares, 
Bomhay, Calcutta, Madras, Mysore, Nagpur 
and Saugor. 
B.Ed.Degree. Universities of Andhra, Osmania and 
L.T. Universities of Travanoore & Lucknow and 
Department of Public Instraction,Allahabad, 
Dip-in-Edu. Universities of Osioania ,Patna, Utkal,and 
(27) 
Lucknow (for women only). 
B.Ed.Science* Lucknow University* 
M.Ed.Degree. Universities of Aligarh, Allahaba*,Andhra, 
Bombay, Madras, Osmania and Patna*(Benares 
University is starting M.Id.during the 
1948-1949* 
Ph.D. in Edu. All those universities which have provi-
sion for the M.Ed, degree can admit M.Bd»s 
to the Ph.D. course. 
•Ehe following table (see page^ '4:^ -4'^  shows in detail 
the facilities provided by the Indian Universities for the 
Training of Secondary School Teachers:-
(27) Jamia Millia Islamia, Delhi, Awards Diploma of Basic 
Training to graduatesafter completing a 10 months' 
course in Principles , Practice and Craft* 
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CHAPriR III. 
Critical Assessment of the Post7Grraduate 
Teacher-Training Courses in India. 
The courses of training prescribed by different Indian 
universities are partly theoretical and patrly practical.The 
theoretical part of the course involves the study of educa-
tional literature, attendance at lectures and participation 
In discussions. The practical part of the course comprises 
observation, criticism and actual delivery of the presecribed 
number ofiessons. Trainees are required further to^cquire 
'certain skills, e.g., sketching and modelling, to undergo 
physical training and to^articipate in extra-curricular 
activities like scouting, debates, excursionis etc. 
(I) The theoretical part of the Course covers the 
following subjects:- (a) Principles of Education,(b)Psychology 
of Education, (c) History of Education, (d) General Methodo-
logy, (e) Methods of Teaching School Subjects, and {f)School 
Organisation and Hygiene.(Details'concerning the subjects 
prescribed by different Indian Universities have already 
been given in Chapter II, pages 4^-47 ). 
The relative importance attached to each of the above 
subjects varies from University to University. In some 
universities each of the above subjects has the status of 
an independent subject, in others, two or more of these are 
combined into one ezamination subject, the combination being 
different in different universities. Hirther the scope of 
the same subject varies from university to university, and 
the same subject is sometimes known by different names in 
different universities. For instance:-
(I) The meaning attached to the paper entitled *PRINCIPLES 
Of EDUCATION* varies in different universities. Not only does 
the content of the Principles of Education differ from 
University to university, but the different components of 
this paper receive varying degrees of emphasis in different 
I^i). 
universities. Again the components of this paper differ so 
widely that its meaning becomes exceedingly vague, in some 
•universities this paper heing a combination of principles, 
psychology, etc,' and in others being Qonfined only to 
Principles or to Psychology. 
!Ehe universities of Madras and Travancore have the 
same syllabus, word for word, in the Principles of Education. 
This syllabus is a curious mixture of the history of educa-
tional theory and practice, principles of education, educa-
tional organisation, psychology and methods. The inclusion 
of unnecessary and irrelevant extraneous material into this 
paper has crowded out that most essential part of the 
Principles ofldueation syllabus, which shall examine sztKi 
critically the ultimate and proximate aims and the nature 
and functions of the various agencies of education,* formal 
and inforaal. Further, under the Jiead of «aims of education', 
one finds only livelihood, learning, social efficiency,charac-
ter and leisure, and no attempt is made at the consideration 
of the vitally important problem of the aim of education 
suited to India at the present "stage ofats political history, 
as contrasted with the aim of education on which the British 
sponsored system of Indian education was erected. 
The syllabus in Principles of Mucation presribed by 
the Osmania University, for the one year B.Ed, course which 
has nqjir taken the place of old B.T. or Dip-in-ldu., is Biuoh 
too sketchy. It also omits completely the iBjportant topic 
of the agencies of education, limits the consideeration of 
the alms of education to only four^viz:livelihood, social 
efficiency, character and leisure, and includes items which 
should find a place under Methods, School Organisation, and 
History of Education. 
Although the Mysore University syllabus in this paper 
suffers from the same drawbackof being a mixture of psychology 
school organisation, and methods, the first three items deal 
50. 
much more fully witli the Principles of Education than in the 
case of Bister universities in South India. Not only is the 
list of aims more comprehensive than at Travan«iore,Madras 
and Osmania, hut the agencies of education, both formal and 
informal are not omitted. It is, however, regrettable that 
of the totalxnumber of ten items, which comprise the' syllabus 
in this subject, only the first three a.Te gemiane to this 
subject. 
Central India presents a much better example of the B.T» 
syllabus in the Principles of Education, Unfortunately 
Principles and Practice of Education form a composite paper 
here, which is far more difficult and twice as bulky as any 
of the remaining four papers, ©le University of Nagpult has 
been guilty of a serious wrong done to both Principles of 
Education and Practice of Education, each of iftiich is so, 
important and so difficult that it requires a paper to itself. 
After having made this criticism, however, one must acknow-
ledge the comprehensiveness, and the careful organisation of 
the material introduced under Principles. 
The Calcutta University has prepared^ a syllabus of 
which only the first two items fall, strictly speaking,under 
Principles, viz: concept of education and educational aims, 
other items belong to other subjects. The section dealii^ 
with aims shoujd have been fuller and more explicit and a 
discussion of the formal and informal agencies of education 
should have formed a vital part of this paper•_ 
The Patna University syllabus in this subject consists 
almost wholly of psychology, the only reference to Principles 
of Education being confined to one brief item viz: •I\indament« 
aims and concepts*. 
The Bombay University syllabus for 1947<F48 gives,under 
•principles of Education; only heads like (a) philosophical, 
(b) Psychological, (c) Ethical and (d) Social.From these it 
Sangor follows the Nagpur Syllabus. 
51, 
is Tery difficult to gauge the content and extent of the 
course. A copy of the detailed syllabus oouldnot be obtained 
inspite of best efforts. Tile syllabus for 1948-49, however, 
includes under theory of Education, paper II, two sections 
viz: Sec I: Principles of Education and Sec IIlGeneral 
Methodology, The major topics dealt with in principles of 
Education are (i) the meaning and philosophy of education, 
(ii) aims of education, (iii) the educational outlook, 
(iv) different aspects of education, (v) data of education, 
and (vi) the teacher. Agencies of education discussed under 
•Educational Outlook* are only the school', the society and 
the individual. .The items •Aims of Education* and 'Different 
aspects of Education*, both deal with aims, The former covers 
•social and individiial aims, the education of the whole man, 
formation of character, education..; and culture and education 
and adjustment, and the latter 'education for lesiure, educa-
tion for vocations education for citizenship and education 
for emotional adjustment. The last item *the teacher• is not 
germane to this subject. 
We fhall now proceed to compare the syllabuses in this 
paper prescribed by various examining bodiew in U.P. !Bie 
Department of Public Instruction, U.P.,Allahabad, has pres-
cribed a syllabus for the L.T.'degree^ which consists of two 
parts - (A) History of Education and (B) Psychology. 1}ie 
« 
latter, portion restricts the scope of the Principles of 
Education to only 'the meiiaing|aims of education with refe-
rence to the individiial and the community*. There is no 
reference whatever to the nature and functions of the agencies 
of education. The rest of the paper consists of Psychology 
of Education. Problems dealing with Methods of Teaching, 
School Organisation and Hygiene have,however, been excluded. 
OK.. 
The Benares University concentrates the entire content 
of the course in Principles into the first item of the 
syllabus alone, viz:"Meaning of education, aims and agencies", 
Then follows a detailed course in Educational Psychology. 
The Agra University prescribes a composite paper,whihh 
it calls Principles and Psychology of Education. The paper 
is divided into two sections (A) and (B), section (A) being 
confined to Prinoiples^ :^  of Education and Section (B) to the 
Psychology of Education. Under section (A), we have a critical 
examination of various aims of education, ending with the 
consideration of the aim of education, (ending with the oonsir 
deration of the aim of educatioj^ in India, as it should be, 
in the light of the special features of the Indian situation. 
The second part of the syllabus in Principles deals with the 
foncal and informal agencies of education. 
The syllabus prescribed by the Lucknow University in 
Principles of Teaching for the post-graduate Teachers' Diploma 
in Teaching covers only Educational Psychology, one face-
saving item which has been very recently introduced is 
entitled 'najor present needs of education*, which can cover 
the discussion aalnly of the aims of education, and onj.y 
incidentally of th© agenoi«» of eauoa-cion.Th«r« i» also, a 
brief reference in another place in the syllabus to the 
meaning and aims of education and the function of the school. 
The Aligarh University syllSibus comprises a detailed 
treatment of the place and function of education in human 
life, critical discussion of a large variety of aims, e.g., 
learning, culture, morality, adjustment, vocational prepara-
tion, individuality and citizenship, ending with the discus-
sions. It covers the agencies of both formal and'informal 
education, e.g., the home, the community, the state, religiOj 
and the school. 
Problems connected with the aims and agencies of 
education are of such vital importance that Principles of 
'Oi>. 
Idmcation must have the status of an independent paper, and 
problems of method, organisation, psychology should form the 
subject-matter of other papers."Without principles, aims and 
ideals, his teaching will be lacking in purpose and in 
(1) 
powers", says ffones. »*He needs principles to guide him in 
meeting changing conditions, aims to direct his efforts 
towards wisely chosen ends and ideals to enable him to 
(2) 
persevere inspite of difficulties". A teacher should, there-
fore, have a clear cut idea of the nature, ideals and func-
(3) 
tion of education as also the aims and agencies of education. 
In the case of Psychology of Education, there is far 
less confusion due to the introduction of irrelevant items 
than in the paper on Principles of Education. Tiie differences 
that do occur result fiom the vaiying richness of content or 
from varying degrees of emphasis upon the applications of 
psychology to education. 
Beginning with the South Indian universities, one 
discovers, as had been noticed in the case of Principles of 
Education, that in Educational Psychology also the Madras 
and Travancore syllabuses are identical. After discussing 
the scope and methods of educational psychology, the student 
is required to study certain basic facts concerning the 
psycho-physical organism, the nervous and glandular systems 
and their functioning, stimulus and response, heredity and 
(1) Lance a.E.Jones.The Training of Teachers in Eng.& Wales. 
London, 1924. Chapter XIT. pages 371-372. 
(S) Cy. The Training of Teachers: Memorandum drawn by the 
joint Standing Committee of the Training College Associa© 
tion and Council of Principals, London, 1937. page'21. 
"A primary aim of the couse in principles of Education 
is to arouse in the students right attitude to education, 
to help them to an understanding of the relation between 
education and civilized living, to some understanding•of 
the philosophy of education? 
(3) In his article 'The Training of Secondary School Teachers* 
(The Year Book of Education, London, 1937,part IZ, 
Caiapter III,pp.465-89) ,K.G.Saiyidain suggests a broad 
view in principles as the different ideologies and philo-
sophies of life, the influence of social, political, 
economic and cultural institutions on community and the 
ideals that inspire Indian social life and institutions. 
Also Cf. Board of Education London: Teachers Youth 
Leaders,being the Mc Nair Report on the Supply ,Eecruitfe 
ment and Training of Teachers and'Youth Leaders. London 
Seprinted 1946.p.68. 
n^/i. 
enTironment, aspects of mental life etc. The remaining part 
of ttie paper is divided into four parts dealing respectively 
with the psychology of knowledge and learning, psychology 
of character, individual differences and some practical 
applications comprising such items as intelligence, mental 
tests, care of problem children, art of study, and psychology 
of learning fundamental subjects. The course dealing with 
the psychology of cognition, character and individual diffe-
rences is fairly comprehensive, only one finds itself wishing 
that perhaps more attention should have "been paid to the 
applications of psychology to a»tual class-room problems 
and situations. 
The shortcoming referred to above has been removed by 
the excellent course in educational psychology drawn up by 
the Mysore University. In this course adeqiiate attention 
has been paid throughout to educational problems e.g,methods 
of psychological investigation as applied to educational 
problems, types, causes and symtoms of in-attention and of 
fatigue, fonaation of right habits of thinking, common 
errors of thinking, problems of freedom, authority and 
discipline and educational applications of psycho-analysis. 
One admirable feature of this paper of the Mysore University 
is the emphasis it lays on the mental and educaticAal 
measurements. This portion of the syllabus deals very satis-
factorily indeed with the, whole question of measurepient. It 
deals adeq.uately with various types of measurement and 
related statistics and with the construction of attainment 
tests of various kinds and suitable at different stages of 
education for different subjects. (See Appendix A )^''^'dSP 15r 
The Osmania University syllabus is in outline and does 
not give one much guidance concerning its exact scope. It 
includes the psyehologyof basic skills and such problems as 
discipline, achievement tests and methods of dealing with 
the gifted and difficult or handicapped children. One cannot 
reeling t^^ educational appU 
escape the feeling 
,een a.e.ua.el. «or.ea - ^ „„, ,, .ct ver. » e . 
oozing to t.e .asP- ^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^,^,,,,,^1. 
,^„s.ea .. t.e 3.Ua.- in ^^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ ,,,,.^. 
„v,ology «lil°*' presents a .aucational applied" 
:r:»----::rore:-----:;. 
. . ons . ^ - - - ^ ^ r ^ * " ; „ ^ , e . e i t . i s . .o«eve.. expe.i 
i c y p reec r i . e . . y ^ - «a PU ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^ , , , , e 
centa l . (See . P P e ^ ^ - ^ > ^ ^ ^ ^ , „ , „ ^ » o . t . e ran . of 
. « e » p t to rescue — ^ ^ ^^^^^,. , , e students. . . 
P ^ e l , - — " ^ ^ : r ; : l . t a n a ana appreciate i t s 
, . . , o r» inS - " ^ - " ; : ; ; , , , . . . , *.« ^a^pur . n i . e r s i t . 
. . a c t i c a l value, ^ e - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , , , , o . .er Indian 
• , , i . direction deserves to 
un ivers i t i es . ,„,Wdes almost a U 
^ e Calcutta . n i v e - ^ J ^^^^ „ , , „ , , . . in t . e 
, . e essential ite»s . u t t . e ^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^ , , , . , . . ^ 
,,XXa.us does not see» to ^ ^^^ ^^ ^ ^ , , „ , e r 
. e a l i n s « i t . ^ - ^ " " " T n c e t . e treatment ot ins t inc ts . 
. . all »i«^  - - ^^X-- - -^-°^" ^"'''^ "' 
motions. — - - . ^ r f ^ ^ , , , . „ , . u t i o n of i n t e l ^ e n c e 
, , e nature. — ^ ^ ^ ' ' ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ , , ^ . . e p t i o n . »e»ory and 
. . a sucn cosnitive funot.on^ a P ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ , ^ , , „ 
. . S i n a t i o n . - e - ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , . . , e front l ine . e-S-. 
. . i n s certain - - " ; - ^ ; ^ ^ ^ „ , . , . , , of t . e unconscious. 
*ior,al bearing of tne v J . , ,„« and tbe 
educational ^ ^ , , , escent , discxpUne. an 
tt,e psychology of tu ^^^^^^ ^ ^ 3 , „ t s . 
psycnology of teaming « t . o d s ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ 
. a Patna University - - - ; ^ ^ ^ ^ , , , „, . . c a t i o n . ^^ 
. e fo re . ^ s a l l .een put un^e ^^^^^^ ^ ^ ^^^^^, 
o.der 0. topics nere also d o e s ^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^_^^^^^ ^^^^^^ , , , 
sa^uence. I t ^oes. . - v e r ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^,„,,3.enc, 
. U o t s a special paragraph to ^^^^ ^^^^ ^„, 
find a piac® ^^ 
^ ^ 4- -wan +.1116111; • U n a a JJ.^ ^ 
not receive adequate treatment. 
.? to. 
In Bombay the paper is dirided into two sections -
(i) Iducational Psychology and (ii) Experimental psychology 
and statistical methods. See I is similar to Aligarh syllahus, 
except that it substitutes three items, e.g. *Mental hygiene*, 
•Doctrine of formal discipline and transfer of; training 
and the psychology of group*, in place of the Aligarh*s 
•Psychology of attention and interest', 'Measurement of 
intelligence* and 'Nature and nur4;ure*. Se» II adequately 
deals with the whole question of educational psychology and 
statistical methods, both theoretical and practical,(See 
Appendix A) , (.^ age 154). 
The syllabuses in Psychology prescribed b3r the Univer-
sities of-Luoknow, Agra, Aligarh and Benares and by the 
Department of Public Instruction, U.P.Allahabad, are much 
the same in all essentials. They more or less adequately 
cover the scope of the theoretical course in educational 
psychology, and emphasise the applications to education of 
the psychology of cognition, of the psychology of chairaeter, 
and of the psychology of the unconscious. With the exception 
of Allahahad which prescribes a full paper on experimental 
Educational psychologyr they do not prescribe experimental 
work as a part of the course, nor do they stress adequately 
the psychology of different elementary and secondary school 
subjects. They would be well advised to introduce soi<ie 
experimental work as Allahabad has done (See Appeniii A){f'b«i^ -^^  
as an essential part of the course and also the psychology 
of learning the various school subjects, 
Por obvious reasons, the formal and theoretical nature 
of the course in Iducational Psychology prescribed by most 
of the Indian universities does not make teachers either 
competent to deal with psychological problems confronting 
them, or to develop in them the ability to help their pupils 
achieve wholesome personalities. They should, therefore,be 
urged to obtain psychological data at first hand by the 
study of their pupils in and outside the olass-room and 
discover tlie value of the methods used by them by obseinring 
results. They should be enabled to acquire an intelligent 
understanding of the laws of mental hygiene rather than 
(4) 
merely an esaminable amount of academic knowledge. The 
development of trainees, as human beings in particular, will 
be aided if the teaching of psychology is on such lines as 
to help the students in recognising and correcting defective 
methods of thought and in stimulating an outlook which may 
(5) 
be, in the best sense, critical. 
III. HISTORY OF EDUCATION: In this subject, again, 
the scope and content of this paper vary from one university 
to another. The Madras and Travancore universities make no 
(6) 
provision for this subject, as also the Mysore University, 
but the latter prescribes in its stead a very elaborate 
course of •Comparative Study of Educational Systems', 
(See Appendix fl. X'agPF. 157-8). 
The Department of Public Instruction, Allahabad, 
makes it a part of a composite paper comprising (A) History 
of Education, and (B) Psychology, There are only three 
heads under which the whole course is discussed viz:(i)The 
aims and ideals of Greek Education, its influence on early 
Christian Education, (ii) Monastic and Scholastic Education, 
Educational influences of the renaissainoe and the Reformation, 
and (iii) various tendencies in education. 
(4) Of. Board of Education, London:(Heprinted,1946).Teachers 
and Youth Leaders- Me. Nair Report on the Supply,Rocrult-
. ment and Tx-aining of Teachers and Youth Leaders 
"Neither pliysi©logy nor psychology should be pursued 
as though the students were reading it as a subject in 
a degree course, p. 67. 
(5) The Training of Teachers. Memorandum drawn by the Joint 
Standing Committee of the Training College Association 
and Council of Principals, London, 1937.pages 21-24. 
(6) In the Birmingham Diploma Examination, no separate paper 
is set in the Historyr of Education and so far as possible 
the course is treated in connection with the other parts 
of the syllabus. At Manchester, the subject la no longer 
oompulsoi^ i. Attention is directed to the sociological 
and institutional aspects of the subject where it is 
still retained L.G.E. Jones: Tne Training of 
Teachers in England and Wales, pp. i40-l» 
The Bombay University provides an option "between the 
History of Education in India from the earliest times to the 
present day and Education in England since 1800.Some univer-
sities include in the paper the contributions made by eastern 
and western educators, others exclude eastern educators or 
western educators or both. Some include modern educational 
methods and experiments in India, others exclude them.Ihe 
following table shows these differences in detail;-
UNIVEBSITY. TOPICS PBESGRIBED> 
l,Astudy of the 2.Influence of 3. Modern 
development of certa^ in edu- educational 
Education in oators on movements ancl 
India:Specific modern eduoa- ezperinajlifes in 
Period: tional thought India, 
and practice. 
I.Agra: From the beginning ROUSEeau,Pestalozzi, 
of the 19th century Froebel,Herbert, 
to the present day. Spencer and Dewey. 
Yes. 
Yes, 2.Aligarh:From ancient Hindu Rousseau,Pestalozzi , 
period to the p r e - Herbert,Froebl.e,and 
sent day. Dewey .Also Ghazali 
& Ibn-e-Khaldun. 
S.Allahabad: The aims and idea l s of Greek Education.Monastic 
Education,Scholast ic Education, i t s na ture , 
value and influence.Educational influence of the 
renaissance and the refor nation.The various 
tendencies in education;Realism,formal d i sc ip l ine 
naturalismipsychological tendency;Scient i f ic 
tendencjr,sociological tendenc3r.The modern ec l e t i c 
tendency, and Pragmatism in Education. 
4.Benares: Outline study of Rousseau,Pestalozzi , 
the development of Herbar t ,Froebel , 
education in I n d i a . Montessori &'Dewey. 
Also , spec ia l study 
of the Hindu idea ls 
of education inc lu -
ding the r e l a t ions 
between teachers 
and p u p i l s . 
No< 
S.Bombayj From the e a r l i e s t 
times to the present 
day. Or Education in 
England since 1800. 
No. No, 
6 .Calcutta:From the e a r l i e s t times RoussQau,Pestalozzi, Yes. 
to the present day.Also Herbar t ,Froebel , 
Education Great B r i t a i n Montessori & Dewey, 
since 1830. 
7.Luoknow: From 1815 t o present t imes, Comenius,Locke, Recent 
Rousseau,Pestalo- develop-
zz i ,Herbar t , ments. 
Froebel & Spencer. 
8.Madras. 
9 .Mysore. 
N i l . 
N i l . 
N i l . 
N i l . 
N i l , 
N i l . 
But comparative Studjr of Educational Systems prescr ibed. 
£>-^. 
lO.Nagpur & 
Saugor: 
From earliest times Comenius,Eousseau, Yes,with 
to the present day, Pestalozzi^Herbart. compara-
lroebel,Monstessori tive 
and Dewey. reference 
to con-
temporary education 
in England,U.S.A., 
and Soviet Rassia. 
ll.Osmania: From tlae earliest 
times to the 
present day. 
lE.Patna. do 
IS.Travancore: Nil< 
Comenius,Locke, 
RousseatijPesta-
lozz i .Herber t , 
Spencer,Froebel, 
Montessori and 
Dewey. 
Locke,Sousseau, 
Pes t a lozz i , 
Her'bart,Froe"bel 
Montessori,' 
Spencer, and 
Dewey. 
N i l . 
Yes,also 
development 
of e l e . j S e c , 
& higher 
education 
in Gr.Bri-
t a i n . 
No.Brief 
account of 
the National 
System of 
Educatit)n in 
England and 
U.S.A. 
N i l . 
Until about 20 years ago, the syllabus of the paper 
on the History of Education comprised only the study of the 
life and work of about half a dozen European educators,e.g. 
Gomenius, Locke, Eousseau,Pestalozzi,Froebel,and Herbart 
(Vide the Allahabad University, L.T. syllabus of two decades 
ago). Gomenius and Locke were dropped and were replaced by 
Spencer and Dewey in some examining bodies and by Montessori 
and Dewey in others. Gradually the history of Indian Education 
was also introduced in this paper,but its iaiportance was not 
fully recognised. It is only recently that increasing atten-
tion has been paid to this vital branch of education as is 
indicated by recent changes in syllabuses. 
In the opinion of the writer no useful purpose is 
(7) 
served by introducing European educators into this paper.The 
(7) Me Nair Report suggests that students should be intro-
duced to some of the great classical writers on education 
'•so that students may realise that they will be the 
trustees of a great tradition and that the work of their 
chosen profession has exercised some "bf the greatest 
minds over a period of EOOO years". Board of Education, 
London (Reprint 1946).Teachers and Youth Leaders, 
page 68. 
contributions made by these educators can be discussed in the 
course of the teaching of other papers, e.g., principles. 
Methods and School Organisation. 
The course in the History of Education should be confined 
only to the History of Indian Education. What is wanted is 
a'study in outline of the developments of Education in India 
until the end of the 19th century and a thorough study of 
the history and structure of the system of Education in 
India in the EOth century, witjj* special emphasis on present 
day educational trends,movements and experiments. The rela-
tion of educational development to social, cultui^l,economic 
and political movements should be clearly brought out. 
GENERA-L METHODS: Varying degrees of importance has 
been attached to General Methodology by different Indian . 
universities and other examining bodies. Some have an 
independent paper in General Methods alone (Travancore, 
Madras and Aligarh), others treat it as a part of some other 
paper (i^sore, Osmania, Agra, Allahabad, Benares, Bombay and 
Calcutta), still others omit it altogether (Ifegpur and Patna). 
We shall compare first the syllabuses in the General 
Methodology prescribed by those universities that treat it 
as a fulldress paper, viz: Travancore, Ifedras and Aligarh. 
Since Madras and Travancore have exactly the same syllabus, 
comparison will be made between this and the Aligarh syllabus* 
Under the head 'Types of Lessons*j Aligarh gives three 
main types, {. viz: lessons aiming at the communication of 
information, lessons designed to develop skills of various 
kinds and appreciation lessons. After the treatment of the 
distinguishing characteristics of the three types, the plans 
suited to each type are discussed, l&dras ahd Travancore not 
only reverse the order but do not recognise this distinction 
into three distinct types and includeCrecognise this distinc-
tion into three distinct types and include) under this head 
methods rather than types, e.g., inductive, deductive, 
heuristic etc. Under 'Teaching Devices*, much the same topics 
are included by both the Aligarh and the Madras and Travancore 
universities, the only difference being that audio-visual 
aids are given prominence by Aligarh and completely ignored 
by Madras and Travancore. Aligarh has a separate head, 
•Methods of Teaching', \inder which such methods as inductive, 
deductive, analytic, synthetic,problem solving, supervised 
study, heurism, lecture-demonstr6.tion and laboratory method 
are included. As has been remarked above all these methods 
are included under 'Tj'-pes of Lessons' by Madras and Travancore* 
•Tests and Examinations» farrm one head at Aligarh and the 
treatment of this topic is of a general nature, 'Classifi-
cation and Promotion Techniques' being dealt with in the 
Organisation paper. At Travancore and Madras, on the other 
hand, 'Tests and Examinations' are considered in conjunction 
with 'Classification and Promotion'. 'Class Management, 
Discipline and Moral Education' also form part of the General 
Methods paper at Travancore and Lfedras. But at the Aligarh 
University these topics are discussed partly as a part of 
the Psychology course andfoartly in connection with Soh.Org» 
We shall now make a comparative study of the syllabuses 
in this paper prescribed by other universities. Beginnif^ 
with 'Lesson Plans', we find that the sjriiabuses prescribed 
by every university includes this item.'Types of lessons' 
also form a part of the syllabus at Bombay,Benares,Mysore, 
Lucknow and Osmania. In some Universities,however, e.g., 
Luoknow, Osmania and Mjrsore', types of individual lessons 
are not enumerated. At Agra,Allahabad and Calcutta the item 
is conspicuous by its absence. In Bombay, we have under this 
h«ad an enumeration of methods e.g., inductive, deductive, 
discussion etc., rather than a clear-cut division into types. 
At Benares we have a mixture of types and methods,e.g., 
information, training, drill and review. Under the head of 
'Teaching devices and aids', practically every university 
includes among exposition, illustration, questioning etc., 
as teaching devices and text-books and blackboard etc., as 
aids, Tiiere are minor differences with regard to aids,some 
including, others* excluding, visual aids. *Modern develop-
ments''find a place in pra9tically all syllabuses. 'Tests 
and Izaminations' is also a popular topic, receiving a 
general treatment in some universities and considered in 
close conjunction with 'Promotions' in others. 'Class Manage-
ment' is a part of this paper in Benares, Bombay, Calcutta 
and Lucknow. In other examining bodies it is a part of the 
School Organisation syllabus. Correlation is omitted only 
by Mysore and Osmania. Problem of 'curriculum construction' 
forms"part of this paper at Benares, Bombay,Agra and Allahabad. 
At Calcutta, Lucknow, Mysore and Osmania, this topic forms 
part of the Principles of Education paper, and at Aligarh of 
the School Organisation paper. 
Methods of!^ eaohing School Subjects;- Every university 
prescribes 'Methods of [Peaching School Subjects' either as 
a separate paper or in conjunction with some other paper-
(Agra, Allahabad, Benares, Lucknow and Osmania). Different 
universities differ in their requirements with regard to the 
number of subjects of which the methods of teaching are to 
be mastered. Some e.g., Aligarh, Benares and Calcutta, 
require the mastery of the methods of teaching at least 
three school subjects, others e.g., Bombay,Madras and Nagpur 
limit the number to two, and Travancore to only one. Still 
others e.g, Agra, Allahabad, Lucknow, Osmania and Patna,do 
not prescribe any number at all. The scope of the paper is 
indicated with varying degrees of fulness by different 
examining bodies, ranging from very general indications 
wMethods of teaching the various subjects of the curriculum 
of Secondary Schools in India'',''prevision and use of appara-
tus", in the oa^e of Allahabad, Agra and Lucknow, to much 
fuller treatment by Aligarh, Benares, Osmania and Nagpur, 
which include such topics as Aims and Values of teaching 
the subject. Correlation with a different branches of the 
subject and with other subjects. Methods, devices and 
. applianoes appropriate to the teaching of the subject,and 
Preparation of notes of lessons.'The relative importance of 
the subject at different periods of school life and'variation 
in its syllabus at different, stages' finds a place in Benares 
and Nagpur syllabuses, 'Methods of testing and recording 
achievements, organisation of extra-curricular activities and 
provision for field and practical work' form part of the 
syllabus only at Nagpur, Bombay, Ifcdras,Mysore and Travancore 
do not follow any definite line of discussion, but every 
subject is dealt with separately, Bombay, however, concludes 
the discussion of the methodology of each school subject with 
the requirement of 'study of the prescribed courses in each 
subject in secondary schools of the Bombay Province'.Madras, 
Mysore and Travancore universities provide very detailed 
courses in the methods of teaching individual school subjects 
comparable with the courses prescribed for specialists by 
other universities. 
There are slight variations in the provision made by 
different universities for the teaching of the Methods of 
School subjects. The subjects generally included are English, 
Mathematics, Science, History, Geography and Modern Indian 
Languages, individual universities provide, among others, 
courses in the following subjects (1) Aiigarh - Religion, 
(2) Allahabad -Handwork including drawing. (3) Andhra-Primary 
Education.(4) Benares- Sanskrit and Handwork.(5) Bombay-
Modern European and Classical Languages. (6) Calcutta-Modern 
European Languages, Classical Languages, Music, Arts and 
Crafts, and Primary and Infant School subjects, and (7)Madras-
Primapy Education, Domestic Science and Music. 
School Organisation and Hygiene;With the exception of 
Andhra which makes no provision for School Organisation and 
Hygiene and Patna which prescribes only the Hjrgiene of the 
School Child, every university has prescribed School Organi-
sation and Hygiene in their syllabuses for the post-graduate 
tH. 
degrees or diplosms in Iducation, The Calcutta university-
has made this course a part of a composite paper comprising 
General Methods,School Organisation and School Hygiene,other 
universities treat it as an independent paper.The scope and 
general organisation of the topics of this paper differ from 
university, to university. Bombay, Nagpur, Allahabad and 
Aligarh include*Educational Administration*, others exclude 
it. Only Agra,. Aligath, Allahabad and Madras make the study 
of the 'Principles of Inspection* and Educational Superviaion* 
a part of the course. Most of the items are common , e.g., 
those relating to school site, plans, equipment, staff, 
time tables,discipline and self-government, classification 
and promotions and registration. Eztra-curricular activities 
receive varying degrees of emphasis, being treated with 
greater fulness at Aligarh,Benares,Bombay and in .less detail 
at other places. *Parental Co-operation* is completely over-
looked by Calcutta . As remarked earlier, * Correlation* by 
Benares and Lucknow, and problem of * Curriculum* by Bombay, 
Calcutta, Hagpur and Lucknow are inc3,uded in this paper. 
Allahabad, Benares, Lucknow and Nagpur make * Class Management* 
a part of this paper; Allahabad also included *Modern findings 
about the innate capabilities of pupils 'and their bearings 
on class and school organisation*. Hostel life and its 
superintendence is stressed by ,all with the exception of 
Benares, Bombay and Calcutta. Osmania has the same' syllabus, 
word for word, as the Madras university and Mysore practically 
similar to that prescribed by Bombay less * educational 
administration*. Agra, Aligarh, Allahabad, Bombay and Madras 
have to be congratulated for excellent arrangement topic-
wise of the subject matter in this paper. 
The second part of the paper deals with Hygiene. This 
also differs in scope from one examining body to another. 
Bombay, Calcutta, Madras and Mysore omit the elementary 
treatment of physiology which introduces the course in most 
Gi>. 
of the universities. Defects of eye-sight and hearing do not 
find a place in the syllabuses at Bombay,Calcutta, Mysore 
and Nagpur.First aid is ignored completely by Calcutta and 
Mysore and Dietetics and Mal-nutrition by Lucknow and % s o r e . 
The content of the course in Health Education has varying 
degrees of richness. Personal cleanliness and hygiene of 
the school has received equal importance by practically all 
universities, Problemof postures is not stressed by only 
Calcutta, Madras, M3'"Sore and Osmania Universities, Physical 
Education isbjade a part of this paper by Allahabad, Benares, 
Bombay, Lucknow, Madras, Mysore, Nagpnr, and Osmania. Sez 
hygiene is included by Madras, Osnania and Patria. Problem 
of Fatigue is also emphasised by Madras^ Nagpur, Osnania and 
Patna, Medical Inspection is discussed by all. Emphasis has 
rightly been laid on the practical and application aspect 
of the subject by only Aligarh, Bombay and Patna Universitieso 
B.IEE PmCTIGilL PART of the course consists of:-
(a) teaching done by the trainees in practising schools under 
the supervision of training college lecturers and practising 
school teachers and headmasters, after preparing notes of 
« 
lessons and the necessary illustrative material; 
(b) Observation of demonstration lessons given by supervisors, 
of lessons delivered by good teachers in different schools 
and by fellow students, and criticism of these lessons; 
(o) attendance at, and discussion of *Criticism Lessons' 
delivered by each trainee; (d) recording of their observa-
tions in 'Observation Books' under the following heads: 
(i) Criticism and assessment of all the lessons observed, 
(ii) Analysis of the school time-table with detailed criti-
cism, (iii) A plan of the school building and a discussion of 
its adequacy from the point of view of sanitation and the 
total activities of the school, (iv) Copying out the departr 
mental and school syllabuses in their selected subjects, 
their critical examination and suggestions for improvement, 
and (v) Study of the general organisation of school work in 
the practising schools — games, monthly and medical reports, 
parental co-opeiration, outdoor activities, social life etc.. 
Although the above programme is comprehensive on paper, 
in actual practice, it is found to be ineffective and 
(8) 
artificial. For one thing the minimum number of lessons 
required to be given by each student is very low. It varies 
from university to university and not according to the needs 
of the particular student. The following table shows the 
number of minimum lessons each student is required to deliver:* 
University. Eeqd. No.of Leasons. University. Eeqd.No.of Less-
ons, 
Agra. 40 Lucknow, 60 
Aligarh. 
Allahabad, 
Benares. 
60 
70 
60 
. Madras • 5 lessons in each 
of his two opt, 
subo'ects should 
be approved as 
satisfactory. 
Bombay. # ' 30 Kagpur. No' minimum 
prescribed. 
Calcutta. 30 Osmania. 30 
Saugor, No minimum 
prescribed. 
Travanco:ee. 30. 
In most of the American and British universities, 
each student is required to give at least 120 lessons,or, 
alternatively, about one-third of the total time is devoted 
(9) 
to practice teaching. The Joint Standing Committee of the 
Training College Association and Council of PrincipalsjLondon, 
suggested in their Memorandum of 1937, page E5, that the 
(8) Board of Education, London, Teachers and Youth Leaders. 
(Reprinted 1946),Cahpter VI, p. 77. 
(9) W.M.Ryburn:Training of Teachers; the Punjab Educational 
Journal, Vol.XXKTII, 1943. Also see H.R.Jomes:Training 
Institutions for Secondary Teachers in U.K.(Director 
General of Education in India, Occasional Reports No.5, 
pp, 19, 20, 48) He recommends for India four 
lessons a week for thirty weeks of the year. 
fc7. 
general minimum for training in practice teaching should be 
twelve weeks. The same suggestion is found in the brochure 
I 
e n t i t l e d »Teaching as a Career* issued by the M n i s t r y of 
Education, London, 1945, page 14, and in the Eeport of the 
Advisory Committee appointed by the President of the Board 
of Education, London, Circular 1652, May 1944, page 4. Tiie 
standards adopted by the American Association of Teachers* 
Colleges include among others one which lays down that "the 
minimum amount of student teaching required of every graduate 
teachers* college shall be ninety hours of supervised 
(10) 
teaching". 
in India there are tendencies both ways - to emphasise 
practical work at the expense of theory and tcistress the 
importance of theory as a background to practice. Theoretical 
and practical sides of the training have their own values 
separately and jointly. Let us strike the wise mean and 
balance the work in such a way that each is fruitfully comple-
mented by the other. The Committee appointed by the Central 
Advisory Board of Education to consider the question of the 
Training, Recruitment and Conditions of Service of Teachers, 
whose report was adopted by the Board in January 1943, sugges-
ted that "thewhole of their one-year course should be equally 
divided between Theory and Method of Teaching and Practical 
(11) 
Teaching in front of a class". 
It is a matter of common experience that trainees rush 
through these lessons* as a matter of course'^breathlessly 
and in a :'i: slipshod fashion, deriving little real advantage. 
The principal reasons for this can be summarized as follows:-
(10) Educational Year Book, 1927,(Columbia University),p.588. 
(11)^Bureau of Education, India, Postwar Educational Develop-
ment in India. Report of the CA.B.E., Delhi, 'l944, 
para 16. 
b9. 
corporate life, games etc., and the praotieing school will 
serve as a model and as a research laboratory both for staff 
and students-ia-training. "Colleges and School being under 
one authority, whatever dispositions are thought necessary 
for students in training can readily be laade available both 
(13) 
as to teaching and the hearing of teaching". The Principal 
of the training college is ideally fitted to be the inspector 
of the school. To promote community of interest and outldok 
the Headmaster of the school might be associated with'the 
training college staff by being invited to deliver occasional 
lectures and to participate in selected meetings of the 
(14) 
training college staff. Thus the interests and responsibili-
ties of the training college and the model school would be 
brought into harmony, and the danger of sacrificing quality 
to quantity which results from the hurry to finish courses 
and the keeness to achieve good /examination results would be 
minimised. The Headmaster, in addition to supervision,might, 
in his lectures, acquaint trainees with the practical means 
adopted by him to improve the various aspects of school life. 
Four practising schools should be provided for a 
training college with sizty students on rolls, so that, on 
the one hand, students may have adequate practice and facili-
ties for sharing in the school life,"under nomal conditions^ 
not under conditions rendered artificial by an influx of 
(15) 
students") and on the other hand, the normal routine of no 
particular school may suffer unduly because of practice by 
*pupil teachers'. Provision should also be made for visits 
to other schools of different types, and to social and tech-
nical institutions for purposes of observation,criticism and 
assessment. 
(13) Office of the Director General of Iducation in India; 
Occasional Reports No.5, Training of Secondary Teachers 
in United Kingdom, by H.R.James,page 17. 
(14) J.Nelson Eraser ( A Report on the BBmbay Training 
College for Second?iry Teachers,May 28,1908)suggested to 
add the Headmaster to the staff of the training college 
as Vice-Principal. 
(15) Board of Iducation, London, 1944. Emergency Recruitment 
and Training of Teachers, p. 5. . 
<or>. 
(i) The anamolous position of the trainee in the practising 
schools, resulting in self-consciousness and loose hold on 
the pupils; (E) Lack of effective integration between the 
work in theory and in practice so that an alround preparation 
for the work with an insight into the principles is given; 
(3) Lack of effective and wholetime supervision by training 
college teachers and practising school teachers, and the 
added confusion caused by the difference in the points of 
view and methods of approachof the various supervisors sugges-
ted by them to the trainees in their criticisms of their 
lessons; (4) Absence of properly staffed and well equipped 
demonstration schools attached to training colleges where 
the theories preached in the lecture roomir. may be observed 
in practice to enable the trainees to appreciate their value 
as actual directive forces in school instruction;(5) Lack of 
suitable books, apparatus, and other illustrative material 
available in training colleges and of time for discussion 
before and after each lesson; and (6) Lack of opportunities 
for experimenting with original plans and methods and for 
organising games and social and other activities of the class. 
Suggested remedies:- ' "Ehere are definitely greater 
advantages in having a model school specially attached to a 
training college* and under the direct control*? of the principal 
(12) 
and the training college staff. This system will be more 
advantageous than the usually prevalent system under which 
one or more schools, otherwise independent, are used for 
practice. The suggested arrangement will ensure a very high 
standard of efficiency In all respects organisation, diseijpaiiie 
(12) Since 1907, the Regulations of the Board of Education, 
London, have directed that, as a rule ,, demonstration 
schools should be provided". Board of Education,London, 
Regulations for the Training of Teachers 1922,para 22(d). 
But the Sargent Report lays down that ".... teaching 
practice can best be.done in ordinary schools,since the 
atmosphere of model schools attached to Training Insti-
tutions is usually artificial". Board of Education, 
India, Postwar Educational Development in India,Report 
of the G.A.B.E.,Delhi, 1944, Chapter VII, para 6,p.50, 
70. 
There are two purposes which a well arranged and 
clearly thought out teaching praatice shouldJey*<l. "to provide 
the concrete evidence, illustrations and examples to supple-
ment and give point to the theoretical part of the student^* 
training "and 2" to provide a situation in which the student 
(16) 
can experience what it is to be a teacher". There should, » 
therefore, be two distinct ts^ pes of teaching practice,xiz; 
1. Practical training in schools including discontinuous 
periods of teaching and observation in the schools, and 2. 
Continuous teaching practice requiring each trainee to spend 
a considerable time continuously in a school and to become, 
as far as possible, a membeBOf the staff of the practicing 
school. The first type of practice should be characterised 
by "variety, ease of access to schools and flexibility of 
organisation", and the latter by " settled conditions and 
(17) 
continuity". 
Teaching practice should begin with a preparatory stage 
of.about two weeks, during which opportunities should bp 
provided for free and informal talks and discussions.During 
this period trainees should be acquainted with the right type 
(18) 
of pictures, photographs and films. They should also be 
introduced to stimulating books and facilities should be 
provided for organised observation of demonstration lessons 
given by the training college staff, and by trained and 
experienced school masters. They should also be adequately 
helped to understand the working of a good school. 
(16) & (17) Board of Education, London.(Reprint 1946). 
Teachers and Touth Leaders. Mo Nair Report on the Supply, 
Recruitment and Training of Teachers and Youth Leaders, 
Chapter 6, page 78. 
(18)Board of Education, London.Circular 1652, 15th May,1944, 
' Emergency Recruitment and Training of Teachers.pp.4-5. 
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The plan and details of every lesson, at earlier stages 
at least, should previously he discussed with the supervisor. 
Each lesson should be supervised for a whole period as far 
as possible, and its merits and demerits should be discussed 
after it is over. 
This means generousr staffing of training colleges. 
At present the usual number of trainees per lecturer in a 
training college is about ten and as a result of the heavy 
burden of work the efficiency suffers. It has been rightly 
suggested in some quarters that the correct number of 
teachers-in-training per lecturer in a training college should 
be six. The report of the- Central Advisory Board of Education 
on Postwar Educational Development in India, (Fourth Edition 
Jan,1944) Chapt.VII, para 8, page 51, has suggested a staff 
of twelve lecturers for a training college or a university 
department of education training 200 teachers. The number 
of trainees per lecturer comes to 16.6. Mr.Sargent's figure 
seems hardly acceptable."The staff of training colleges 
should not be overburdened so that they may find the- leisure 
for reflection, private reading and investigation, which is, 
or should be, the prerogative of those engaged in work of 
(19) 
higher education," says the Mc Nair Report, page 73. For the 
sake of economy use may be made by training institutions of 
temporary members of staff (trained and experienced school 
teachers), particularly as regards practical teaching. 
The teachers-in-training should function as an integral 
part of the practising institution, and have complete charge 
of the class, under the obtrusive supervision of the class 
teacher. This will enable him to acquire experience not only 
of teaching the class but also of organisationr of other 
activities, and learning other duties as well, e.g.,games, 
(19) See also Minist3?y of Education, London: The Training 
of Teachers Grant Regulations, 1947.No. 2187,p.3. 
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extra-curricular aetiyities, maintenance of attendance 
registers, preparation of reports, etc.. If he is told at 
the start that his class will be tested two or three times 
during the course of practice teaching, he might be enabled 
to become less self-conscious and to adopt a more objective 
and businesslike at t i tude towards his day-to-day work in 
(£0) 
the class room. 
During practice teaching, while a trainee should have 
every opportunity and facility for putting into practice the 
methods expounded and advocated in books, he should also be 
fully acquainted with an average school in its natural 
surroundings and fore-warned that in practical life he may 
be required to work with in-adequate equipment and under 
conditions unfavourable to satisfactory and efficient work. 
Practice should, therefore, be arranged in such a way that 
it is not far removed, as it is today, from the realities of 
life and that it give experience to each student of at least 
two types of schools - G-overniaent and aided, and wherever 
possible, schools in both urban and rural areas. 
Each trainee should be required to have some experience 
of teaching primary classes also, so that if he is appointed 
headmaster or inspector, he may effectively guide and super-
vise the work of teachers teaching the same subject in such 
classes. Some-times it may be necessary for him to teach theee 
classes himself for one^r two periods a day, and this he can 
only do when he has had experience of such work at the train-
ing college. 
Some sort of system should be evolved and adequate 
opportunity provided for determining the type of classes to 
which the candidate is best suited.The present haphazard way 
of asking a teacher to teach any class irrespective of his 
personal likes or aptitudes and other relevant considerations 
is very unscientific. 
(20) K.G.Saiyidain.The School of the Future, Allahabad, 1935. 
Chapter XCII, p. 316. 
75. 
"In one of. Its aspects our profession is a craft",says 
\ 21) 
Dr.G.B.Jaffery, Director of University of London Institute 
of Education, "and the ancient v»ay of learning a craft was 
to work side by side with a inaster-craftsinan. I believe that 
School practice would he more effective if this element could 
he preserved and strengthened", 
OHITIGISM LESSONS:- Criticism lessons ( a better 
name would be 'Open Lessons*, as at Manchester) followed by 
discussions (after the practice in German Seminars) form 
an;important feature of the practical part of the training, 
prcfvided .they are more natui^ al and less formal in character. 
There are generally two such lessons given by each student 
to a class-(class and topic being previously chosen by him-
self and lesson notes prepared)- in presence of fellow 
students and members of the staff. To ensure thoroughness 
and uniformity (but within a great- latitude for freedom) 
trainees record the results of their observation under certain 
heads - matter, planning, method, aids used and response and 
reactions of pupils etc. Generally the work of observation 
and criticism, accepted as an Imposition and owing to lack 
of training, tends to be aasual and perfunctory. This can be 
prevented by evoking genuine enthusiasm and Interest. They 
should be before hand told definitely what to observe, how 
to observe and what to note. 
At the time of discussion, which should be expository 
rather than critical, the student who delivered the lesson 
should first be required to give his own estimate of his 
success, and then defend his scheme of work and the principles 
involved in its arrangement and execution. The supervisor 
should wind up the discussion, as Is the case at present, 
bringing out special points of interest and supplementing 
students* criticisms with his own suggestions and remarks. 
(21) Dr.G.B.Jaffery, 'The Service of a Great Profession*-
an address delivered at Klngsway Hall, London, on 
Wednesday, 2nd January,1946, during the Conference of 
Higher Education Members. Published by N.U.T.London, 
1947. 
/*f. 
A criticism lesson is a good servant but a bad naaster. 
Judiciously bandied it is both useful and stimulating as it 
hB it affords opportunities for observing and learning, 
encourages discussion and reflection, and reveals the possi-
bilities of adopting widely divergent techniques in handling 
the same topfc. But it is difficult to understand why the 
number of such lessons should be limited to two, and why 
they should be delivered only at a particular time of the 
session. Their number might be appreciably Increased with 
advanta'ge and they might be spread evenly over the session. 
In England the proportion of time given to demonstration and . 
criticism lessons, although varies widely, yet is definitely 
much greater than in India. There some colleges devote one 
half day a week to it, others two, and others again an 
(22) 
amount of time that varies at different stages of training. 
III. TBAIIXLENG IM SiaUB & E£TM~QUHRICUIAR SUBJECTS;-
Besides covering examination subjects, students are also 
required to undergo training in the following supplementary 
branches: 
Agra;(i) Blackboard writing and sketching, (ii) Modelling 
i n paper, cardboard, clay e t c . ( i i i ) Woodwork, (iv) Gajpdening, 
and (v) Physical Training. 
Aligarh: ( i ) Blackboard wr i t ing , ( i i ) Drawing and Educational 
Handwork, ( i i i ) Physical Training, D r i l l and Games. 
Al lahabad;( i ) P r a c t i c a l Ins t ruc t ion in Carding, Spinning and 
weaving, ( i i ) Blackboard wri t ing and sketching. (i i i)Manual 
Training and Handicraf ts , ( iv) Physical Training and (v) 
English Phonet ics . , 
\ndhra; ( i ) Physical Training. (ii)Drawing.(iii)Woodwork. 
oares; ( i ) Pedagogical Drawing, ( i i ) Art and Craft Work. 
) Physical Instruction. 
Joint Standing Committee of the Training College 
Association and Council of Principals, London.Memorandum 
on Training of Teachers..Feb. 1939. p. 25. 
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in teirms of oo-efficlents, curves, and for oonstructine 
(23) • 
useful tests for his own use". The example set hy the Bombay 
University should he followed by all other Tiniversities. 
Great, stress should be laid on educational handwork 
including blackboard writing and sketching. Trainees should 
be given practice not only in preparing illustration material 
but also in its .use at different stages of education.Narrative 
and story-telling,illustration with chalk, pastel crayons 
and coloured paper etc., and penioanship and lettering should 
also form an important part of the course. 
They should be required to cover a course i'n thev 
usage and psychology of the mother tongue and in the princi-
ples of bilingual teaching. A course in elocution, voice 
production, correct pronunciation, lucidity of exposition 
and effectiveness of presentation and training in a handi-
craft or art or music is also highly desirable. 
Adequate practice in story-telling, in setting and 
marking examination papers, in oral and new-type tests, in 
organising extra-curricular activities and holding educa-
tional exhibitions, Parent Days, etc., should be given. 
Training in the creative values of leisure, in social service, 
in methods of child observation and study and in conducting 
educational experiments would vitalize training work to a 
great extent. Teacher-training institutions have a responsi-
bility of immediate urgency for developing competence in 
their students for a healthy progi«imDie of public relations. 
It is a matter of common experience that physical 
training periods are not welcome, and little enthusiasm for 
them is,displayed by the teacher-in-training. This is because 
of the narrow range of the training provided. It is necessary 
(23) The Training of Secondary School Teachers, specially 
with reference to English, Report of a Joint Committee 
of the Faculty of Harvard College and of the Graduate 
School of Education. M.U.Press, 1942. 
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to broaden the scope of physical training which should really 
comprise a comprehensive progra.mme of health education. The 
whole instruction in phjrsical education should be conducted 
(24) 
on scientific lines and trainees should be examined in this 
subject also. 
Provision should be 'made not only for drilling small 
classes of their fellow students or of school children, but 
of formulating systems and designing exercises, on physiolo-
gical and psyohological principles, suited to children at 
different stages of development. Teachers-in-trainlng should 
also receive training in camp life and in organising group-
games and agility exercises. Their own corporate life should 
also, at the same time, receive full attention. 
SPECIALISATION: In addition to the compulsorjr papers a 
candidate is generally allowed to offer an additional paper 
in special subjects provided for.Provision for such subjects 
made by different universities is shovm below:-
AQBk: lnglish,History,Geography,Mathematics,Anatomy,Physiclogy 
and Hygiene,Urdu and Hindi,and Physics and Chemistry. 
ALIGr^ iHH: EnglishjHistor;;-,Geography,Mathematics,Science,Urdu, 
Religious Education and Experimental Education. 
An4AHABAD;Histor;^,Geographer ^Mathematics ,Ph3'-sics and Chemistry, 
General Science,and Physical Training. 
BEMAHB3;English,History,Geography,Mathematics,Science,Hindi, 
Experimental Education,Primarjr and Hural Education. 
Infant Education, and Phs^ sical Training. 
CALCUTTA:Mental and Educational Measurements,Social and 
Abnormal,Psychology applied to educetion,Mental Hygiene 
and Child Guidance, Methods and Organisation in Nursery 
Schools,Kinder-gartens & Montessori Schools,Comparative 
Education with reference to selected countries in 
Europe and America, and Education of Handicapped 
Children with reference to some selected types. 
(24) Gf.Mc Nair Report.Chap.VII.p.48."Every teacher should 
appreciate as a result of his training in Phy,Sdu,that 
'he is intimately concerned with the posture,Physical 
'^  health and development of his pupils even though he may 
.^c- -  V, have no direct responsibility for their games etc". 
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LUCKNOW: English, History, Geography, Mathematies, Chemistry 
and Physios and Music. Also Biology and Nature 
Study, 
AKDHM. BOMBkJ, MkBBkS. MYSORE. MA.GPUR. OSmiCEA.PATM AND 
TRA.VANGORE universities make no provision for specialisation. 
The universities of Madias, Mysore and Travancore, however, 
provide very detailed courses in the Methods of Teaching 
School subjects, comparable with the courses prescribed for 
specialization in other universities. 
The trainees offering special subjects are required 
to possess a thorough knowledge of the methods of teaching 
the subject as well as of the subject matter and to do the 
prescribed work, written and practical, in connection with 
it. The record of written-and practical work along with the 
candidates answer papers is submitted for examination to 
the examiner in the special paper. The trainee*s failure in 
this paper, however, does not affect the result of his 
degree examination. If he passes, an endoresement is made 
to this effect on his degree. 
The absence of facilities for specialization at many-
of the Indian universities is highly regrettable. Also,where 
such facilities exist, many of the High School subjects are 
conspicuous by their absence. Now that the range of electives 
which High School students can offer has been greatly widened 
and is likely to be still further widened in the near future, 
teacher-training institutions should also include them in 
their lists of special subjects, because these subjects 
deserve as much to be taught by specialist teachers as the 
more traditional subjects like English, Mathematics, etc.. 
Apart from facilities for specialization in regular school 
subjects, specialised courses,as at Calcutta, in guidance, 
public relations, teachers' organisations, use of library, 
production of children's or adults* literature and similar 
19: 
subjects should also be introduoed into the prog]?aiimie of 
studies as electives. Tirainees should be encouraged to take 
up one or more or these subjects for specialization in 
addition to the one special subject which they usually offer 
at present. 
The following are the main topics wb,ich should invariably 
be included in this paper: 
\k\ 'EHIOBETIGAX; 
(i) History of teaching the subject- its place 
in the school curriculum, 
(ii)' Aims and values of teaching the subject in 
school. 
(iii) Methods of teaching the subject and class-room 
techniques, 
(iv) Determination of the curriculum for various 
stages• 
(v) Methods of testing. 
(vi) Correlation with other subjects. 
(vii) Aids to the teaching of the subject. 
(viii) Qualification of the specialist teacher. 
(B) PHAOTIQAL; 
(i) Essays on above topics. 
(ii) Preparation of models & illustrative material. 
(iii) Visits to places of interest, 
(C) TEACHIKG; 
(i) Demonstration and criticism lessons. 
(ii) A prescribed number of lessons in the subject. 
CHAPTER IV. 
The Organisation of the system of Post-graduate 
Teacher- training, 
"The French magnify scholarship and intellectual 
profienoy; the Germans insist on a thorough acquaintance 
with the aims and practices of class-teaching; the Italians 
stress the philosophic outlook of the teacher; the Russians 
make much of educational theory, psychology and sociology 
(with great techniealisation); the Americans are increasingly 
interested in the professionalisation (and democratisationi 
(1) 
of training". The English tiy to maintain a balanced rela-
tionship between the theoretical, professional and practical 
aims of teacher-training. India is half a century behind 
Europe, and its system or lack of system has all the -outmoded 
features of the English system of fity years ago besides its 
own special weaknesses. It has suffered from indefiniteness 
and vagueness of objectives and has emphasised the value 
of formal instruction at the expense of the education of 
the whole man.Whatever be the reasons, the ideal before the 
training institutions has so far been that of craftsmanship-
producing class room teachers and not educational thinkers 
and educators in the real sense of the word. 
The recently acquired political freedom has imposed 
its own obligation^and given rise to fresh problems.InA free 
India the primary objective of the educational system would 
be to produce men and women who have reached the fullest 
development of their personalities, who are fired with 
sincere patriotism and who are capable of playing their part 
as responsible, useful and intelligent citizens. "The indivi-
dualism and diversity of type found in English education, 
the centralisation and bureaucratic organisation of French 
(1) W.J.Mitohell and G.Beaulavon. The Training of Teachers, 
London, n.d., pp.70-71. 
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and Italian education, the sectionalism and ttie reTerenoe for 
knowledge and science of the G-eimans, the intense communis tie 
nationalism of the Sussian and the age-long emphasis on 
democracy and political equality and local liberty of the 
(2) 
people of United States" have deeply influenced the organisa-
tion,* administration, curricula!-, methods of instruction, 
and teacher training institutions of each nation. Why should 
India be an exception? The type of teacher, required for 
free India will be different from that which worked the 
system imposed by the British. The cultural-cum-professional 
standards of the new teacher would have to be raised to a 
height commensurate with the demands of the new age. This is 
only possible when an entirely new orientation is given to 
the whole process pt teacher-training. 
The existing organization of the post-graduate teacher-
training in India shows great divergence and lack of unifor-
mity in different universities. The first difference that 
one notices is in the nomenclature of the diplomas and 
» 
degrees awarded by the different universities. It is difficult 
to discover cogent reasons for existing differences of 
nomenclature, but at any rate, the L.T. seems to be least 
suitable, as in India, unlike Japan, teachers are not 
licensed to pursue their calling. The most appropriate first 
post-graduate training qualification seems to be the Diploma 
in Education. The soundness of awarding a degree after a one-
year course is open to question. Both in general'education 
and in professional studies, a degree is, as a rule, awarded 
after at least two year*s work, and there seems to be no 
reason why in^eaching a degre.e should be made cheap by 
being awarded after only one academe; yearns work. If the 
consensus of opinion is in the favour of a degree, a better 
arrangement would be for students to enter a training depart-
ment or institution after passing the intermediate examination, 
(S) E.P.Cubberly, Editor«s Introduction (p.Till) to Kandel»s 
Studies in Comparative Education, London. 1933, 
%&. 
as is the case of medical and engineering bourses, and to 
study for the B.ld and not for the B.T. Degree which should 
be awarded after three year's training i.e. on the successful 
completion of a general-cum-professional course in the first 
two years followed by a third year of intensive practical 
and professional work. 
ADMISSIOH AI^ SELIGTION;-
In addition to the degree, candidates are generally 
required to furnish at the time of their admission to a 
training College or department: 
(1) Certificates of good conduct and academic career from 
the Principal and Professors of the College last 
attended, 
(2) migration certificate required of graduates of other 
universities, 
(3) In case of candidates with previous teaching experience, 
a certificate from the Inspector of Schools or the 
Headisaster under whom the candidate worked, showing 
the length of his service and the quality of the work 
dOAB by him as a teacher. 
A typical formlpf application is as follows:-
1. Name and address of candidate. 
2. father's name, occupation and address. 
3. Date of birth, 
4* Religion and mother tongue. 
5. Place of residence. 
6. Examinations passed with years, divisions and subjects. 
7. Experience as a teacher, if any. 
8. Explanation of gaps in the career, if any. 
9. Other qualifications - literary, athletic, administrative 
etc • 
&0» Any additional information-.special interests, special 
(3) 
claims for admission etc. 
(3) MiniGtry of Education,London:Teaching as a Career,p.12. -
Advisory Committee appointed by the President of the Board 
requires every candidate to sup-'ly inforajation as to 
hobbies and general interests and any teaching work under-
taken voluntarily or any other activity with young people. 
tiO. 
In selecting candlates (1) preference is given to 
graduates of local universities, but others are also adinitted 
under certain conditions, (ii) previous teaching experience 
is taken into cofisideration at some universities; (iii) a 
competitive entrance test isheld as at Aligsrh, and candidates 
are interviewed with a view to assessing their aptitude for 
teaching on the basis of personal qualities. 
The arguments advanced in favour of considering 
previous teaching experience are that such trainees respond 
more satisfactorily, appreciate practical suggestions better, 
are better able to evalute theories and suggestions, and are 
generally more at home with class-room situations. Moreover 
they know from experience what particular difficulties and 
problems their t2?aining would be preparing them to meet and 
what things should receive special emphasis in their work. 
They have had opportunities of discovering their fitness or 
unfitness for teaching. Others maintain that such experience 
may prove a negative thing. Students with the wfong kind of 
experience are apt to have lost mental flexibility, to have 
become confirmed in wrong attitudes, to have become addicted 
(4) 
to faulty teaching and withal to have fallen victims to 
self-complacency born of their consciousness of having gained 
so many years of experience. 
To my mind,previous experience of teaching in a school 
(5) 
should have a marked effect in developing their personalities 
and in stimulating their moral and intellectual development. 
(4) Bureau of Education, India. Occasional Reports No.8. 
The Training of Teachers by H.S.Duncan, and A.H.Mackenzie 
page 10, 
(5) fieoruitment & Supply of Teachers, Report by Scottish 
School Masterw* Association on Remit from Advisory 
Council on Education^ in Scotland, 1943.p.21. See also 
Nuffield College Education Sub-Committee: The Teaching 
Profession Today & Tomorrow,1944, p.18; and Board of 
Education, London, Report of the Departmental Committee 
on the Training of Teachers for Public Elementary Schools, 
1925, Chap. I7. p. 72. 
Tlie plea .of beginning with a clean slate is wrong for this 
reason also tliat when a person starts teaching, he tends to 
use the methods which were employed by his own teachers, 
I^ irther if careful and systeisatic records are kept of the 
teaching done by prospective trainees before they join a 
college, it will be esay to weed out misfits and allow for 
individual idio-synerasies in the course of training. 
The far reaching soaial implications of teacher's work 
make careful and scientific selection imperative. With regard 
to the natural qualities desirable in a teacher, it would be 
absurd to find a teacher endowed with them all. 
,The problem of selecting the right type of persons for 
training as teachers has been receiving increasing attention 
in countries which are educationally advanced. Numerous 
experimental studies have been made in this direction in 
(6) 
England and America. The following tests are frequently used 
for this purpose:-
George Washington University Teaching Aptitude Test; 
The Cox-Gre^n*s Prognosis Test of Teaching Ability; the Ohio 
State Intelligence Test; Wrenn»s Study Habit Inventory; 
Sim*s Socio-Economic Status Inventory; Bell Inventory etc.. 
Similar tests of intelligence, aptitude and personality 
traits can be evolved (with special reference to Indian 
(7) 
conditions), and administered scientifically for weeding out 
those with low I,Q..,emotional instability, poor voice, etc. 
The students might possibly share in the process, e.g.,they 
can be helped to understand what personal qualities and 
prefesslonal attitudes are essential in good teachers; they 
can be helped to estimate the likelihood that they could 
(6) F.A.Butler:Prediction of Success in Practice Teaching. 
(Educational Administration & Supervision, 1935).L.H, 
Hartson:Further Validation of the Rating Scales used with 
candidates for admiEsion to Oberlin College.(School and 
Society,1937).C.F.Hardesty:Can Teaching Success be Rated. 
(Nations Schools. 1955).Peter Sandiford and Others:Fore-
casting Teaching Ability. (Elementary School JotPrnal,1938). 
(7) Education in Scotland,Proposals for Reconstruction by the 
Associeition of Directors of Education in Scotland.Feb, 
1943,p.14. "Too little is done to prevent unsuitable 
persons from entering the Training Colleges or to-ellml-
nate them during the course". 
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become strong teachers, finding joy and satisfaction in the 
(8) 
profession and so on. *Teachers are born, never made'; •You 
cannot teach any one to teach* and such other sayings emphasise 
all thfe more the importance of wise selection, because 
improvements can be brought about, but the final result is 
dependent on the raw material with which we start. 
An individual's desire alone to become a teacher is not 
enough, nor can his scholarship by itself provide a reliable 
prognosis of his'teaching effiency after a course of profes-
sional training. Certain personal qualities are also essential. 
Candidates should, therefore, be interviewed with the object 
of assessing the suitability for the teaching profession of 
(9) 
their temperament,personality and intellectual capacity. 
Experience in social work, participation in community efforts, 
skill in music, art, games, or some craft should be fully 
taken into account. The best criterion would, of course, be 
actual teaching in a school for a limited period before the 
final selection is made. They should, therefore, be "afforded 
a minimum period, (say a month),in a school during which 
(io) 
their aptitude for the profession might be jiped.'" However 
careful the selection, some unsuitable- candidates are bound 
to get admitted to training colleges. "Opportunity should, 
therefore, be provided for the withdrawal,during the course, 
of students who wish to do so, or who in the opinion of the 
college staff, do not seem likely to complete the course 
•(11) 
satisfactorily and to make effective teachers".The Teachers 
College, Saidapet,l7ide Calender for 1941-42/,page 23) had 
laid down that 'every student shall be considered on probation 
for fifty working days, and if it shall appear to the Princi-
pal that tiny student is not likely to prove an efficient 
teacher,such student shall be required to leave the InstituticH 
(8) Ministry of Education,Lond;Teaching as a Career,1945,p.12. 
"Candidates should also be given the opportunity of 
supporting their claims in a wide variety of ways". 
(9) The Scottish School.Proposals for Eeconstruction,1943. 
(The Education Institute of-Scotland).pp.19-20. 
(lot National Union of Teachers.Recruitment & Supply of 
Teaohers.A Short Term Policy iCor an liiiergenc3'-.Oct.1943. 
page.10. 
(ll)Ministry of Edu.lng.Cir.l8.of 19th Dec.1944.Ernergency ^  Ron-mi-!+:Tnen+. A> n^tfui ni nsr o-P T e a n h e r s . r ) - 5 » 
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. Pag-PROIESSIOML EDUCATION OP THE PROSPECTIVE 
TEA.CHEBS: 
Closely related to the problem of selection is the 
question of the pre-professional education of prospective 
teachers. Good general education is the pre-requisite for 
all kinds of professional training, but it is all the more 
essential for teachers who are the accredited agents of 
(12) 
society for laoulding the younger generation.The experience 
of those who have been associated viith teacher-training 
shows that most of th€ graduates joining training colleges 
possess a very poor background of liberal education.What 
Tolstoi said of Russian Universities yeaisrago, viz, that 
the chief concern of the students is to take down notes and 
receive as much instruction as may help them to get ready 
for esamination, is true of Indian Universities today. It is 
a fact that teachers-in-trainiag do not derive much real 
advantage from post-graduate training courses. Their main 
concern is to qualify for the professional degree or diploma 
which constitutes the essential condition of entry into the 
profession. The causes of the inefficiency of our teachers 
are many and various, e.g., lack of professional keenness 
and idealism, poor background of general and specialised. 
knowledge, besides the weaknesses of the existing'system 
of teacher-training i t se l f which have been already discussed 
in de t a i l . 
Intending teachers should be required to follow a more 
comprehensive programme of studies at the under-graduate-; 
level.They should be equipped not only with a broad range 
of cultural and scientific knowledge, upon which they will 
draw from time to time in the course'of their professional 
experience, but should also study both from books and fix>m 
life situations such subjects as sociology, social philosophy, 
ethics and psychology-normal,abnormal group,and individual. 
(IS)Joint Standing Committee of the Training College,Associa-
tion & Council of Principals,London:Memorandum on the 
Trainix^ of Teachers,1937,p.59,"The importance of this 
background is greater when the teacher is less concerned 
contd...,«i 
TMs education should introduce them to " a full life which 
they will )De encouraged to maintain and indeed develop, 
(13) 
during their professional careers". For this purpose (a) 
selection for the teaching profession should be made after 
the High School or the Intermediate stage on the basis of 
school record, (comprising not only a record of progress in 
various directions, but also teachers' estimates of perso-
nality traits, and vocational tests administered by properly 
equipped and staffed vocational guidance bureaux):{b)group 
of optional subjects related to the needs of the profession 
(an education group, resembling medical,engineering or 
agriculture group) should be provided for under-graduate 
studies, and (c) adequate provision should be made for 
activity programmes embracing a rich varietj?- of curricular 
(14) 
and extra-curricular activities. 
The introduction of special "orientation courses"with 
which certain American universities have been experimenting n^ 
of other courses at the under-graduate level has been 
(15) 
advocated by certain Indian Bfllwationists e.g." (l)Literature-
(16) 
an outline of world literature,(2) Study and evaluation of 
children's literature, etc., (3) An introduction to contem-
porary civiliszations, and foims of Government (sociology 
and social studies- an integrated course of History,Geogra-
phy, civics, economics, and history of civilizations),(4) 
General Science, (5) Philosophy and ethics, (6) Art, and 
handwork (including the study and practice of simple machines)^ 
physical lducation(including personal and social hygiene), 
oontd. with merely imparting items of information to his 
pupils than with using knowledge as a means of broadening the 
pupils outlook and extending their interests", 
(13) Board of Education,London:'Educational Reconstruction': 
Chap.IX.p.27.London.Eeprinted 1947. 
(14) Prof.Habibul Rahman:Presidential Address delivered at 
the Teacher Training Section of the All-^ India Educationa] 
Conference held in 1941 at Srinagar. 
(15) W.P.Mitchell & G.Beaulavon:The Training of Teachers, 
pp.65-66.and Jas larl Russell:The Trend in American 
Education, 1922.pp.37-8.See Also W.C,Bagley:Ttie Problem 
of Teacher Training in tJnived States,published in 
Educational Year B*^ Ok, 1927, (Columbia University)p.588. 
(16) 'MDdern Greats'- at Oxford is a valuable 
experiment. .Degree courses in Modem 
Studies are suggested in the memo(1943)prepared by the 
Edu.Adv.Committee of the W.E.A.& submitted in evidence 
to the Mc Nair Committee,pp.8-9• 
(7) ixtras-Phonetics and oral expression, penmanship,and 
(17) 
black-board writing etc. Hiere is no reason why special 
prOTision should not be made by the Indian universities and 
High School and Intermediate Education Boards to* satisfy 
the future needs of school teachers by introducing similar 
courses suited to the Indian conditions and ideals, for »it 
is in a wise balance of subJeots(and in the development of 
the power of reflective thought and critical judgement and 
a fuller training in the use of leisure) that the High School 
and College courses can best meet the needs of training 
(18) 
colleges". As a first step, the Universities and the Boards 
of High School and Intermediate Education will be well 
advised to introduce Education and Sociology as optional 
subjects for the Intermediate and B.A, courses; they should 
be compulsory for prospective teachers. Faculties of Education 
should be established in all Indian universities. Some Indian 
Universities and Boards of Education have introduced Educa-
tion as an optional subject for the Inter and B.A.examinations) 
e.g., Aligarh, Allahabad, and Patna universities and the 
Rajputana and the U.P". Boards. Certainly the cultural value 
of Education and Sociology is as great as that of any of the 
(19) 
traditional optional subjects. 
Initiation into their professional work can also be made 
(20) 
at this stajfee. They should be required to observe and attend 
a number of lessons delivered by competent teachers, to 
discuss educational and sociological problems with individual 
teachers and in conferences, to particpate in teaching and 
leadership in school and community activities,wherever 
(17) I.L.Eandel:Studies in Comparative Education,pp.854-8. 
(18) The Training of Teachers:Memo Joint Standing Committee 
of Training College Association & Council of Principals, 
1937,London.Chap.Ill.Seotion I.,pp.13-14. 
(19) London County Cou^il Education Commit tee. Report on the 
Training of Teachers.Deo.1942.p.893. 
(20) Board of Education,London:Circular 1652 dated 15th May 
1944."The students should spend enough cont'inuous time 
in a school, and receive enough help from the Head 
Teacher and staff to have the working of a good school 
clearly impressed on their minds without the distraction 
of preparing to give lessons themselves".page 5. 
29. 
possible. A definite and organised effort should be icade to 
.acquaint them with the training and qualifications a teacher 
must have, the attractions and advantages of the profession 
and. the rewards it offers. In addition to this they should 
he helped to conduct educational experiments like literary 
compaigns, to organise educational exhibitions and to engage 
in social serfice of various kinds. Thus professionalization 
of subject matter at pre-professional level coupled with 
practice in supplementary subjects will relieve the training 
colleges of much of the work they have to crowd ineffectively 
into one short session at present, 
DUHATION OF THAIlNttNG; The duration of the course of 
post-graduate training is nominally nine months, but the 
effective period of training is less than eight months on 
account of holidays. During this short period, training 
colleges are expected "to transofrm raw, inexperienced 
graduates into interested and responsible craftsman and 
completely to change the mental and emotional habitudes of 
(21) 
old and time-worn teachers". What they do actually achieve 
is to initial© the trainees into the rudiments of the profe-
ssion, to equip them with •tricks of the trade* and to create 
in them a sense of belonging to the teaching profession,the 
•indifferent thereby becoming moderate, and the moderate 
good. 
The considerations that led to the limiting of the 
period of training to one academic year were probably as 
follows: 
1. The profession had to be supplied with a trained 
personnel as speedily as possible. 
2. The maturer graduate trainees (21-35 years) were 
expected to acquire the essential background of profes-
sional knowledge and techniques within one academic 
year.by applying themselves vigorously to an intensive 
course of training, 
(21) K.G.SaiyidainiThe School of the Future,cfcl«p 2II,p.293. 
~^u. 
3. The object of training was to produce 'teachers* i.e. 
(B2) 
successful technicians and craftsmen and not educators 
(Bachelors of Teaching, or Masters of Teaching,not 
Bachelors or Masters of Education) and for the produc-
tion of such craftsmen one year was considered to be 
sufficient. 
4. The trainees were drawn from a class which could not 
afford the expenses of a two-year course of training 
and local Governments were also unwilling to pay 
stipends wherever there were paid, for more than one 
session. 
5. The status and the remunerdtion offered to trained 
teachers were not sufficiently attractive to encourage 
them to pursue a two-year course. 
The following arguicetts may be advanced for exten-
ding the course of training to two years:-
(1) After a year's training the trainee is forwarned and 
forearmed against the worst pitfalls of inexperience and 
ignorance, but more than this is necessary. Acquisition of 
techniques and skills alone is not enough. He must be trained, 
in what.might be termed the sociology of education no less 
(23) 
than in its philosophy, science and techniques. Education of 
the future citizen of a free India should not consist merely 
in the transmission of knowledge and information, it should 
aim at his all-sided development. Such development involves 
the provision of an educational programme that should stimulate 
and develop body, intellect, morals and aesthetic nature. • 
(£2) Supplement to the Gazettee of India, March 12, 1904,para 
39; "... the main object should be to render them capable 
teachers and no attempt should be made to prepare them 
for any higher external examination". 
(23) The Scottish School.Proposals for HeconstruQtion,1943. 
The Educational Institute of Scotland.pp.19-20.Also Of. 
The Education and Training of Teachers.A Memorandum 
prepared by the Education Advisory Committee of the 
Worker's Educational Association,England,submitted in 
evidence to the Mo Kair Committee.p. 12. "A training 
which combines a good cultural education vdth the deve-
lopment of professional technique and SOCJTOI understan-
ding is essential if the teacher is to fit into the new 
educational order". 
(B) The profession of a teacher in a modern society is not 
less important then that of a medical practitioner or an 
engineer, the professional training of each of whom covers 
from three to five years. The human mind which teachers have 
to stimulate and mould is more difficult to understand and 
its reactions are not so easily predictable as those of dead 
matter or of hunan body only; consequently there is a very 
strong case for having teacher's training courses of suffi-
ciently long duration. 
(3) Cultivation of• a sense of professional devotion and 
dignity, creation of the right attitude of mind and of the 
consciousness of the responsibility for leadership are tasks 
which can not possibly be accomplished in nine months. 
(4) The changed conception of education has shifted the 
emphasis to individual work and to the development of powers 
of constructive thought and initiative. Our future teachers 
have to be ti«iined in the art of clear and correct reasoning, 
and in the proficient use of techniques of reasearch, because 
as with a business-man, a lawyer, a physician, so with a 
teacher, every new situation is a problem demanding careful 
reflection and scientific approach. 
(5) The programme of work drawn up for a one-year course 
of training is so over-crowded that much of the work done 
must remain superficial and scrappy. 
(6) Within the short period of nine months, it is impossi-
ble for training colleges to provide adequate facilities 
for experimenting with progressive techniques like activity 
methods, playway,Dalton Plan, etc., and 
(7) "Kie claims of aesthetic education, of handicrafts and 
(24) 
of participation in schemes of social welfare and extra-
curricular activities organised games, debating societies, 
dramatics etc, which are effective means of providing health 
expertenoe» of every phase of life, also call for a longer 
duration of professional preparation. 
(24) British Federation of University Women,Ltd.,London, 
Some Notes on Sdueational H^form. 1943.p.5.]|.. to ena 
students to pay more attention to the soclaJraspect of 
J.V«,IT, trainlngt ft 
CfC , 
EXAMimTIOHS:- The f ina l examination comprises (A) Written 
papers and (B) P r a c t i c a l examination as shown in the following 
t a b l e : -
UNIVEBSITY. ^BITTM PAPEBS« PmCTIGAL EXAM. EESaRES. 
l»Agra» 4 papers in the pres-
cribed subjects,each 
of three hours dura-
tion & carrying 100 
marks• 
2.Ali^rh, 6 papers in the pres-
cribed subjects,each 
of three hours dura-
tion and carrying 50 
marks. 
(i) 2 lessons & 60^ 
(ii) class 
record. 
do 
or more 
I Div. 48^ 
or more 
II Div.36^ 
III.Div. 
do» 
3«AllaJiabad< 4 papers .in the pres-
cribed subjects.M&rks 
& duration determined 
by the DePtt.fBom 
time to time. 
4.Andhra. 5 papers,each of three 
hours duration.l.Bheory 
& Practice of Idu.Pt.I, 
2. Theory & Practice of 
Idu.Pt. II. 
3.Hist.of Edu.& Comp. 
Study of Educational 
Systems. 4.Methods of 
Teaching English.5. 
Methods of Teaching one 
of the School subjects. 
do 
Nil in 1942. 
2 lessons. 
Determined by 
the Deptt. 
from time to 
time. 
Minpass.3595 
in each and 
40^ in 4 & 5 
eaoh8(practi-
cal lesson. 
I.Div. 
II.Div. 
B.Benaris. 4 papers in the p res -
cribed sub jec t s . ( i ) 2 lessons 60^ I .Div . (100 marks.) 45^ I I .D iv , 
( i i ) Year 's work 35^I I .DiT 
in Teaching 
(100 marks). 
e.Bombay*. 5 papers each of th ree 
hours duration and c a r r -
ying loo marks . l .P r inc i -
p l e s of Edu.2.Hist .of 
Idu . 3 .Pract ice of Edu. 
(General Methods,School 
Bfeinagement & Hygiene) 
4 .Prac t ice of Education 
(Special Methods).5 
Educational Experiments. 
( i ) 2 lessons 
(200 imrks) 
( i i ) P r a c t i c a l 
work during 
the year 
(100 marks) 
in aggr 
gate.50^ in 
p i ^c t i c a l 
with DistiD 
t ion.60^ 
I.Div.40^ 
I I I . D i v . 
* For 1948-49. 
Paper I . Theory of Edu.(Sec.I ,Edual Psy,Sec I l .Expta l ,Psy 
and S t a t i s t i c a l methods. 
Paper I I . Theory of Edu ( S e c I . Pr in.df Edu.Sec. I I . Gen. 
Method) 
Paper I l l .P rac t i f i e of Edu (spec ia l Methods) 
Paper 17. Edual Administrat ion. 
Paper V. His tory of Edu. 
Ref.B.T.Syllabus sent by thg Edual Advisor, to the Govt, of 
Bombay with h i s l e t t e r No.Lyb.Bus.dated the 9th July 1948. 
7.Calcutta< Principles of Sdu. 
inoluding Psy,{2 
papers) .History of 
lducatioii.(l paper) 
Geneira.! Methods, 
Sohoil Oi^, and 
Hygiene (1 paper). 
Contents & Methods 
of teaching any 3 
school subjects (3 
half papers).Essay 
and composition 
(1 paper) .lach full 
paper carries 100 
narks and is of 
three hours dura-
tion.lach half 
paper carries 50 
marks and is of 8 
duration. 
(i)T«ro lessons 540 marks 
(200 marks). I Div. 
& 360 II.Dit, 
( i i ) Lesson III.DiT.40fg 
Notes Tutor ia l in each of 
work ,e tc . the compul-
(150 marks), sory subjects 
and p rac t i ca l , 
h r s . 
8.Luoknow» 
9 .Madras• 
4 papers in the p r e s -
cribed subjects ,each 
of three hours dura-
t ion and carrying 100 
marks. 
4 papers:l.OSieory of 
Education (3 hrs.100 
marks).2.General 
Methods 2^ hrs ,75 
marks),3.School Org. 
& Hygiene(2i h r s , 
75 marks),4.Methods 
of Teaching Optional 
sub jee t s (2 t h rs .75 
marks). 
2 lessons 
only. 
I, Div, 
II.DiT. 
36^ III.Div, 
Each college 60% I. Div. 
is responsi- 50^ II.Div. 
ble to the 35f^  in each 
University for paper and 
conducting 40^ in aggre-
Practitfal Tests gate III 
in Teaching. Division, 
Report of 
College is to 
be based on 
lecturers' 
reports of at 
least five lessons 
in each subject. 
I. Div. 
II.Div. 
10. Mysore. 6 papers in the pres- (i) 2 lessons, 
cribed subjects.Bach (100 marks); 
of three hours dura- (ii) Class Work 30^ in each 
tion & carrying 100 * (50 marks), and 40% in 
marks• aggregate 
III.Div, 
( i ) 2 lessons Theo. 60%) 
(100 marks),Prao. 
( i i ) Year 's 
Teaching 
work 
(100 marks) 
ll.Nagpur, 5 papers in presotibed 
subjects.Each paper 
carries 50 marks. I, Div, 
Theo. 50% 
Prac. 60% 
II.Div. 
Theo. 36% 
Prac. 50% 
III.Div. 
12,0smania. 5 papers in prescribed (i) 2 lessons 60% I.Div-
subjeets. :^ch of 3 hrs.(100 marks), 48% II.Dii 
duration and carries (ii)Record of 36% III.D: 
100 marks. Teaching 
work 
(100 Marks), 
13. Patna . 4 papers in prescr ibed 3 lessons Min.pass 30?^  
s u b j e c t s . Time 3 l i r s . only in each paper 
eaoh.Marlcs 10.0 each. (400 saaiks) in Theory & 
4O5J in 
p r a c t i c e . 
14.TraT»Hnoore. 5 papers i n p r e s - No Paaot ica l 6O5J I .Div. 
oribed sub jec t s . Exdm.Only 50?^  I I .D iv . 
P r i n o i f a l ' s Min.Pass.4O55 
dec la ra t ion . aggr. and 
(1942) .La tes t . 35^ 1 in each, 
information 
not a v a i l a b l e . 
Thus we see tha t with the exception of a few un ive r s i t i e s 
where no p r a c t i c a l examination i s held, or i f held a t a l l , 
the y e a r ' s work i s not taken in to considerat ion, a l l other 
u n i v e r s i t i e s requi re each candidate to give two f ina l lessons 
before the Board oflxaminers and take into account, as i t 
r (25) 
should be , h i s record of day-to-day work during the sess ion. 
^ome assign de f in i t e marks to the y e a r ' s work, while others 
do no t . 
The practice of allowing the trainees to^repare their 
final lessons in advance should be discouraged. Lessons 
should, as a matter of fact, be selected by the examiners 
and four hours allowed for their preparation. In addition to " 
the two lessons, the final examination in practice should 
include (as does the examination for des sciences naturelles, 
in France) (a) the selection, arrangement or preparation of 
materials to illustrate a lesson selected by the examiners 
and (b) the preparation and selection of specimens suitable 
(26) 
for instructional purposes. 
Record of work done during the session should include 
(i) the record of practice teaching done during the session, 
(ii) written work submitted for tutoriaIs,(iii) criticism 
(25) London County Council Committee, Eeport on the Training 
of Teachers. Deo. 15, 1942.p.895. In England develop-
ments during the interrwar period have been in the 
direction of increasing the internal element in the 
examination and of increasing the weight attached to 
records of work done during the course, when making 
final assessment of student's achievements. 
(26) I.L.Kandel: Studies in Comparative Education, 1933, 
p. 840. 
lessons, (ir) observation of lessons and critical examination 
of time-tables, school buildings etc., (v) record of extra-
curricular activities and hand-work, and (vi) their conduct 
throughout the year, including regularity and punctuality, 
interest and personal reactions to professional work in 
genei^al. 
Because the final examination tends to introduce 'an 
element/of drama and unreality', some authorities are opposed 
to the holding of a final practical test, and they advocate 
that the process of testing should be continous. This is 
a very sound view. Periodical tests-written, oral and practi-
cal should be given and the external accessors, who are 
appointed to ensure a certain uniformitj'- of standard amongst 
the different training institutions, should have an opportu-
nity of being associated with the process at all stages and 
(27) 
not merely at the end of the course. The student should also 
feel that there has been a real testing ofhis year's work. 
Obviously final ratiqg can only be arrived at through skilled 
judgement based on many observations. Examinations should 
(28) 
also be held in educational hand-work, ph^ s^ical education 
and phonetics and the awards incorporated into the final 
result of the practical examination. 
(29) 
Examinations, as measuring devices, are indispensable. 
The examination system as a whole req^ uires drastic over-
(27) staple's Reconstruction Digests:Education.Part 4.Eeoruit-
ment & Training of Teachers.London.March.*45. See alse-
Board of Education, London. Saergency Recruitment and 
Training of Teachers. 15th May 1944.p.7 (Circular 1652) 
(28) Board of Education,London.Report of the Committee on 
Universities and Training Colleges,1928,p.21."The same 
procedure would be suitable as for the practice of 
Teaching, except that failure in the subject will not 
entail failure in the whole examination". 
(29) The Ministry of Education,London, in its brochure 
entitled Teaching as a Career, 1945,— a detailed 
description of qualifications, training and prospects 
of emplojrment for men and women released from H.M. 
Forces and other National Services — laid down that 
there will be no formal external examination,but the 
work of the students will be assessed on the basis of 
internal tests for which the staff of the college will 
be primarily responsible. At the end of the training 
year, the college will reoomi-end a student either for. 
a simple pass or fail or refer him for an additional 
period of tj^ining. page.i4# 
96, 
hauling in order that it may.be a more effective and reliable 
measure of general education and professional ability. It 
should be remodelled, so that it might test not only the 
prospective teacher's power of reproducing prepaTed notes, 
as it does today, but real grasp of educational principles 
and the ability to judge and apply his knowledge to pupils 
of different age-ranges and to adaptf it to different local 
conditions. In addition to written and practical examination, 
oral tests similar to the oral part of .the 'agregation 
examination* in France, are also desirable. The presentation 
of individual work in the form of an essay or a short 
dissertation as part of the written examination or in lieu 
of one or two papers, as is done by some of the British 
Universities, e,g, Birmingham, Leeds, Wales and Liverpool, 
would also remove weaknesses which have provoked serious 
attacks on the present system of essay-type examinations.lt 
would provide training in the use of books and other sources 
of information, and in';bhe organization of the data collected. 
It would also develop the powers of independent thought, 
discrimination and judgment, and enarourage individual approach 
Although absolute uniformity is impossible of attainment, 
unless uniformity of evaluation on strictlj'- scientific lines 
is achieved, yet it would appear extremely desirable that 
there should be at least uniformity of percentage of marks 
prescribed by different existing examining bodies for the 
First, Second and the Third Classes, The Educational Institute 
of Scotland recommended the abolition of the present practice 
of awarding a teaching mark at the end of the training course, 
and suggested that any assessment made at this stage should 
be in general terms, e.g.,promising or very promising.(Yide 
Education in Scotland, ^ Proposals for Reconstruction, 1943, 
page 21)• 
In India the percentages of marks generally fixed for 
1st, 2nd and 3rd divisions are 60, 48, and 36, but there are 
variations from university to university. 
General criticism and suggestions;-
The holder of a lower certificate or diploim in teaching 
is not allowed to qualify for a higher diploma or degree 
even 
without attending the full course prescribed for it,/if he 
improves his academic qualifications. This is very unfair. 
There is need of reorganisation along lines that would allow 
those teachers who have gained expierience and improved ' 
their educational qualifications to sit for higher examina:t-
ions without attending regular full-time course. . 
The main criticism which is levelled against our educa-
tional system,namely that it is not related to life, applies 
with equal force to our training college courses. Training 
colleges should, therefore, assume regional leadership in 
matters educational. Tiiej should study Indian needs and 
requirements, verify their conclusions b3'- experimentation, 
and examine critically all schemes put forward by the 
Department. Through group action, they can force the Depart-
ment, if it still persists in its antiquated ideas, to bow 
to their verdict. 
A charge very frequently levelled against training 
colleges is that their alumni do not practise what they 
preach. Without actual experience of working under conditions 
which imply freedom, self-activity, or co-operative work, 
either at school, Universit3'-, or training college, how can 
prospective teachers realise the full significance of these, 
and how can they be expected to promote them among their 
pupils? The divorce between theory and practice should 
be reduced to a minimum and study should be supplem.ented 
with experience of the right kind and of a varied nature. 
Training colleges should have student societies representing 
many different interests and managed to a ferj large extent 
by students themselves. Great emphasis should also be 
placed on the importance of self-governme*nt, which seeks to 
3^. 
fit the trainSes to undertake responsibility for the conduct 
not only of their corporate activities hut also of their own 
individual study and way of life. 
Teachers cannot understand the problems which confront 
inspectors and administrators unless they themselves are 
confronted with them and called upon to solve them. Hence 
they should have some training in inspection and adminis-
tration work, either as a part of their regular course or 
as a special subject. Usually trained graduates are supposed 
to be qualified both for teaching in High Schools and for 
inspecting the Hindustani Middle and Primary Schools,inspite 
of their not having had any experience of such schools nor 
training or practice in inspecting them. Some training 
particularly in assessing the work of teachers and classes 
quickly and economically, in the scrutiny of budget, the 
upleep of registers and the routine of organisation, is 
essential. Training in report writing and investigation,say 
of laboratdry or library requirements, and the principles, 
the policy and the programme of the Department should also 
be given. Moreover experience of actual teaching in the 
type of school which he will be required to inspect later, 
will give him some idea of how much can be reasonably 
expected of another in\bhe same situation and what help he 
requires. 
Provision should be made (1) for greater breadth and 
more effective unity, attention being shifted from the 
teaching of innumerable details to the grasp of fundamental 
principles and of subject-wholeS|(ii} for more opportunities 
for student Initiative and participation and for more 
abundant direct experience through tutorial plans, field 
activities etc. Stress should be laid upon the significance 
of what is studied in its relation to both highly personal 
and professional and also broadly social. Social study shouL 
be an integral part of the course,not as an isolated subject 
but with a view to "the better understanding of the child, 
his mental back-ground, and phsrsioal welfare, and to the 
°^ °^ fn.^ F®°''^ '^"® ^ ^® °^ ^^® social experience as an educational 
medium". It is nedessary, therefore, to link and integrate 
closely training colleges with the educational and social 
world which they exist to serve. 
Teachers-in-training must be given full ppportunities 
for studying and practising educational methods and techni-
ques, but it is equally important that they should be 
"provided with every possible facility for reading and thinlr-
•sing about education in the wider sense, having regard to 
its individual, social and ethical implications, and to its 
(31) * 
setting in the general patten of life". The most desirable 
modifications, therefore: (i) in organisation, the institu-
tion of free study hours and the working out of tasks and 
(ii) in teaching, the minimizing of the importance of lecture 
system and the emphasising of discussions and tutorials,Thus 
the potentialities slftmbering in tlie pupils would be aroused, 
activated and stimulated to function, which is the main 
purpose of training. 
Training institutions of various grades should be 
integrated into a national training system, so that a common 
scheme of training flexible enough to meet the needs of 
different types of schools and of individual students may 
, (32) 
be evolved. A permanent Central Training Council^ representa-
tive of all educational and social interests — the Govern-
ment, the Boards of Education, the Universities, the Training 
Colleges, the Teachers* Organisations, social workers eto.r-
(30) The Education and Training of Teachers:Memorandum to 
Mo Nair Committee,London. 1943, page 13, 
(31) Advisory Com3iiittee appointed by the President of the 
Board of Education, London, Report on Layout,Content 
and Staffing etc. Circular 1658, May,1944,page,a. 
(32) The Education and Training of Teachers. A Memorandum 
submitted to the.Mc Nair Committee by the Worker's 
Educational Association, Lond, 1943, pp. 10-11. 
l au . 
should be es tab l i shed . The task of the Council should be to 
c o l l e c t a l l possible plans and to work up the mater ia l thus 
gathered in to a well-arranged whole, with the object of 
showing ( i ) what objections there are to the t ra in ing system 
t h a t now obtains in Ind ia , and in what respects t h i s system 
f a i l s , ( i i ) what reforms should be introduced immediately. 
I t should have a t i t s disposal a well-equipped and we l l -
s taf fed laboratory to conduct experiments in various aspects 
of Indian Education. 
Last, but not the least, "not knowledge, not skill, 
so much-as a missionary spirit is what the training colleges 
(33) 
should seek to communicate"— a liberalised attitude towards 
their work which may help to find in it the joy of fruitful 
social service and successful self-realisation', 
"There must be always a personal ascetic training, a 
(34) 
self-discipline undertaken in view of a high purpose". 
(33) Scottish Education Deptt. Training of Teachers,Report 
1919-1920. Section III, 6, p. 21. and The Key to 
Christian Education. The Opportunity of the Church 
Training Colleges, 1944. Published for the Council of 
the Church Training Colleges, England, p. 10. 
(34) Education - A Catholic View, Report of the Sword of 
the Spirit Education Committee, London, Oct. 1944. 
pp. 25-28. 
T'MDlTIOmiL iffiTHOD^  Aim BmamTM) mM)TEi^, 
Trained teachers are generally accused of relaps-
ing into unprogressive and traditional methods of teaching 
v/ithin a short period of qualifying for a diplom or degree 
in Teaching. Thi;« oritici£,ra may rightly be applied to many 
trained teachers,v/ho quickly forget what they learnt at the ne 
training college,and instead of inspiring,with their own 
idealism, the old fashioned teachers in the schools which 
absorb them on their teaching staffs, they allow themselves 9 
to be overcome by the lethargy and listlessnesc which prevailst 
in them. Their teaching soon becomes lifeless and stereo-
typed. They are thus unconsciously guilty of a double wrong: 3 
(u) they fail to stimulate learning and thus keep the leve] 
of achievement of their pupils low, ^ nd 
(b) by failing to inspire their pupils vdth respect for them-
selves u,nd their calling, they indirectly discourage them 
from adopting teaching as a profession. 
The follovdng factors contribute to this :-
(I) j^ ven in progressive countries,imch less in 
India,men and women of high ability are not attracted to the 
profe3oion,v/hich is generally 'the dumping ground of all the 
unemployed and incompetent people'. "The teaching profession', 
said ^ wltuesG -..ho appeared before lir.Stanley's Committee, 
London,in I93o, " \/ill never be long cultivated by the 
enterprising ..o..o'',and thc.t ''candidates for the profession 
were too often drawn from the ranks of the failures in other 
walks of life", scientific investigations carried out abroad 
also show, that among the journalists,artists,physicians, 
lawyers, ministers and engineers, teachers came at the bottom 
in intellect,scholarship and other qualities. 
In order to attract really talented persons,a 
profession should furnish the following guarantees :-
{a} financial prosperity as a basis for a happy life, (b) 
lodu. 
security of tenure, (c) the work required of its practitioners 
should be highly interesting in itself,(d) the human rela-
tionships involved should be stimulating and potentially 
cordial, (e) the work should penrit freedom of thought and 
action, and (f) it should afford opportunities for distinc-
tion,public re cognition, and for enjoying a good social status,j,^ _ 
Since the teaching profession in India does not 
offer wealth,social status or other attractions, most persons . 
(I) 
fall back upon it us' a last resort. They do not pursue it 
because of a sense of vocation,consequently they do not ±c 
enjoy doing their professional work. Only.that individual - s 
can enjoy teaching,in spite of the absence of the above fc-
mentioned guarantees, who is a born teacher,and who,'like the 
learned teachers of the India of olden times,teaches,not 
because he wants teaching to minister to his physical comfort 
and to his hunger for social recognition,side by side with 
intellectual self-satisfafction, but because he finds in 
teaching self-realisation and self-fulfilment. 
(2j There are no arrangements for vocational 
guidv^ nce at different stages of educ.-.tlon,whereby the right 
type of young lien and v/omen,possessing adequate scholarship 
and suited hj temperament or Ideals to the work of teaching, 
might be guided into the te>_.ching profession. It is,there-
fore, not ut all surprising that we have so many misfits,not 
only in the tewOhing j.jrofeGsion,but also in other professions 
and OGCuputions. i..isflts. are b^d enough for any profession, 
but their presence in the teaehing profession is particularly 
sericuSjinaskiich as teachers viho are misfits continue,through' 
out their life, crus-iing ths-Intellects >,cnd Eiurderlng the 
souls of the you.ug people entrvuted to their care. 
(I), i'or 'i..otives of Choice',see a^rbu.ra Lovr,'The liiducation 
of the Educator' in the l\ie\Y ^ ira in Home and Ltchool,London, 
Volume 29,, l^ o.5, l^j ,1948, pp. SO-93. ^  'The i^ ritish Journal 
of x.duoational Tsychologir, Volume 17,Part IIIJAHIOV.1924. 
Therefore,the work of oocuputlorial analysis on the one 
hand,and of vocational guidance on the other, should be 
taken seriously in hand, kichools' and allied institutions 
should arrange for adequate vocational guidance a.t suitable 
stages. Teachers and others v/ho conaand the love and respect 
of the young people should,in inforiiial talli:s,set forth the 
values of teaching line, enhancing the relatively attractive 
features a,nd deprecating and correcting,in fact and 
appearance,the relatively unattractive features, h. machinery 
should exiat to discourage all those,v/ho,in spite of their b 
inclinations towai'ds teaching,sho¥/ no promise of becoming 
good teacherti. 
(3) There exists,as a rule, no system of pre-
training selection of teachers,with the result that the 
luajority.of the students adi.iitted to training colleges 
possess a low standard of attainment, Although some of the 
training Institutions select candidates on the result of a 
colapetitive esLamlnation and interview, experience shows that 
almost all those who apply for admission get in. The social 
nature of the teachers' work ,and its direct influence upon 
society,however, make it imperative that onlj'- persons of 
high ability and,outstanding personal qualities should be 
admitted. Therefore, enforceiaent of more rigorous requlre-
/'ie.ri"Gn for udLdsslon to teacher training institutions is 
essential,us also the use of more objective technique of 
selection on a country-wide scale, 
(4) The training norixilly given to the young \ 
trainees provides nelth.er udequ.ate nor appropriate cultural[ , 
and professional experience, h. smatterixig of half u. dozen : : 
subjects acquired in eight or nine laontha can only equip ; ,• 
the i.iajority of theci v/ith catoh-^ 'vYords and fine phrases,or ; ,^  
at best with 'tricks of the trade', without making of them . 
superior teachers. The right kind of professional training 1 
r* 
cannot be sucoesofully given in the enviromaent furnished 
by the existing teacher-training institutions. They can-not • 
claim with any justice to give the trainees either an ade- '] 
10^. 
adequate knov/ledge of the princix)les of education or a good 
coniaiand of teacliing teohniques. 
The training should he not only more comprehensive 
in both theorj'- and practice,v/hich should supplement each 
other,hut it should particularly emphasise the formation of 
right ideals and attitudes. The Education i-»epartinent,in co-
ordination with the training colleges,should require each 
outgoing trainee "to follov/ for the next two years a course 
of part-time study,( settled on tutorial advice by T.G,staff 
and formall^ T- approved in outline by the Depptt.)» related to 
his previous attainments,his aptitudes and the opportunities 
open to him". lioreover, facilities should be provided for 
trained teaohei-s to return to college after a few years' of 
active service for a period of re-training or further study, 
and during this period adequate maintenance allowances should 
be paid to them and their families,* -
(t) The prevalent haphazard methods of the 
appointment of a teacher to his first post too often gives 
him a wrong start, liVen those few teachers,who,immediately 
after completing their courses of training,enter the pro-
fession full of'high hopes and Ideals and equipped with 
progressive techniques, soon have their enthusiasm damped by 
the cramping atmosphere in which they have to work. One of 
their greatest assets is perhaps their idealism and enthu-
siasm coupled with a desire to learn by experimenting,. They 
start with the hope that their relations vdth the 'heads' andi 
•older -colleagues might prove the biggest formative influence 
as regards their attitudes tovirards professional problems. But 
they find themselves faced with conditions too difficult for 
them,as for instance :- (i) they may be required to teach 
(2j. Board of Jiiducation,LondonoGircular I652,dated the I5th 
iiay,I944 : 'limiergency Recruitment oc Training of Teachers'. 
Page 8. iiee also Circular 106,22nd May,1946,Appendix 3.p.7. 
(3), Education in iicotland: Proposals for iieconstruction,b5r 
the Association of Directors of MuoatlOU In. 5'ootland.Febru-
ary, 1943. pp. 14-15. 
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sulDjects in v/hich they have not specialised,or wMcli provide 
Insufficient scope for the development of individual interest^ 
(il) they may he confronted all too soon with the Bianagement 
of large classes and with the wise treatment of difficult 
individuals; or they may have- to face various other dis-
couraging situations arising out of (iii) difficult and un-
favourable conditions of work,inadequate huilding,equipment 
etc., (iv) the unfavourable social background of the school, 
(v) insufficient leisure during the early days of teaching 
life, (vi) financial difficulties and responsibilities of 
the nev/ly created home life, and (vii) the \insympathetic 
attitude of head teachers and older members of the' staff/ . 
The practice of promoting tedchers to the posts 
of headniasters in Governiaent iiigh Schools just : ;'' ::: a few 
3'-ears before their retirement has gone a long way towards 
produRcing the existing deterioration of work and standards 
in our schools. In the case of these persons length of 
experience proves a bane rather than a boon. All their 
enthusiasm,spirit of adventure and professional keenness is 
extinguished by the time they are appointed headmasters. 
V»ith no idealism and no enthusiasm left in them, they fall 
to inspire,guide and help 'the young teachers entrusted to 
their charge. • 
It is,therefore, very important thai; every 
teacher should be fixed up in the place best suited to him, 
and should be required to teach subjects he can best teach. 
He should be allowed sufficient freedon to initiate things. 
The headLiaster of his school should take him in hand and 
start hlra on the right Unco. The yovsiQ teacher requires for ; 
{4) . L^ argaret Phillips: Some Problems of adjustment in the j, 
iiarly Years of a Teacher's life. The Britich Journal of 
.iiducational Ps3'-cholog3''. Volurue XI.Part III.iMOveLiber,1932. 1 
;G 
(£) Por i,.ethods of oelecticn i^  iippointment of Teachers in 
uovt okjohools in the different provinoec see Bureau of Educa-
tion,India: Pamphlet i\io'.3£. Proceedings "of the I2th ii^ eetlng 
of the Lientral iidvisory Board of education,held at kysore oi. 
£4:th - E6th oamiury,I946, Anne^ aire IPX.pp.^6-89. 
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tills r.iost iuportunt period of hie oareer,a Dcliool Vi'here liis 
entliusiusin is- not daiiijped,but. is stiiouluted by contact vjitli 
persons vrti,o are syiiipatlietic, who are not old to receive 
fresh iiiipressions,and^ .'7ho have the will and the time to" 
devote to his supervision and guidunoe. 
(6) In medicine,engineering and law,an inter-
mediate stage known us an 'apprenticeship' is interposed bet-
ween the culiaination of training and the beginning of full-
dress practice of the profession, in order that right habits,' 
attitudes and skills may be developed and costly mistakes 
prevented. There apjjears to be no reason why such a period 
of apprenticeship, or of ' probationary practice' as it is 
popularl3;' called in foreign countries, should not be pres-
cribed for teachers to help them ' find their feet ' in 
school. Also"effective guidance, supervision, sympathj^ and 
tact to the unobtrusive Initiation of teachers in proba^ ' 
(6) 
tion&vy period •' is very necessary. Por this a scheme of 
co-operation between u^ iducatio.a -authority, Inspectors, Head-
Liasters and Training Uollege staff should be evolved. 
jjuring this period it should be made easy for 
teachers to change their schools if conditions are unfavour-
able to their satisfactory urogrecs. The degree or diploma 
issued to them by the Training Authority should be finally 
endorsed on the successful completion of the probationary 
period. The arrangement explained in the general prospectus 
issued by the Scottish Committee for the Training of Teachers 
suggests a good scheme of work. " On successful and satis-
factory completion of a course of training for the Teacher's 
Certificate students receive (from the Training Authority) a 
Training Tiecord stating their attainments in the various 
subjects, and (from the Scottish Education iJepartment] a prc-
(5). The Training of Teachers : kemorandum of the Joint 
St^^nding Committee ofthe Training College association and 
Council of Principals .London .1957. Chapter 'i/II.Section I. 
Page 71. 
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Probation Cert i f ic i i te ( the l a t t e r confers during probation 
the s t a tus of Cer t i f ica ted i 'eacher), they are regarded as 
being in probation for conplete tv/o je<xVB of ac tua l cervice "^S 
i n schools under the Inspection of the i^epartiient* On the 
successful ooiiipletion of the probaticnury se rv ice , the i;epart--^S 
nent vi l l i gr^nt the ujeachers* C e r t i f i c a t e , which i s to be 
regarded cS the f i na l recognit ion of the holder as a Ger t i -
f loa ted T e a c h e r - ' . ' ' 
(7]f 'teachers rec[ui©e constructive and S3ri2ipathetic' 
supervision una inspection not only during t h e i r ear ly ;^ears ; 
of worl:, but throughout t h e i r teaching career . But the exist-'^^^ 
ing S3^steii. i s far froii satJisfaotory» jTor ins tance , in U.P. , "^" 
the d i s t r i c t inspector of i^Ghools,the supresie esecutive and ; 
inspect ing off icer of educi^tion in a d i s t r i c t , i s a l so the 
^ectretar^.^ of the ^J is t r ic t education GomiiltteeV^jThis dualism, • 
with the conf l ic t inherent in i t , takes up ranch of his time 
and energj;^, Jle i s apt to become in t rover ted and has l i t t l e 
or no tiiiie for those broad socili l and cu l t u r a l contacts and 
for se l f stud3r,Vv'hich are necessary for enlightened super-
v i s ion , 'rhere should be more inspectors and i t should be 
made poss ible for thera t o inspect more frequently than a t ; :.:. 
p resen t , and rsuch of t h e i r inspect ion should be done without 
previous no t i ce . The Inspectors should a lso fami l ia r i se them-
selve£5 with the physical conditions under which the teacher 
v/orks in and out of school, i^i.G-.Suij^ldxdn deplores the great 
d i spa r i t y between the soc ia l and f inanc ia l s t a tus of ordinarj^ 
teachers and inspectors ,and i s of opinion tha t so long-as 
the dispari ty , pe rs i s ted i t was f u t i l e to expect tha t they • 
would be able to raeet on terms of soc ia l or even i n t e l l e c t u a l 
equalitjT- with teachers and to give them rea l guidance. 
( 7 ) . 'Ihe Teaching Profession;Today k Tomorrow ; A' iitatpment 
by the Nuffield College Muoat ion iaub-Gori,ffiiittee,May X944»p.2t< 
( 8 ) . i>epartment of iiiducation,U.P. 'One Xear of iiducational j i f fo r t ,1947 ' . 
( 9 ) . ii;.G'.i;:>aiyidain: Presi-dential Address a t the Kew MucgtiW; 
Pellov/shlp Conference,I94S, 
To intfeduce varietur,&nd to give each an idea of the 
difficulties of the other,it would be a good plan if 
inspectors are occasionally "brought to, schools to do teaching 
work,and if teachers are relieved of their v/ork for short 
periods and required to v/ork as inspectors. ' The training 
institutions should adopt the 'i'ollo\7-up' system in close 
co-operation with the inspectortite. This will also keep 
standards up. 
(8) Although the nation can derive the utiaost value 
out of its educational prograi^me only if teachers take up 
their v/ork in the spirit of a vo.cation,yet roaterial oonditionj 
can not be ignored as .. factor In deterjni.ning its attractive-
ness, und in preventing teachers frcii beoomng apathetic and 
illj 
inccEipetent. That the econoaiic stutut; .of the teacher in 
India is lumentably lov/ goes without'saying, it is ohovm by 
E.alary -schedules for 1944 operating In certain provinces of 
Indi^. ( liefer to ^ ppendi:,; &.|>i^ }^ . Very little iLi£jrovsi;ients 
in this direction have since been niade. In G-overneiiint lnot±>-
tutions,however, teacher., have been given the scale of pay 
recoi^ Uiiended by the Pa3^  GoLHiission, The scales of Day given 
in Part II of the same ^ ppendlxi, should reveal hov/ the 
emoluments of our teachers corapare with those of teachers in 
certain foreign countries,e,g,, l.ngland,iaissia .and U.u.ii, 
The teaching prof esslixn does not dees .fti3t^  coiiipete 
on eq,ual terms v/ith other professions,not ORIJ in India,but 
in other countries as well, According to certain studies on 
earnings of occupational groups in the U,d.ii..,for ezaraple, 
corapiled by the I^ .iJ.ii. ,and the U.o.Bureau of Labour Statietios 
teachers stand tenth as shown in the following list of pro-
fessions and occupations indescending order of emoluments :-
{10} . iiuffield College Education Sub-Ccijinittee ; The Teach-
ing Profession Today and Tomorrow.Statement of L^y,I944.p.34. 
(11). The Times iliducational Supplement jka;!-,1947. An Editorial 
comment on the I.A.A.I*!. pamphlet entitled ' assistant Liasters 
Salary' ., 
too: 
Consultjing engineers, lawyers, physicians, d e n t i s t s , niinister^^ 
emplo5?-ees of Class I r a i l r o a d s , otlier cit3r eiiiplo^reeG, federal 
eraployees, oL^ployees in a l l manufacturing industr ies , teaol iers 
in public sc l iools ,a l l riianufacturing ^-j^r^G earnsrB,and ootton 
te:i . t i le v^age earners;•'•'"' Tlie follovang figures gi'/e ooiir)ara-
tivG £^l;_rios in 1941^^^ 
s a l a r i e d piij'-acian . . . . . . ^ 5,495. Independent plij^-cbian . . . . 
v .5 ,047. .Lav/yers in independent prc-ctioe . . . . . ^ 4,797. 
Lixvryexs eiiipl03''ed on sulury baais ^ 4,585. Profeci^ioaal 
v/orlcer in tbe er:plo;'- of i 'ederal G-ovGnaiient -i^  4,150. 
Teachers ^ 1,470. ('i'lie l a t t e r t'/o had :,.:a average of 
V 5,580 and ^ I,COO reopect ively in 1944-45) l^'i^ 
I t ic d i f f i c n l t to i;:uy tdicre the Indian teacher 
v/ill s tand, i f n i n i l a r otndie: ' are r:a.do here, xiny-v/^ 3?- i f r-Aix 
c-chnoln are to a t t r a c t t h e i r due proport icn of the best 
I n t e l l e c t s of the nation and to r e t a in theiii aa happ3?-,con-
f t en tea and vigorously' functioning p r a c t i t i o n e r s of t h e i r 
profess ion, they rmst be given scales of s a l a r i e s v/hich com-
pare favourably vdth those in other professions recru i t ing 
persons of coiaparable at taimaents ^na. l eve l of i n t e l l i gence , 
i...ere provision of adequate sa lary v;lll not be 
enough. To ir i^ke them happy, contented and se l f - r e spec t ing , 
they should be provided with anienit i tes s i n i l u r to those 
Y/hich teachers enjoy in foreign countries, ].ike .o iss ia /d .o . i i . , 
• etc., e.g., free residence, free aedical attention,free 
education for children, free life insurance, facilities for 
pursuing higher studies freo of charge, fifty-flftiT-' pro-
vident fund, children's allo\-;ance, provision of fair price 
shops etc.. The scales of na^ - and ^nenltites .^llov/ed to 
vli) . The Tunjab ^duc^tion^l J'ourn^^l.Voluise ^vAai?i/IiI,I944. 
(liij . uj.llard T'.a'ivens of i.e'tv j^ducation i-iSsociationjO.o.A., 
h i s u r t i c l o publishe>d in iidueo.tlon, volukic ^i-i.\/X.hos,oo^ 7,1947. 
(I4y. i...u.jjigelov7: 'The iUture o^. Teacher j^ducatlan ' , Te.^ohers 
Gollege heoord, uolui^bia bn ivo r s l ty . v'oluiue 47. x.o.G. LaArch, 
""• O 'i ••' ' ; '1 (••• r i ':" "• O 
^ k/ ± 0 . -i." i - i . ( ^ O t_>v.; i . 
teacliers of the some grade sliould be uniform In a l l scliools, 
G-overiiient or a ided, Tfeis u n i f o m i t y cliould be an esijentiul 
coalition of G-oYerneiiLat grant and recogni t ion. 
( 9 ) . In tlie absence of professional secur i ty , and 
Vv'itli tlie fear of a r b i t r a r y dismisEal or d ^ i t u t i o n upon 
ret i rement shadovving the t eache r ' s c a r e e r , i t i s iriipossible 
for hiiii t o have the mental a l e r t n e s s , t h e poise^ and the 
syiapathetic i n t e r e s t in the. problems of children,v^hich are 
v i t a l codit ions of efficienci?-. The most important argument 
i n favour of secur i ty of tenure i s not only the protec t ion^ 
of teachers from unfa i r treatment r e s u l t i n g from se l f i sh 
i n t e r e s t s , p r e j u d i c e s or p o l i t i c a l expediency,but i t i s an 
e s s e n t i a l determinant of effect ive teaching and. of personal 
d igni ty in the profesGio.n.' without secur i ty of tenure i t i s 
not poss ible to a t t r a c t and to r e t a in in the profession those 
whose a b i l i t i e s and personal t r a i t s best qualify; theni for 
teaching, kjecuritj^ of te.nure includes reasonable provision 
for sick and other leave, sound prac t ices with respect to 
tra.nsfer, credit , loans,pensions .and gratuity,maintenance of 
the widov; a.nd the ohild:re.n of the deceased t e a c h e r , e t c . . 
i'he pri.nciple3 l a i d dovjn in the i^opendices v' 
and v^ r e l a t i n g to the te.nure of servioec of ; '.:. te^achers a.tid 
headnristers in the main body of the u.ir.x.ducational Code, 
should be incorporated on a nation-v/ide scale ,and sectmcn 10 
should be so aiae.tided as to xaahe i t i i ipossible for any laanage-
iiient to terminate teachers ' servicos ii.erely on pairing them 
tv/o or three months' j j^lary. i'he Gor.i;iittee appointed b^ *- the 
a.ii.jj ,^.^ u-overneiiint of Ind ia , to conaider the question of 
frai.ni.rig, Aiecruitment a.nd Conditiacs. of se rv ice of Teachers, 
recoirffiiended tha t where teachers are t ransfer red from one 
school to another , e i t he r in the^ sam e^ area or in different 
a reas , the period which the^.- have spent in service in a 
recognised school should be taken in to account i.n determLning 
1 1 1 . 
t h e i r s a l a r i e s in tlie^nevj' school or areaC-^^j They should 
have a l i g h t of appeal to the Education i-iepartraent in a l l 
oases of disagreement betvreen the management and the teachers^ 
as the XMellore D i s t r i c t Teachers Ouild emphasised v/hile 
f 
ansv/ering the questionnaire on Basic luducation. 
(10) There can "be no gainsaying the fact that the 
school-niaster alv/ays commanded respect and wielded prestige 
in the past,both in fact and fiction. In fiction he has 
figured as a characteri^ 'In fact he has been important as a 
creator,a nation builder and a guide. liven nov/ 'teaching is 
a noble profession' says the man in the street,but his admira* 
tion stops with \TOrds,instead of proving its genuineness in 
soine tangible form. The rectson can be truced to 'the uproot-
ing of a system of education based upon the traditional code 
of ethics of the --ast',"*• i.e., to the divorce of religion 
from education. The low economic status ulso spells, social 
inferiority,which they feel with all the sensitiveness that 
belongs to educated and profess;ional men. '^u^ir^ of the- defects 
in the attitudes of teachsrs are attrlbut.,.bl3 to the inf]A.i-
ence of this social inferiority coiipleir. it is pity that the 
m^n i;ho labours for the elevation of his f ellov;s ,\7ho deals 
with the huLa..n intellect and who is entrusted to cut and 
polish the most precious Je-wol'in creation is-a i ere social 
non-entity. 
It is tragic thi^ t teaohert: have lost f^ith in 
themselves and in their profession, and th^t thej'^  are over-
come by pes,:.imlsm and a sense of discourugomsnt and frustra-
tion, siorse still they hi-ve come torel^r upon persons outside 
(15). Report of tht; UOimiittee ap^.inted hy the Central Advi-
sory Board of ^ duCw^tion, Governjiient of Indi^, to coadider 
the q.uestion of the Training,ivScruitiiient Oi Gonditions of 
k^ervice.of Teachers,and approved "oj the G.xi.I).^. ih ojpiuary, 
1945. uiection U.^^^rugraph 51. ' 
(16). ^ee Groldsmith's 'deserted V'ill-gy',Jcott's 'jjo^nnie-. 
kian'pson', ^ jhakespeare's 'Love's Labour Lost' and TomLood's 
'Lream of Lugene ^r^m' . 
(17). x^ .G.itav/linson's article i^ the Year Look of education, 
i.ondon,I957. 
*l<i' 
the teaching profession for effecting iiaproveraents In educu- ; 
tion and in the status and emoluments of their ccLUTanitj'-. It 
is unhealthy for a teacher to be perpetualli?- conscious of his 
low social status, ouch consciousness not onl37- makes him 
listlesw and indifferent to his work,but fills him with 
bitter hatred and provokes'a keen sense of social injustice 
and resentment. Until society awakens to a realisation of the 
value of a teacher as a social worker and of education as an 
agency of social reconstruction,teachers should not sit 
idle and waste time in self-pity. They should, by a practical 
demonstration of their competence to mould the intellect and 
character of the young generation, convince societj^ of the 
great possibilities of their work. They should work like 
teachers of old with faith in theragrelves and in the ultiioate 
Value of their woik,for as Bernard c-hav; says,"this is the 
true ioj in'life the being used for a purpose recognised hj 
yourself as a iuight;'- one". This oonsciousness alone of being 
dedicatea to a great objective can fill then \/lth nir^ sicnary 
spirit, and save then from falling into the rut. 
(II) The teaching profession has received a step-
motherly treati^ ent ^ t the hands of the Indian G-overnemnt alsc 
Teachers in this country have generallj^ been conspicuous bjr 
their absence in the i..onours Lists,while ''in Trance there 
(IS) 
are vilj-age schoc: l-Liasters v;ho-wear the Legion of i.j.onour-', 
and in ^ oissiJ a nuiiiber of teachers were given,in a943^for 
instance, ^ tate honours for great services in the sphere of 
ccniiunistlc training and teaching of chlld-:'en,for continual 
educational work ^^ nd for active narticioatioa in the social 
(19) 
life of the coLiTanitj'-. The laoviet people have expressed 
their esteem for teachers by electing a large number of 
(18)» Telis Pecaut; 'The Problem" of'Teacher Training in 
Prance'. Lducational Year Book,Oolui±)i-. uhiverdit3'-,Le\7 YorS:. 
1927. Pages 49I-5B0. 
(I^). Beatrice Ling: 'Teachers ia U.a..wj,^ i,' , reprinted froDi 
the Times iaducational Supplement in iaducation,Lucknov/, 
Volume iwLlII. ,1944. 
U5. 
pedago^^ues to high State organs e.g., the oupreiie ooviet of 
the U.w.o.it., the regloQal, clti'-,district and village »jcviet.s 
of working people^s deputies: ^Here in India,on the other 
hand, teachers are reginented with respect to their political 
viev/s. Their rightd as sltizens t.re not respected,and safe-
guarded, and they are not free to contest slections to 
lep-islatures and other iBiportant bodies or to serve any 
political body,or public body. 
lio political ho'lj in this country has thought of • 
providing to the teacher the sane measure of relief as to the 
farmer,and the same degree of protection as to the I'abourer. 
Ko one ever demanded a Charter of -^ eights for Teachers,ensur-
ing their freedoia of speech,and their right of self determna-
tion in their ovm sphere."^ 
The press has also done nothing to raise or to 
even recognise and enhance the status of the teacher,as is 
clear from the negligible space the teacher and education in 
general occupies in the coluims of the^ dailies etc.. 
The (joverniuent or a body recognised oj it should 
maintain a register of teachers as is done by the Teachers' 
itegistration Council of jungland. Teachers should also 
create ia,n organisution which should be n«tionul in oMaracter 
like the National Union of Teachers,London, and the Govern-
ment of India should recognise it as the representative bodj^ 
of teachers as a class. The public ^t large should at least 
strive to pass from an attitude of pesslmisui and distrust to 
an attitude of optimism and faith in the integrity and 
coiapetence of teachers. 
(20}. ii.w.isiedynsky: 'iJduc&ticn in tbe b.o.o.xi.' The Tear Book 
of Education,London.1948..-ec.'7. ChcAp.v'. Part X. Tage 418, 
(21). af. The Times j^ ducu^ tionul supplement,AUg.21,1945. writ-
ing about means of encoura,glng breadth of outlook in teachers, 
mr.ilerbert «iOrrioon,K-.er6tary for Lome iiffairs,suggested to the 
Looi*l authorities ^nd raanugers of schools to enable teachers 
to pl^y a greater part in loco.1 life by sitting on public 
bodies,on the ijench,eto.. 
[ijijj , o i r 4i.jjiick.'-xiii,:ij,nas\i,v.jJI A,j.U!.Lbi,.L(--.iX',<-^ >,-ui''Si--.':'ing tiie ^iaLLl A l l — 
Tndiu. educational Oonforenoe l^id'great e. ph..,cis on the grant 
of a (jh-^ ter of ^dghts for the teuohlxm yro'£ei.:.,i n. 
^f^o} k^ ee iiOjiG page. o^ -.' 
(12) 'jSfie libers^tion of education froia tlie cr^Lypin^ 
l.ufluenoe of t r a d i t i o n und from uo:;ii.n^vticn 'oy non-educiutiunal 
IntereatE in liiijlily doEirablo so tha t tsachepL: icjuy liave t h e i r 
t a7 , so far denied to theu, in the fornula t icn of educational 
p o l i c i e s . In jiiaoricaia and ^UBopean uri iversi t ieSjVice-
GLunoellorE or xello\'o of Lnivorcit ieB a re , a s a ru l e , • 
ap^:Dinted fron amongst persons V'lho are e i t h e r v/ell-hnovm 
scholv^rs' or are ac t iye ly ent2a{;ed in the prof eS:^ :^ ion of teach-
i n ^ . In Inul^.,on the oontr^^.r^, neLiiiors of profes:.i"n other 
than teachinp, e i the r oeoauoe they haYC ^..ohieyed sucoess in 
t h e i r specia l l ines of work, or ijereljfcec^uoe t h e i r p o l i t i c a l 
allG-niaents ^re'right,Lianage to [^et appointed to high posts 
inYolving d i rec t ion and control of education, or on iiipor-
t a n t UovernJiient co. n i t t e e s . ieachers have no fv„cilltiec for 
p a r t i c i p a t i o n in the foriroilatlon of educational p o l i c i e s . 
I'hey are seldom represented on i.a*naging iiodies, jj^^andnution 
jjoards, or even xext-xiooh or Gurriculuiu Gojordttees. i'hese 
a re in the hands of un ivers l tv teachei'S or other vested 
i n t e r e s t s , 
. The en t i r e educational Liachinerj^ needs to l)te 
carefu l ly in tegra ted , oohool-iiiastero as well as un ivers i ty 
t eachers , d i rec tors of education, and inspectors of schools 
should a l l contr ibute to the preparat ion of an educational 
policj^ and p lan efiibracing a l l aspects and grades of educa-
t i o n . ' 'If tetiChers p a r t i c i p a t e in planning and policy-maliing 
for the en t i r e school as wej.l as t h e i r own classes and 
f i e ld s of spec i a l i s a t i on , , , teachers ^re sure to 
develop a feel ing of r e socns ib i l i t y and the inner urge of 
profess ional iLiproveifint." 
(£a) . The i i l l - Ind i^ federat ion of Teacher;^' iiSt oci^.tion,at 
i t s second Conference,held a t -.\-:tn-., oii ^^ec, S9,I9L0, 
>^p-roved of the p r inc ip les ^nderljHng the crganisu^tion ^na 
working of the Teachers' xwegistrution Oouncil,^ngluaid. 
(ti-ij.^i:-. jjdiv^rds ^.A-lers: '4.\,ev/ *jduo> i^ti,:)n u. the Toc^cher'. 1-un-jW.D ijducational «j ournal.jL9<i5« ooe ^Iso 
iMational Unioi; of xe^.chers: ' i>-ecruitjaient amd i-.up^ly of 
Te«cher"s - ^ ghort-Tenn Tolicy for an oiuiergency ' , v^ctober, 
I94a. lages 5-4. 
us. 
[I'^j I t i;; ii.ece£;Gu.ry to nrovide the IIGCIIG of urec^king 
tliG nonotony r e su l t ing froiii the routine oh^racter of iiiiioh 
£;chool teaoliln£; v/iiichjat pre^ient', tenda to ueatroy the 
teucLers ' Ztid and i n t e r e s t in hif d^..ily v/orh. v^''o.Cw.tion 
Gouraco uriungod ^;ith thi;:; ~bjoc"u iii vievr wild uf^ord 
teacherti ooportumitieb of r e f l ec t ing en t h e i r e:.perlence,of 
evw^luating i t , and of correct ing t h e i r vio"7:j under the guidv*no« 
of eoiiie fr iendly tutor,who could ditouse n l t h then t h e i r 
diff icul t ies^.profeeeional and pereon«.l,and suggest possible 
reiieciies. 
"Cniversities .^.nd traiinlng i n s t i t u t i o n s have,from 
t ine to time , done ao.i.ething to organise such courses,but 
the number of thot-.e courses has been srnall. They should 
become a regular and pldnned feature not only of the univer-
s i t i e s and t r a i n i n g i n s t i t u t i o n s , b u t a lso of iiducation Depart-
iiients, loca l bodies und teachers ' a s soc ia t ions . What are 
spoken of as Lecture and ^siefresher courses should a lso 
beeciiie a raore recognised i n s t i t u t i o n . ^' There i s no reason 
v/hy,v/ith a ce r t a in amount of planning, every teacher within, 
* 
say,a d i s t r i c t should not have the advantage of such a course 
a t l e a s t once in five years . 'X'he attendance of inspectors a t 
such courses, as general ly occurs in ce r ta in European 
coun t r i es , ?/ould increase t h e i r a t t r ac t iveness ,and the^ award 
* 
of a c e r t i f i c a t e v/ould be both useful and s t imula t ing , wot onl3 
(£5) . Of. i-totes OR i,ducu*tionul xieforin :, B r i t i s h federat ion of 
un ivers i ty uo^icn, i»itiy,I94a,pp.5-d. ' I n order to regain i n s p i -
ra t ion and to study a&i'i tychniques of teaching, teachers 
should be encouraged to re turn to college for refresher ' 
courses ^aid research; ^ systen of Grace lerins should be adii^e* 
^ee a lso ( i ) iueno on the I rc in ing of Teachers hy Jo in t 
kitanding Goi^iaittee of the Truilning College a s soc ia t ion and 
Gounoil of j;rinoipul^'.Ghu^^^.i,'Ii.. ^ e c . i l . i a g e 7ii; : ;' ,-" , 
^(33). Gf. jjure^u of jjd.uc*...tion,i.naii^; i-'oSu-isiLAr ^educational 
ijeveloxj^aent in Indi*^. disport by the 0.ii..I).I..,Jt^nu6.ry,I944-, 
Ghupter TII.xo.r^.a^'-jtL II, icige 5 2 . . . ."x^efresher courses are of 
the uti-iost iii]portu.nce ..vud should "be provided for ^11 types 
of teachers l a c i l i t i e s shjuld be provided- for research 
and selected teachers should be enco\i.r^ged to study educ^-.-
t i c n a l liiethods in foreign count r ies" . 
should ref-oGl.ep c^ nd o the r Lhort t e r n oouifet uc -rj^^niced 
\ / i t h tlic o j j e c t of enubl iu^ bc^ c ' lcr . , - in- . uj/icL.,\,lio Iit^/o ji t 
out gf toucli •'..'itli i^ro^re: ,^ive eCj c^tlT_^lK'':_Dr7 ^iii j r ^ c t i c ^ , 
l^, ''•JT^.T. UJ u i i : l r kuc^ IcC^c . a d tecli..iuuc,-., hu t t^To;' ^li^u] " 
^ 1 . 0 be jr^rj ted «^  yeuT or l iclf c^  i'-ec.x'-'- IiOw./e t , /e jy flv"e or 
Leven yOc^rc t o (^Ive LLL-H 4pJ-i^ '^^ C" of q u ^ l i f y l . j i „ oub^'ecbs 
uoo oiTered t^r tlieru i n tlio couTi-e of tLei^' ^jreviuu^- trw^iiiiriGiT' 
^i ' l] *lior6 c: i^.ts no iiGcliiu.. r^.r tlic; iatcr-C'icAtijc 
o£ ldCw,!::,uo d e / l c e fo r x^ r ^Liotl.i^ ^ '^a?ofo ^.-i a^^ d^ e t r i ' l b oe 
QTf^L f^r-Ci ao iieuiiO of , . t l . . i l ^ t i . . ^ ^u" ^ u i l l i i j criTjc«tior.^l 
e f f o r t t o ] oet oo-._Ai>^lt7 u^  o i , *oi- bill.- _ir_)-^oc bo^cLo.-'o 
i.owuld bo i . e l l auv l rcd tv iv.n tli> i r ^i-ofo. i ^u^] J uru^J r , 
uiiixllj.^? bo bl-Oi-c 1 _ v3i..u •< w 1 b• jt ^o.„i t i 1 h ' In. _^'ir>^tJ., i._^ l^ p 
fwOuUw.1 v.u^ _,r"-^ro-, i / o c.a;bio]o , t ' i37 .^f -..sir bu u,-oC b^  
je^.v r t ±'.^^^A.'cli ^_.d ci-^ orlij-^L-t ) c^ .^ l>d nt .^fj^  ^" .^a." " ero 
111 I r d i . . ^Y to^.cborr .^i u )tl.-':-o. 
fbu ijure.,^' vf x.c.U0v.ti-' .,u- /o M. cot wf i ' . d i . . , 
.-.li-oJd ct'U,„l."Ieru4b]7 i-l^- 1 ibo f^e ld f v.,oti„'itio " j^ti-. orrcj|jo 
t _^L.bl!i,di 0 )Lobr-ibutl" ...^ 2± . b^^c'ioi" ' _ b'__ yducabi \_ar 
^)roblGj_^ jf x -^ill-A J >_vur L_oo 3i._-t.^  i f t ^^,ot.'" o;._Lt-iii ^ i-b 
Cv^rricc^ r j t b^'ba :* . I..oicA «iid '^ blu.j"- c i^otu-l^; . flit. J YO • -
i oit - l i 'Lld j r o v i 1^  . J 1 tiio r.oce.. ^zj fo^cldi t ic i r r iCur-^-
ij X .Ii^ L J.O J , g . ^ ^ o _ . „ u. o . _ 0 ^ i _ i t ui j ^ L . t . »l L.X . u . , i . e ^^  Vv-J — 
^bl( fo r bfco.cl.t-ro duo^.t-'oi „1 ^ u - f i M c l , ^ ..u 2^.^^:Q,\ j^r- ' -r . 
Ler "!.* ^ ] l u r . . j j c . ..ad coij'e^^ iis\»iCc c o.r. e ^^^ .r ..lU' i^. 
..nd ^iUObr^^llc^) , . l u ld bt, " b^rtod f ' l" bo...G' e i r . ur-.^ Ic , ; t i o j , 
.X.- l o ou.fi„t , educ.^tioj.,t^l 0. jiibj t i )xi-, dTcvij-vbicc ^i^"! oiio..ciO 
sLo^rf/liij e d u c v t l o n d f j . ! - c^n w.11 be i .e^l bo ^\^^ViX^{_,& to 
( w 7 ) . u C O t d a l l d ' 0 K J C ' I ' U I W ; Ji i»i6i.x0r^L_aU.. 1 . I Od b j t L o 
k j o t t i f l i ^*lotrict-S«~r-i-b6'i'e- of t h e v^ -o-i uiij-ot -.woty.xujeo 
26-S.7. kjec v^ 2oO 
f b c f o i - v G l i l l ^ jL .L'C f 0 0 ^ l o o , f OUt^^' .-v i d xCi' OJ.TO" — i^ u t ^ t e -
- e xb b^ blit ivUfflK-ld Uol] c^e j^dUG^-itl ii K>L.b-iJ ^riibboe. i»*t.;", 
i e _ o . xc.^e J.4.. 
lie. 
l i s t e n e d so tligt thfiir r..^,,h^-p^ ^^ 
UT 
guiuC and ansure teaolier;:;' continued jrofe,J,:ion^l innroYe-
ji.ento' 
Insei 'vicG vro^rux'uuGUj-.t^iGr tln>n t>:.oi; e u l ready 
d3.wcu:"-:ed i n ooi^iiectiL.n //itli c^ai:-.e,;. •:;f dw.;;..cjC^n be L-iir:..'sd 
^., . n ^ ~! -t , 
( i j Uer'tii'lci-/bo •^ T confiriiabi .'n cn^  a toaclior 
.^ d-i iulci ..:.{)'u be ^.'vardeci un'blJ.. c. 'bev.. clior i.u,i- oojcleted (.-i- in 
G-eri:..un7J tLree y&^re' ::uj_!er7i,->(jd ...nd ^nT-'-vod teacliinlj in n 
rocO;;;ni;-ed Dchocl. 
( i l ) ^^'.Acilitios for taking ad-iranced courses in 
education b;' uttcAdan.^ ovenina; oda;;-.aea or- tliroush- corres-
pondencs couri :>;A ,:di-uld bg prrvia^.d ( Of, uest laUGse^ : Autho-
r i t y Gorrei^;ondence GourL'es] . 
( i i i j Le^ve of ^baerce v/ith pay und t raTel l ing 
>^dlcn^nc:e^; Lliould be: ^r^.nbed far :.ttendin£ professional 
^ .cetin>;,^. .K u^cli neeti.uo,.. -nioulu. be held liiore frequently and 
. teachsra, choald bo t-iccnru^cd bo at tend them. • 
(iv) xr iTia ion r;hoi:ld be I'ade for organising 
atudy 2roupD for the purpose of .studying ins t ruc t iona l 
problens , 
(Y) ijioous.:lont should be held on educational 
probleaa in ijoetin-oa o.nd through oorrpspondence. 
(r/t) btudents opinion concerning the qual i ty of 
i n s t r u c t i o n given by the ataff should be secured. 
(v i i ) Mupervisory programiaes should be organised 
and teaching load reduced. 
( v i i i ) The use of new-type objective t e s t s chouS 
be encouraged as a device for inaervice t ra in ing . ' 
( ia) iiating scale of efficiency liisy also be 
eiP-ployed with advant.-^ige as'"a means of iiaproYing teachers . 
(x) The i n s t i t u t i o n of mobile t r a in ing and 
supervising squads vd l l be very he lpfu l . 
' (x i j Adequate f a c i l i t i e s should be provided for 
self-improvement through s c i e n t i f i c experimentation and 
regular study of progressive educational l i t e r a t u r e . 
(x i i ) Their ex t ra -cur r i cu la r duties should be 
l ightened so tliut tne^ iii^ y huve more l e i s u r e . 
( A I I I ) iizcliange of •teachers and pu_pil3 between 
^:rovlnce3 and dcLilnions L~nd between difxerent t3^peo of schools 
vifill provide valuable opportuni t ies of oharin3 -^^^ pooling of 
experience ^.nci l a eas . 
(:iiv) i'ho exclucion of unqualif ied and serni-
q.ualified p rac t i t ionero from schools v/i l l improve the qual i ty 
of teaching se rv ice . 
(xv) Promotions to posit iono of responsibilits '-
should be determined not ''DJ mere length (jf service but l)V-
(30) 
e f f ic iency . 
(xvi) adequate c l e r i c a l aosistance should be 
supplied in a l l scnools to re l ieve the head-teacher and other 
iaembers of the staff, of s o u l - k i l l i n g c l e r i c a l v/ork of a 
routing character , s k i l l e d teachers should not be diverted to 
(SI) 
doing worx-: which could be b e t t e r done by other people. 
(xvi i ) The grant of esitended leave of absence for 
profess ional iiaproveisent,either by forr;al study or by tr&vel 
(as in niuerlca) w i l l keep the teacher;.: abreast of l a t e s t 
develcpi'aents. 
(AViii) fur ther promotions shoulu be based on 
departmental exaLiinations or on evidence of continued, pro-
fessi(;naJ- i n t e r e s t and grov/ing sklij- and a b i l i t y (as in i'rancu 
(«je). i 'ederal Council of Teachers in i^.Ireland: -••eport on 
iuduoational *ieforEjAUgust,194^. pp.15-14. ooe ^AISO 
Incorporated i issocia t lon of iieadii«stsrs,London:xteport 
on the iiUture of Iiiducation,L<enteiuber,I943,J?age 4. 
(29). oco t t i sh vjchooli,iasters iiSsociatlon:.'itecrultLjent and 
oUpply of lOw^chers jI942 *i.eport'. - "liust as other profession. 
do , e .g . ,iaj.w,through the Judges of the Oourt of oessio,!a, 
U. kedicine, through the U-eneral i.-edlc<..l Council,so the teach-
ing profession . • . . . - ought "to control admission tand j..eL-ber-
S i i i p " , i.-'age i i o . 
( 3 0 ) . The Teaching i r o f e s s i o n - r o d a y (l^- Toiuorrrii/ ; A otateiiani, 
by the L u f f i e l d College j^ducation .-.ub-Co.;:iiittee,iv.u^y,44.p.25. 
V ol > . x o i d . Pj.--. '-j.'*i—••-•^ a. 
{'Si~ii» The i^co t t i sh ochcjol •; TropoScili.- f ' .r x iecons t ruc t i sn , 
119. 
( i l : . ) ii. Hji^t&Lu nf c e r t l f I c u t i o n una it;-:; rc.uev:u>l on 
t i i e evi(.Le.n.cci of i.:icreu;jec:. ^)T(:±ei.ji.,iOiii^l uvbi l i t^ ' ;-i.i.}ul('. br: • 
i n s t i t u t e d , 
{'^^z^/ 'l.e^,oiii:iJ^; ^-lioulci ^;e conriri^^-cci i.n ' jen.'^anenb :^ .'e:.?-
v l c e waiter L.oisie -eu.!-,-' of i^^ti;.f>,.ctory ox'.^  lovincnt ^nu ' /n ly 
!JIi _^")^; . , ;m^ i-t j_'J j / 0 J.. 6 1 '^  j_ •.^ P..j..i- G (-/i:'_^';C'Ul'GlVG C-ii^xii !:.' ..>_'u L_'".V.; . 
/ 
c n l e c t •euuc^bi'n:.^.! ^u.blJ.c-^ti lu,. i.:-i.ued . i.u tlii;.., countj;7 nnb 
^Jjr-n.i,!, t ' , or^v.niNs,;: w. f l l i . - ; ^ i ^srbtu.L by nb.icb. iu:b'r:.u.;ti- 'n 
c o u l d be i',^dsi r e^ -d i ly . ; / . , i l „ b l e ,^nd "to bocoi^o ^ c ( . n t r e f o r 
t h e doeuioentv-ticoi '"")r ^.13. Oj.^^ttoi"o of liite.:(.o,;.ot l;o t8^cr:.L::,-o ^nd 
''obb,;',, r educ„ . t i ".'nl^-'to , 
t->UitJj-'jiii.<..l 1 I • 
nloooe ^.ro i^.n;- c^ii» eo of t h e t r_i„ . t ;d to_.cio: ?f 
( I ) ab . once of ., i T o o o r i\,.c'iino.r3" d'^ r^ V'~o>,obi^o:..l _iu,i:;^.noe ..r-'l 
;„• .. J O ; 0 G__' J. s^.i uJ. > ^ i . i i O e o , A;.'J,I.- ^.i-'j. \;-.i:„c.i. . ;;J- J - , . _ 0 - i e ^ m . Lit; ; jCiO. \J_<, i r -
iOi.jo._^ :' ^.XiLi .LiO'u .O.LJ.G©!' o y t'.o.^_^oo;-;.i.o.,u'6 CT ILU'..^?..-.- t o t o . . c L l n ; ^ 
l . . . . ' j :e , , 0'..^l:..-•Ct;.O'J^. j J . j " (.l-,.-L. J. u X ..-U , UC v . .Ci . - j - . ' l^ „ . - ... / .^ b O O . • t o . _ . . i j . . . . . 
1'''. b.iT'' i;; duo bo i-.n.Outr.-,ctdoOi d'^ d'' -o-d ^ !• o.._;ect:.-jinxecoioit^ 
o:.' te.tiuro .^...od lo'o oocl^..l ;;ob„tu,..; 
v-i > V^^y U..-..>a uZ.K:.i 1^.0 bi.^  r / C O U J . .-'..^'• O i _^ .^L;.>.^  0.'^ ..^ i 'O i^_ . . b .,.Vvi.t..±i. 
(n) l.a<,^deequate fo lJow-u^ ' j 
{5j i-nd^ri.pj,tjietlc a t t i t u d e oi" d c d o . ;„nd obd^-.r C - 1 1 C „ Q U C O ; 
{o> ubscnoo of d i r e c t eu: :erTieio . i : ]jy t r < a i n i n j c o l l e g e s t ^ f d , 
i^nd u u c e n c e of o o - o r d i i i a t i c n of \ / c rk ^nd ubeence of s t i t i a -
f c t c to ry e u o e r v l s i o . n b ^ t r a i n i n i i c o l l e g e ::.-tnff and in£'pector<a.te 
(7) n o n - p r o v i s i o n of regrul-^r r e f r eod ic r e.nd v a c n t i r - n c:")uroec 
f o r o l d alui imi nnd nbo-enco of udecjUato p r o f e s s i o n a l c o n t a c t s ; 
(6) abeenoc of -vp__:.renticeoliip sj^stera a.nd of c o i a p e t i t i v e t e s t e 
f o r p r c i a o t i o n and c c n f i r n a t i o n ; '^ ^nd 
19) d o o l n a t i o n of educc^tion by n o n - e d u c a t i o n a l i n t e r e s t s «nd 
l a c l : of p r o v i s i o n f o r p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n t h e fo rEu i l a t i on of 
eduGci t iona l p o l i c i e a , 
kju^i^eeted re iucd iee a r e : -
l&O. 
(X) s t i f f e n i n g of acadeiiiic stunCU^rds in 'Uii iverGit ies; 
[2] se lec t ion for te^Qhln.£ a t under-graduate st;»ge; 
i'c] longer and b e t t e r profesclonul prep«.r:^tion; 
(4j i n o t i t u t i o n of api-rentlcesLlp aysteii ;;.nd of competitive 
t e s t s for proiiiotion; 
(5] s c i e n t i f i c nlncement and adequate follow-un -by t ra in ing 
'college s ta f f ,co-ord ina ted vdtil the Inspectorate ; 
(6] provision of regular refreslier courses and sabbat ica l 
1eave and 
(7) provision of pa r t i c i pa t i on in planning and pol icy-
iij6\k i n g 0 
1 
it 
jjmLfl&i VI* 
jj*L/UGwtiTIOi, i i i i i j iX^L 
The p u b l i c iLind COLJ^OUIJ'- I d e n t i f i e s reoe^rcli 'jiith 
rebeurcl i l a pl iysioal and n u t u r c l Dcieuoeb,lur^,el3'- 'oecc^uc.e i t 
i b tiiouglit tiiu.t sucli re^earcl i JUSUUG iiiore iuduotr ic^l ".je^ltl:, 
•?.iicii 15 cons idered ^a a b s o l u t e coed end a proof of ^)rogress 
i n c i v i l i Z w t i o / i . ^det iu^te r e c o a i i i t i o n ii> no t accorded t o tl^s 
u t i i i x ^ r i c . n , t l i c bcioLxt^iTic ^aid tiii. Oultur.^1 >^ojectc of 
educ^ticuv^l r eoea rc l i . I n i n u l c \;e c^n 3^)8 .^1 or ^ f a i r l y 
coxu^3lete blbioi:out l a tlie iit.titer of robc^rcii i . : £;eneral and 
of e d u c a t i o n a l rot enroll i n i ) a r t i cu lc . r . -i.cjec.rcli liu.s l a f a c t 
been neg lec t ed becau^^e l b i^ sxij^.QzeC. t o involve ".i/uoteful 
c : .pendi ture of uoney ^nd ener^^y. x^ he i n e v i t a b l e re!:^ult i s 
tli«,t \»e ii^ve liad to d rw; lo^r^ely ui.on tlie f indin^o of 
re.3earciier^i b a l o a ^ i a c 'to oblier couutrle&a 
jjelovj a r e j i v e n soufj i n - tunceo of tiie r e l a t i v e l y 
de layed i n t r o d u c t i o n of h i s t i e r degrees and researc l i i n 
educa t ion i n our u n l v e r c i t i e a :~ 
le 
r^'^ 
• y ) , 
of 
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'2he reaooris f o r t h i s deploru^Lle ic r ' i f fe re i ice to 
e d u c a t i o n a l 'recearch. i n tbe j ^ o t i a ..ot f a r t c seeL, Olbe 
ayotsL. of eduoa t ioa ^a ^ v.liole \;^L ba,^«d on tlit? rettuirementt 
of c.n a d i i i n i a t r a t i o n r a l e d bj- fcrei i ; i iero,al ioae iruin concern 
•\.wy t h e e . : p l o i t a t i o n of tlie reaourcea of tlie l and , --ven the 
uOdern 
nt^inten^nee of I^M and order derived it& urgency froii the ^7 
-CU-
on of 
need of producing conditioao for ..ucGeo..ful japloitu^tion, 
ndia 
Tlxe r e s u l t v.cs tha t education,insteud of being broc;d-bc.fjeC 
upon the needs of the cojiffimnit3'-,\vus engrafted froru above. 
The i j r i t i s h needed clerks and pe t ty of f icers ; a l l tha t was 
needed for the successful running of offices r/«s s k i l l In 
the use of the -^nglish langua-ge, I'he development of the .' 
i n t e l l e c t vs/as not only not necessa ry , i t iiiight in fact-prove 
inconvenient . 
One of the aius of the Calcutta i.-adrasah, {the 
f i r s t G-over.nirient educational i n s t i t u t i o n in th i s ccuntrj^^), 
founded by ^^^i aarren Has t ings , in I7CI,i/as " to produce 
competent off icers for the Courts of Ju s t i c e to ?/hich 
s tudents of the i.^drasah,on the production of c e r t i f i c a t e s 
of q.ualification,vj-ere to be drafted c^ s vacancies occurred.*'^-r 
The i3enares ^ianshrit College,founded in I79I by Jonathan 
Duncan,Resident a t Benares,( afterwards Governor of Bombay), 
v;as also designed " spec ia l ly to supply qual i f ied Hindu 
a s s i s t a n t s to European Judges"t^) 
The Court of Directors of ' 
East India Company concluded t h e i r Despatch,dated the 
5th i'eb, 1627, ( in v/hich they reviewed the proceedings of the 
G-eneral GoiLmittee of Public In s t ruc t i on establ ished in 
Calcutta in I8E3), vath the following v/ords: » the 
f i r s t object of the iiiproved education would be to prepare 
a bodj'" of individuals for discharging public du t i e s . I t may 
be repeated tha t the extended course of education vvill-not 
produce a higher degree of i n t e l l e c t u a l f i tness . . . . . . c . n a . . . 
supply you with Civ i l servants to whose probi ty yon ija '^' . . . . 
coj.iHiit offices of t r u s t ; . . •' „ood's despatch of x854 
repeated the saijie aim. 
'^ iie s i tantjhci I f -hear ted schenes of 
educat ional expansion,petty reforms in methods v^ nd curricula 
and an admittedls'- unsc.tisf<^otory frariev/orh i / i thin which 
(I) & (2) . a^acaulay's i . inutes: vide M iiource liook of kodern 
Indian iilducation by k . i t . i a ran jpee . xi i^ote OR the above by 
i i .T.Prinsep,with i ^cau lay ' s i..arginal Notes,and Jiducation of 
the People of India hy Charter Treveljran. ZTV^TX., i*j«. 
{2). 1627 Despatch of the Court o^ . Directors of iiast India 
Company. 
tlnkerins with, educational problejus wocld be feasible, 
rejection of a l l radical and progressive scliemes on the plea 
of finance,readiness to offer education AS the easiest 
sacrfice at the f i rs t alarm call of retrenclunent - thesfe 
sma up,unfortunately,the attitude of Indian educational 
I A) 
policy since the days of u^bt Indict uoiapany.*'^  *•' 
,.ith this alJi in view,every thin{j ^ilien v.^c 
studiously iatroduced here ix^o^jooti re of loc.,^ 1 con''iticr-C 
and ideu.ls i*nd in such a Ku.y u.s bo leave no roou for 
oriji,in< l^ thi.x:vin£; «.nd indepcnd^at worL, 'Joo l i t t l e attention 
\rj.& pv^ vid to character buildin^. Jxiere \ja.^ toe l i t t l e o 'Na-
tive svctivity «nd too auch lisbonin(j,\/ith no px-ovision for 
twkin?, responsibility and ^winiui., hodthful ei.periencec in 
social and rejearch act iv i t ies . 
The situation continues unchanged <^ :id the conse-
quenceo of this state of u^ffairs v^ re ao f>^tal for the 
j'-ounjcr jeaeration ^.^ for bociet;'". Phe products of educatioL 
are fallicg Cw^sy victirx to ^u inferiority cci-plez c^ nd are 
predestined to forij. those c-lenei -Iji 111 S ooi^l life th at are 
open to the destructive influence- of every kind of negative 
p x'opi-i.^ anaa • 
jjxe^do:. h^ s^ inuosed ^eriouo respoasibilities upor 
the citizens of India, xor ai&chc.r^lnG these ret.ponsibilitie. 
Sc*.tiwf>->.ctorlly the future oltizca,- i.vso je riJiLIy ciicated. 
-.or leciCing correctly proble.ic rej^tin^ to curricula,method» 
and orjanis^tion of education suited to the present and 
future needs of the country, educational research must find 
a place in our pro^raixie of eaucv^tion. I t would rij**lce 
educatioQal i^ujustxaent «nu reconstruction latelli^ent by 
revcaliag relevanj^ f>^cts and principles, by testing the 
results of experiments and changes,and by su^^^esting new 
problems ^nd new solutions, ^t no stage were research and 
(4). x4..Gr,kjai3'"id^ -,in: Presidential rei-k r^lcs at the x^e\^ 
.aducation ifellowship Conference,1943,published in the Punjab 
juducatlonal u ournal,/"olume iladi.TllI,I944:. 
proper guidance so vital as thej are tod&y. Investigation 
and research will illumine our understanding of every aspect 
of educational activity,and will clarify the sociologic*al 
and psychological hearings of educational prohlexuc. 
.whatever saull amount of work in educational 
research has so far been atteiifcea In this country has heen 
done by a small body of expert psychologist^j. The ordinary 
teacher has contributed very little by way of fresh thought, 
largely because the present cultural and professional pre-
paration does not give him the necessary training, nor the 
conditions surrounding his v/ork are conducive to research, 
koreover,in general,lack of protection and encouragement by 
society,meagre facilities for research u.t traini;ag colleges 
and universities,lack of adequate guidance,of comprehensive 
and organised ma.terial,and lack of recognition of research 
as a condition for furthwr promotion - these and similar 
causes have been responsible for the .slovir advance of educa-
tional research in this country, 
liow there are a number of problems in India 
requiring iiimiediate mnd thorough research, S'or Instance:-
1, oociological and l-s^-ohological :- i^nalysis of social 
environiaent into its components,i.e., fciLiily,sci\ool,co:!imunlty 
etc., their affiliations and conflicts and resulting effects 
upon children and adults, •standardization of psychological 
and other tests. Contents cf mind,needs and interests of 
different age-groups. 
2, x,duoational:- {i] Organisation ; Teacher: Types required, 
their preparation. Insj.'eoto:eute : Griticu.1 investlgc^tion 
the functioat;: c^ nd efficiency cf the inspectorate, jlnanoe 
•^^ elative contribution Eiade ]'JI'' Central o.nd Local'Covernment 
by local bodies and priva.te agencies. ..a.itra-curricular 
activities : educational values of hobbles,go,:.:e;j and othei 
eii^tra-curricular uctivities. Ls^ aiijlhation: v'arious uspects 
the e2.amination problem. 
(ii) Instruction : ^ nperiiiental determiaa 
cf the relative values of progressive and traditional metL 
4 
of i n s t r u c t i o n , e , g . , i nd iv idu i l i s a t lon ,uGt iv i ty prosramaes, 
e t c - , j ie lat ive efficiency of co l l ec t ive and individuul 
teaching. 
( i i i ] Curriculuu : The west prof i tdble pre-pri.;.ri£.ry, 
priiiiary und poet-orli^iarj courses according tp tlis needs and 
i n t e r e s t s of ch i ldren and future requireiients of the c c c i e t j . 
The noGt useful una t;orthi/hlle eaperiuents , 
according to the i.-inistry of ^ducatlon,L . i . p ^ a r e those tha t 
aim a t (a) providing a system of vocational guidance, (b) 
enriching the contents and methods of education, and (c) 
f inding out quicker,econoniical and eas i e r ideans of spreading 
l i t e r a c y among the masses. 
^educational research to be v;orthv/hile and effectiv* 
hov/ever, deiaands careful planning based on a correct under-
standing of the needs of the present and the future.. I t can 
not be confined only to the pooling of the effor ts of i nd i -
vidual e n t h u s i a i t s , but requires the estaolishiiient of a 
cen t r a l and well equipped i n s t i t u t i o n imintained hj the 
G-over.mnent, l ike the cicSittish Council for liesearch, the 
federal Bureau of :^ducation,li.o.ji.., the j ius t ra l ian Council 
of Eesearch, or the Division of i:iducational Tests and i^easure-
ments of the ^inoonsin ^jtate ijepartiient of Public In s t ruc -
t i o n . This Council should, in control led condit ions,carry out 
experiments and research, for '' haphazard experiiiientation 
v/ith insuff ic ient , inadequate and i l l - a s s o r t e d data, and vdth-
out proper guidance v/ould not only be use less but posi t ively 
harmful."^^> The establishinent of an i n s t i t u t e of iiiducation 
a t i ;elhi ,and tha t of a iiureau of Psychological liesearch a t 
iillahabad are happy augur ies . ,»hen researches in technologi?-, 
a g i ' i c u l t u r e , s i l v i c u l t u r e , e t c , could claim the a t t en t ion of 
the Grovernm.ent, in the form of establishment of i iar tcourt 
(5) oo (6) . k i n i s t r y of iiducation,U.P. ' One Year of ii,duca-
t i o n a l i .ffort ,1947. 
Butler Teclmological Institute,Gawnpore (19^1), Imperial 
i i g r i cu l tu ra l i-tesearcJa I n s t i t u t e ,iJelhl (1905), fo res t iiesewrcli 
Ins t i tu te , i Jehra Dun (1905), e t c . , there seems no reason v/liy 
educ&tional research, should continue to receive step-iiiotherly 
tretitiiient hy the laoverniaent. 
In foreign countr ies ,voluntary organisations 
have st imulated and organised revse<arch and discussion of 
r e s u l t s ; for ins tance: U.S.A. has,anions many others , the 
Ifetiontil Society for the otudy of Education, the Mucat ional 
Research i tssooiat ion, and the Ktional soc ie ty of College 
Teachers of .Education. In "India no such organisation exis ts 
for educationul research, although there are several tha t 
carry on research in various branches of science and a r t s , 
e . g . , the Benares L^theroatical society,Benares (1918), the 
Indian Academy of liiciences, Bangalore (1954), the Indian 
iicience Congress assoc ia t ion ,Ca lcu t t a ( I9 I4 ) , the.Anthro-
pological soc ie ty of Boiabay (1866) , e t c . . 
jiducational research has been financed in 
•iiiUrope and iiiiierica by individual contr ibutors and by Founda-
t ions l ike the . iussel l oage ji'ou.udation in L-,»-/.xi., the Car-
negie I 'rust for Ln ive r s i t i e s c-f ocotla.nd, i-ir ^^dohurd ^^tL^e^-V 
Trust and Joseph ^iovrntree f rus t in -^ngland, but in India., 
educational research has not 'oeen financed by e i ther ind i -
viduals or by organisat ions una f ounduitions. There i s the 
Indian .iesearch TUnd i i ssocia t ion ,but i t finances research on] 
in medicine, ^.^ducauional research can-not L^ ake niuch neadv/ay 
in t h i s country u n t i l endov/iaents are fcude for i t spec ia l ly , 
oeveral other foundations,although expending most of t he i r 
resources along other l i n e s , should devote par t of t h e i r 
funds to educational research. 
Co-operation in t h i s iiiatter should also be 
extended by other agencies : e . g . , Central and Provincial 
G-pvernemnts,local bodies , publishers and educational con-
ferences should take the necessary steps for the publication 
of research, and educational au tho r i t i e s and leaders should 
encourage class-room teachers and otherls to undertake reseai 
Various organisations,Government and voluntary,should under-
take: to collect,prepare and publish periodical suiiirnaries 
and bibliograpliieG of recent and current educational research. 
The results should be presented in a form v/hich i-aay admit of 
direct application to Indian schools. L'^ achinery should be 
devised for the exchange of notes tind observations with 
foreign countries and societies, and for promoting underfc 
otanding between Indian and non-Indiau educational interests. 
Uell-equipped and up-tc-d^te librarloD containing all the 
standard v/orlcs, recent literature und essential works' of 
reference, statistical tables,etc., should be established in 
iimportant towns. 
:.iesearch orj^ ani sat ions should formulate 
problems requiring investigation, and should entrust these 
to persons able and willing to assist. Individual investi-
gators should be subsidised,and special facilities and 
expert advice should be Available for societies undertaking 
research. Various research organisations might have a ooiianon 
executive 'boay which, among other things, should strive to 
secure adequate grants for educational research. Besides 
co-ordinating research done by individuals and otganisations 
vdth the object of preventing duplication and over-lapping 
of work, the central executive body should also enlist the 
co-operation of different educational bodies for the supply 
of necessary data. 
I'he rapid progress liiade "oj ii.urope and America 
in educational research has been due to the establishiEent of 
Bureaus or iiepattments of i:;.ducatlonal ^ tesearch by colleges, 
universities,and other educational institutions,to the insti-
tution of higher degrees in'fiduCtttion,and to the elevation 
of ijepartments of iiducation into faculties of iiiducation in 
the v/estern universities. .«ith fev-/ exceptions,Indian univer-
sities have not so far realised the urgent noed of research 
in this important subject. Lven those universities v/hich have 
provision for educutional research huve produced very little, 
xhere were twenty universities in the Indian Dominion hj the 
end of Iui«iy,I948,vl<:.: xj.grtt.,iilig<..rii, iilluiiabud, ^ n^iJira, Annam-
Mitic^ lai, Benares, BorLbviy, Galcuttv., i>ellii, i.act run jab, 
Luclcnov/, kudrus, i,*ysore, Kagpur, Cciaaniu, >utn<4., ,^ajputc.nu, 
baugor, Travancore and Dticcil. unly ejglit of tlieas uv/ard ths 
iiaster'fe; Legree in Education, lAiolcno\/ lias created a Dinllar 
degree designated the degree of i3aclielor of iiducational 
Science, ( Benares lias started k.xiid. froiii 1948-49 session). 
She table given on pages ik'^-bO sliov/s in detail 
th.e facilities for research provided by different Indian 
universities, i'rom the table v/e find thut all the Indian 
universities v;hich have arrangements for higher degrees in 
Education agree upon one thing at least,viz; the question of 
nomenolature,i,e., k.ji.d.. The only exception is the Lucknow 
University. The duration of the course is one academic year. 
:^ ut here again Allahabad University is the solitary exception, 
(i^ rom reliable sources it is learnt that from 1348-49 session 
it would be a one-year course instead of a two-years one). 
The award of a Master's Degree after a single year's course, 
as most of these univers4.ties are doing at present, is 
objectionable. In general education, and in all professional 
studies,except Teaching, no degree is, granted,as a rule, after 
less than tviro years' worlc. There is,therefore, no reason v/hy 
an exception should be made in this case. It is doubtful 
whether the courses prescribed by the universities awarding 
the M.Ed, degree on the basis of a written examination can 
be adequately covered in one academic year, and it is 
extremely difficult,if not impossiblB, to complete a respect-
able piece of research for the above degree in one year. 
I-ack of material,of proper guidance, and of co-operation^ by 
teachers and educational institutions are additional ' 
difficulties. 
All these universities have laid down a post-
graduate degree or diploma in Teaching as the minimum quali-
fication for admission to il.Sd.. Aligarh and Kagpur univer-
sities,however, restrict admission only to B.T.'s who are 
1st or 2nd divisioners, jandhra and Bombay admit only B.T.'s 
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of two years' standing. The teaching profession has already 
gained notriety as " the refuge of failures from all other 
lines '4^) To maintain a high level of research , only 
persons of unquestionable credentials,e,g,, double First 
Class or at least single First Glass trained graduates 
should be admitted to M.M.. Besides a careful consideration 
of the school and college record of each candidate for 
admission, tests of various kinds such as would assess 
intelligence,aptitudes, and power of reasoning,organising 
and expressing ideas, jaight be given. Candidates should also 
be interviewed for discovering prominent research traits.^ ' 
It is interesting to note that in the beginn-
ing,most of the universities required a thesis in partial or 
complete fulfilment of the conditions laid dovm for ¥.Sd. 
degree, but gradually the thesis has come to be replaced 
•either completely bjr a written examiziation,or has taken the 
form of a dissertation in lieu of one or tv/o papers. This 
appears to be due partly to the incapacity of the majority 
of our graduates to pursue advanced research,and partly to 
the inadequate equipment of our training colleges and Deptts, 
of Mucation in respect of research journals,books and 
expert guidance. 
The principal subjects prescribed for Li.Ld. 
degree by the majority of Indian Universities are :-
(i) Philosophy of Mucation (in all except kadras), 
(ii) Psychologj'- of Education ( Osmania and Nagpur include 
this under Theory or Principles of Education paper ), 
(iii) Current educational problems, and 
(iv) History of liducation { in all except Kagpur ). 
It would be a distinct improvement if the 
course were divided into tvi'O parts :-
Part I :- »<'RITTM^  'MjhluIl^^lQs - i'our Paipers:-
Paper I . Philosophy and Bociology of Education, 
(7 ) . L^emorandum submitted by a witness "before Sadler 
Coiumiasion, Volume X. page 321. 
(8}-. Por desifablfe research t r a i t s see Whitney: Liethods in 
iiducational iiesearch and ]}r.;ihipple: 'The Improvement of 
Educational fiesearch'. School & Society,Vol26,Aug.I9B7. 
Paper 2. Advanced PsycJb.ology of Educ^ t'ion with special 
wmpliasis.oii Ixperimental Mucation, 
Paper 3. Comparative Study of Mucational Systems ( Organisa-
tioiijAdministratioja and History of Educational Ideas), 
Paper 4. Current Mucational Problems. 
Part II. THESIS demanding intensive sttdy of and research 
in, one of the subjects offered for Part I, and YIYA YOCK. 
The miniimim period of time should be two 
academic years,the first session being devoted to the study 
of prescribed and recommended texts and the second esclu-
sively to research. 
It would not be desirable to have uniform 
courses and examination requirements for the k.M. degree in 
all universities. It would be a distinct advantage if the 
universities experimented xvith different combinations of 
subjects with varying degree of richness of subject-matter, 
periodic stock-taliing and pooling of experiences at Educa-
tional Conferences and in other forums like the Inter-Uni-
versity Board and Central iidvisory Board of Education would 
result in the steady improvement of courses and examination 
requirements. Nevertheless^ it is extremely desirable to 
have comparable standards of qualifying for the lower cr 
higher research degrees as weli as other degrees in Sducatioa: 
It is easily possible*for the Indian universities to agree 
upon certain common percentages of marks for passing and 
classification,e.g., 40 % for passing and 50 and 60 per 
cent for the Siaroad and First Classes respectively. 
AS has been remarked earlier,the output of 
research in India is negligible, iiducatlonal research done 
by academic psychologists is frequently of doubtful value 
beaause these researchers are not in touch with class-room 
situitions and situations in the home. They do not seek and 
obtain in adequate measure the co-operation of parents and 
teachers, ^ nd parents and teachers who are in daily toufrh 
with children are,unfortunately,seldom equipped with a 
knowledge of the techniques that would make research fruit-
xul and valid. It is,therefore, necessary that early steps 
should he taken to acquaint them v/ith this line of work. 
The methods of investigation so. far follov/ed 
here in India have been mainly (i) critical analysis &n.d 
reorganisation of data available in existing literature on 
education, (ii) the questionnaire and (iii) the interview 
methods. In other countries, the methods of investigation 
are numerous,many of which can be usefully employed here. A 
(9) list of some useful methods, other than the questionnaig?© 
and the interviev/ is given below. Tliis list is based on 
tv/elve authorities - Kellej, siithers, Cox, Sohluter,Craw-
ford, Crood, Alexander, Almack, iic Call,i.j.onroe,Haggerty and 
Bixler. 
1. iiooumentry : (a) Historical,(b) Legal, (c) Institutional, 
records and reports, (d) State records and reports, (e) Cata-
logues, and (h) courses of Study. 
2. iSating Scales: (a^  Graphic,, (b) Order of merit, (c) Man-
to-man comparison, (d) Scale sample comparison, (e) Bange of 
values and (f) Score card. 
3. Description and anajirysis based on (a) Uncontrolled observa-
tion, (b) Controlled observation and (o) Verbal analysis. 
4. Case method : (a) Individual history, and (b) Institu-
tional examination. - . 
5. Experimental : (a) Laboratory, (b) Class-room, (c) Groups, 
6. Bases for equation of groups : (a) Random selection, (b} 
General intelligence, and (c) Status in experimental traits. 
7 . iiiathematical foraiulae. 
SDMaAEY: In consonance with its policy,aims and ideals of 
education in India,the foreign Government did not encourage 
research in general and educational research in particular. 
This is evident from the thirty or forty j^ ears' gap between 
(9). (Jiitnejr: i/.ethods in i,ducational wieaearch and u.S.Gray: 
ProeeedlngB of the Institute of adirdnictrative Office of 
Higher Institutions,Lngland,1930. 
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SUmkM MP G0MCIXJSI0K3. 
The earliest recorded attempt to grapple with tlie 
problem of the training and the supply of teachers in India 
is that of Sr. Andrew Bell, Lord Slphinstone«s llinute o/ the 
I3th Dec. I8S3, Sir T.iainro's Minute of the lOth March,I8E6, 
the Report of the More Committee,Bombay, and the Heport of 
the'Bombay Kative Education Society for 1827, Adam's Reports 
and the rules appended to the 1842 xleport of the Bombay 
Board of Iducation show that a certain amount of attention 
was paid to the problem of teacher training in India prior 
to 1854. 
The beginning of the systematic training of teachers 
in India may be said to date from the V/ood's Despatch of 
1854, which led to the establishment of training institu-
tions for teachers on the British plan. The figures given 
in the table on page 136 show the fluctuations in the number 
of training institutions,trainees on rolls,and expenditure 
from 1866 onv/ards. ( The progress province-wise and accord-
ing to management is* shovm in the table given in Appendix C.J>/{w 
The policy of the Government with regard to the 
problem of teacher training will be claar from the followin?; 
The Despatch of 1659 confirmed the policy of 1854. 
The Heport of the Indian Education Commission 
recommended (i) not merely that normal schools should be 
established at a ]few centres,but they should be widely 
distributed throughout the oduntry ; (ii) that the supply 
of normal schools^  - Govt, or aided - should be so localised 
as- to provide for - tiie local requirements of all prlinary 
schools within t^ he divisiot^  under each inspector; (iii) 
that the first charges on the provincial funds assigned fo 
primary education should be the cost of its direction.and 
inspection and the provision of an adequate supply of 
normal schools; (iv) that ^n exaadnation in the principles 
and practice of teaching b^ - instituted for teachers under 
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going training for work in secondary schools and that suc-
cess in this examination sliould be a condition of permanent 
employment as a teacher in any secondary school. 
In the Govt, of India Circular on Discipline and 
Moral training»dated the 3Ist Deo. 1887, the provisign of 
efficient training schools vjas the first suggestion made. 
Local Governments were told that it should be a first charge 
and that,if necessary, even retrenchment in other matters 
should be made to provide for training. 
The Govt. Hesolution on lir. Nash's Review of Iducai* 
tion,dated the 7th Sept. 1894, reiterated the I88£ Commis-
sion's conclusions and generally reviewed the situation 
without suggesting any new policy. 
The resolution of the 28th Oct. 1899, on llr.Cotton' 
Heveiw pointed out that the facts regarding training schools 
•as set forfch in paragraph 140 of the Heview did not indicate 
that this important subject received, the attention which it 
deserved,and coiioiiended to Local Governments the recommenda-
tions of the Indian Education Commission regarding normal 
schools for both primary and secondary school teachers. 
The Government Resolution on Iducatipnal Policy, 
dated the Ilth LIarch,I904, initiated a new era in the train-
ing of teachers - secondary teachers in particular - tj 
laying down the general principles upon which the Govern-
ment desired to see the training institutions developed, : 
and by recomniending the creation of a supply of trained 
teachers sufficient to meet the demands of the secondary 
schools throughout the country along with the improvement 
of the quality of training given. 
The Government Resolution of I9I3 marked a still 
further advance by stating that only trained teachers shoul^ 
be employed and that training institutions of all grades 
should be multiplied and improved so that trained teachers 
may be available for public & private institutions. 
Tiie Sargent Report {1940-41) prescribed the time 
for picking out suitable candidates for training,the mini-
mum eduaational qualifications for entering upon a train-
ing course, the periods of training for various grades,the 
proportion of time to be devoted to the theory and practice 
of teaching,the nature of the courses to be provided and 
the fees to be charged in the training institutions. The 
Report concluded that the existing training institutions 
were barely sufficient to meet v/astage among existing 
teachers and to train those- who were so far untrained. It 
recomclended that every teacher employed in any kind of 
school maintained or aided out of public funds or recog-
nised by Goverhment must be trained. In the proposed expan-
sion schenQ,it -s-vas intended to train 2,217,733 teachers in 
the course of 3o years at a total cost of :.is 1599498250/-. 
The facilities for post-graduate teacher-training 
provided at present by the different Indian izniversities 
are shown in the following table:-
jj£GR£^ OR DIPLOIua. liUTHOHITY artr-.HTIIIG. 
BiT. Degree. Universities of iigra,Aligarh, 
Benares, Bombay, Calcutta ,liadras j^sore, 
Kagpur and Saugor. 
B.ild. " ' Universities of Andhra,Osmania, 
& lucknow. (Hajputana from 48- 49 ), 
L.T. " Universities of Travancore & 
Lucknow and Deptt. of Public Instruc-
• tion,Allahabad. 
Dip- in<«»Edu. ' Universities of Osmania,Patna, 
Utkal and Lucknov; (for women only). 
M.Ed. Degree. Universities of Aligarh,Allaha-
badjAndhra,Bombay,Lladras ,ilagpur, 
Osmania ^ Patnsa. (Benares from 4-8-49; 
B.Ed.Sc. , " Lucknov/ university, 
Ph.D.Ed. " ^.llahabad.,Bombay oc Lucknow 
universities. (Aligarh from 48-49). 
The existing organ!sation-and content of post-
graduate teacher training in India are not only not national 
in tlieir origin and growth but also show great divergence 
and lack of uniformity. One of the most obvious divergences 
is in the matter of the nomenclature of diplomas and 
degrees av/arded by the different universities. Unlike the 
degrees in Arts, Law and Medicine,there is a great variety 
of more or less parallel degrees in Teaching. Cogent 
reasons for this difference in nomenclature are difficult 
to discover. L.T.,however, seems to be the least suitable 
title and the Dip-in-Ed. most appropriate,if the period 
oitt training is retained at one year, and B.ld, would-be 
preferable to B.T.,{the teim Education is a more inclusive 
and more dignified one thaH. Teaching), if it is extended to 
two academic years. 
Considerations connected with cost of training,the 
urgent need of the supply of trained personnel,production 
of class-room teachers instead of educational thinkers,and 
status and remuneration offered after training,had most 
probably led to limiting the period of training to one 
academic year. But the changed conception of life and of 
education and the recently won freedom with its newly 
imposed obligations and responsibilities demand that the 
period of training should be extended to at least two years 
Moreover the profession of a teacher in a modern society is 
not less important than that of a medical practitioner or a 
lav/yer,the professional preparation of each of x¥hom covers , 
from three to five years. The understanding of the principl 
and techniques governing the correct stimulation and mould-
ing of the human mind is not only much more difficult but 
also much more vital to the future of the nation and human 
society than the sciences and arts which deal with human 
bodies and dead matter. 
So far as admissions are concerned almost all 
universities insist upon a degree as' the minimum require-
ment for admission. Some universities prefer their own 
1^0. 
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general knowledge and liberal education,with tiie result 
tliat they do not draw much, real advantage from the course 
of the post-graduate training. According to the Mc Nair 
Comi:iittee,even in England the teaching profession,as com-
pared with industry and commerce and other more remunerative 
occupations,has attracted only a small niimber of the best 
men and women. It should occasion no surprise then that in 
India teaching has not been favoured by really talented 
persons. Arrangements should be made to pick out suitable 
candidates for training towards the end of the High School 
'course and they should be required to follow a more compre-
hensive prograiiime vdth sufficient vocational bias at the 
undergraduate level. They should.be made to live a full 
life themselves so that they may contribute to the young 
the fruits of a varied personal experience as well as of 
professional studies, ne should either introduce Education 
as an optional subject in the degree course,as iniimerica, 
or Institute a special degree for teachers^ by v>relding uni-
versity and professional courses into a homogeneous whole, 
as in Sngland. In any case education and sociology should 
be compulsory for prospective teachers, JMI introduction to 
the professional work should also be effected at the pre-
training college stage. Students should be encouraged to 
take an active part in social and educational work outside 
the walls of their college and thus lay the foundation of 
an interest in public affairs and of the practice of being 
a good citizen. They should have opportunities not only of 
delivering lectures on scientific and other subjects of 
every day interests,illustrated by maps,charts,drawing on 
the black-board etc.,but also of visiting good schools and 
trying their h&nd at tou'^ hliag actual teaching, during the 
last two years of"their academic period,and during the 
period which elapses between the time of the conclusion of 
their examination and the announcement of the results. Thus 
professionalization of subject matter at pre-training level 
coupled with practice according to activity methods in 
supplementary subjects will enable the training colleges 
to devote tlae. short'time at their disposal to carrying 
further the process of integration of various aspects of 
ti-aining in the light of luodern advances laade abroad in this 
direction. 
There are three distinct features of the courses 
of study^viz:- (l) Theoretical,,(2). Practical and (3) Acquisi-
tion of skills and training in e2:tra-curricular subjects. 
The theoretical course invariably consists of 
the follovdng core subjects- ; (a) Principles and Psychology 
of l-ducationjlb) iiistory of iuducation, (c). i^ iethods of Teach-
ing iichool Subjects with or vdthout General liethodology, k 
(d) School Organisation and riygiene. The relative impor-
tance attached to the above subjects varies from university 
to university. I'or instance,in some universities,e.g., 
iiligarh,each of the subjects entitled Principles,Psychology 
General Methods,etc., has the status of an independent sub-
ject,whereas in other universities Principles and General 
Methodology are either entirely omitted or ooiobined into 
one examination subject with Psychology and IJethods of 
Teaching School Subjects respectively. Not onlj^  do the 
contents of above subjects differ from university to uni-
versity,but the different components of each paper receive 
varying degrees of emphasis. The more ambitiously planned 
courses include I<;ental and liducational iieasurements,and 
Comparative Education or Study of Mucationel Systems. 
Obviously the formal and theoretical nature of 
the courses o| study prescribed by different universities 
does not make teachers more competent in dealing with life 
situations arising out of the great variety of actual prob-
lems in the life of school,and the community,and out of the 
subject,or in helping their pupils to develop v/holesome 
personalities, AS modern science has reversed the procedure 
of approach to the problems of life through what is 
coumonly called the *arm chair' method, so we should no 
longer endeavour to work out a curriculum for our training 
courses in some 'college room or office far removed from the 
practical realities of life and from the trainees in their 
natural setting. \ie should actually study Indian needs and 
conditions and try out certain curricular materials and 
experiences in order to determine to v/hat extent they pro-
mote the development of future teachers in desirable v/ays. 
Into the course should be introduced every factor 
which makes the underlying principles and the actual^onduct 
and direction of learning what it may be, can be, or must 
be,under the conditions obtaining now,and in the immediate 
future . There should also be a course in practical prob-
lems to be conducted by means of tutorial groups. Training 
colleges should inculcate in their students the experimental 
attitude to their work in school rather than insist merely 
on the acqusition of an examinable amount of theoretical 
knowledge. Provision should be made for greater opportunities 
for students' initiative und participation and to arrange 
for nore in the viaj of direct experience through tutorial 
plans,field activities etc.. The teachers-in-training 
should be provided v;ith an actual experience of working 
under conditions which imply freedon,self activity or co-
operative v/ork, so that they can realise the full signifip»»--Ji 
ficance of all these and can promote them among their .pupils. 
They should also be trained continually, to keep before the 
shildren the cultural and huiaan side of eYerj subject,so 
that a cosmopolitan outlook mxj be built up. 
The practical part of the course consists of 
(i) practice teaching under supervision,(ii) observation of 
demonstration lessons,(iii) attendance at,and'discussion of 
critieisim lessons,(iv) recording of their observations in 
'Observation Book' regarding school tirietables,plans of 
school building,departmental and school syllabuses and 
general organisation of school work in practising schools. ' 
The programme is comprehensive on paper,but in actual 
practice,.being far removed from the realities of life,it 
tends to be merely mecliunicul. The prescribed number of 
lessons required of every teaclier-in-training become a 
stereo-typed and *a monotonous affair,and are treated as an 
end. and not as a means of experimenting with different 
techniques. The reasons for this ineffectiveness are many 
and varied. In order that training in thBory may be closely 
co-ordinated with practice,about one third of the training 
period should be devoted to practice teaching under whole-
time supervision,not only in model schools under the direct 
control of training colleges,but in other schools as v/ell. 
The emphasis should throughout be on'practical and objective 
aspects. The teachers-in-training should become a part of 
tlie practising institution,and should have complete charge 
of the class,so that this part of the training aiay be 
achieved under noriml classroom conditions. In order that 
trainees uay acctuire adequate experience not only of teach-
ing lessons of different tj'-pes and to different classes,out 
also of organising other activities.- currlcular and extra-
curricular r The present hapkazard way of giving any class 
for teaching practice should be stopped and a system should 
be evolved for determi.aing the type of the class for v/hich 
the candidate is best suited by temperament etc.. 
One third of the period should be devoted to 
observation,demonstration and criticism lessons. Demonstra-
tion lessons are generally given at the beginning of the 
course by lecturers who have not heeii doing any teaching in ~^  
schools themselves. well-pla,nned demonstration lessons 
should be given by training college staff who should 
occasionally teach i,a schools and by experienced and trained 
school nasters. Trainees should be taught definitely what 
to observe and ho\7 tc!pBoa4dA;heir observations. Criticism 
lessons should follow demonstrations and their number should 
not be limited to two. Criticism-lesson-projects should-be^ 
spread evenly over the session and iihould be more natural 
and less formal in character. 
The provision made by different universities for 
training in slcill and estra-curricular subjects also shows 
great divergence from university to university. The subjects 
included hy most universities are,among others, educational 
handwork including black-board v/riting and sketching,and 
physical education, J3ecause of the narrow range of training 
provided and because trainees are not examined in these sub-
jects, little enthusiasm is displayed for them. These subjects 
should not be merely decorative additions to the curriculum, 
but an integral part of it at:, all stages. Trainees should be 
examined in these subjects also,and the instruction in these 
subjects should be conducted on liberal and scientific lines. 
A course in the usage and psychology of the mother 
tongue,phonetics, principles of bilingu&lism,and in the 
orgaMsation of extra-curricular activities and camp life is 
highly desirable under this head. 
Training institutions should also inculcate a way 
. of life which makes its mark on the trainees. But a way of 
life that is not lived through will jfail to do so. Therefore, 
a democratic atmosphere should prevail in our training 
colleges. Trainees should be allowed an increasing degree of 
freedom in the management of their own persoaal a M social 
affairs,so that they iiiiy acquire that degree of maturity and 
that sense of responsibility and leadership which progressive 
teachers ought to possess. Trainees should also be required 
to organise camp life and hold educational exhibitions, 
- ; - •" Educational tours to progressive institutions all 
over the country should be specially arranged, iJebating, 
dramatic and other societies should also form part of the 
college organisation,and'it should be obligatory on all 
teachers-in-traiiiing to become their active members, lixtra-
riiural and extension lectures on educational and social topics 
should be arranged from time to time, Incouragement should 
also be given to the trainees to utilise their leisure in 
hobbies and they should be made thoroughly alive to the 
importance of creative woric. 
In addition to tlie coiapulso2?y papers,teaoiiers-in-
training c&n also offer an additional paper in special sub-
jects; provision for such subjects is inade by only iigra, 
Aligarlijivllaliabad, Benares,Calcutta and Luclmovf universities. 
Tlie absence of facilities for specialisation at other univer-
sities is liigbly regrettable. Training colleges should be 
ceitres of activity in a variety of subjects and provision 
for specialization should net only be laade in traditional 
subje'cts by all training colleges and university departments 
of education,but specialised courses in guidance,publie rela-
tions, nursery schools,etc., should also be introduced as 
electives. ao far as specialization is coneerne'd,there must 
be vigorous and many sided intelligent and scientific train-
ing, so that the teacher imy be able to give a professional 
orientation to the subject-matter in his day-to-day work. 
Trained teachers are supposed to be qualified both 
for teaching and inspecting in spite of their having had no 
experience,practice or training in inspection work. They 
should,therefore,have some training in adiiiinistration and 
inspection vrorkjeither as a part of their regular course,or 
preferably,as a special subject. 
The final esaiidnation comprises (a) written papers 
in the prescribed subjects,and (b) practical examination. 
i-ractioal examination as conducted at present is largely and 
on the whole a farce,for the e2:.ternal examiner,after observ-
ing for a fev/ iriiuates the conduct of a lesson,(chosen and 
prepared v/eeks in advance,and often with outside help), can 
not fairly assess the teaching efficiency of a teacher. It 
virtually boils down to confinning the college estimate.. 
Obviously final rating can only be arrived at through skilled 
judgment,based on nmny observations of the candidate in a 
variety of situations^ The external examiner,should,there- -
fore, have facilities to observe,through surprise visits, the 
teaching of the examinee several times in the course of the 
session. • 
The present practice in our universities in 
regard to" taking oliiss v/ork into account in declaring results 
in practice also siiows variations. Lost of ttie universities 
do give .credt.t,as it should be, for the year's v/ork in some 
manner or other,but no less than five universities do not 
seem to give any weight to it in finally drav/ing up results 
and deciding about classes. 
Apart froiii being an extremely unrelialsrle and in-
adequate measure of the students' abilities, the essay-type 
examination in prescribed subjects has a vvay of dominating 
their entire iiiinds to the exclusion of other essential required 
ments of ^  successful teacher. The system as a v;hole requires 
drastic over-hauling in order that it inay be a iiore effective 
and reliable measure of general education and professional 
ability. It should include the nevr-type tests,and periodical 
tests - written,oral and practical - should also be held,so 
that the povsrer of reproducing prepared notes alone may not be 
tested,as is done today, but also the ability to ^udge and 
apply their knowledge to practical situations. The presenta-
tion of individual work in the form of essay or small 
dissertation,as part of the written examination,or in lieu of 
one or two papers,would also greatly remove the serious 
attacks on the present system of essay-type examination. 
The standard of examnation also varies with each 
university,although it would appear extremely desirable that 
approxiiiiately the same standard of passing and classification 
should obtain everywhere. It is not difficult for the different 
examining bodies to agree upon certain common percentages of 
marks for passing and classification in teaching,as they do 
in the case of degrees in general education. They should insist 
upon 36 fi as the minimum pass marks in each subject,and for 
the First and Second divisions,the ftgur.es should centre round 
60 and 40 per cent respectively. 
Centralization to a great extent is essential for 
the purpose of reducing the existing divergence to a minimum, 
und establishing some degree of uniformity and co-ordination 
in the efforts and achievements of different universities. 
Training institutions of various grades should be orgsiniged 
on a convenient «rea "basis,and Integrated into a national 
training system,so tliat a conimon scheme of training,flexible 
enough to meet the needs of different type of schools,should 
he evolved.. Por this purpose the Central i^ dvisory Board of 
Education should he arned v/ith raore than Liere advisory powers, 
or preferably,a permanent Gentrc^ l Training Council,representa-
tive of all educational and social interest should be ,. •. 
established. 
The training of teachers is iniportant,but it is 
eq.ually important that teachers should not fossilize and lapse 
into pedagogical illiteracy. One of the criticisms levelled 
against trained teachers is that,soon afetr receiving training, 
they resort to purely arbitrars" methods and fall back upon 
more routine traditions of school teaching./There are a 
number of factors that contribute to this state of affairs. 
The most important of them are the follovdng:-
1, The salary schedules,the future prospects and 
the position of teachers in society,not being on a par xvith 
those of the doctor,the lavvyer and the engineer,do not attract 
the best talent of the country'' to the profession,insecurity 
of tenure being a further deterrant, 
2. In the absence of a proper machinery for voca-
tional guidance,people drift into teaching for a multiplicity 
of reasons and usually as a last resort, further there is no 
sound and effective method .of selection nor a carefully 
designed xaethod of elimination, to ensure only the right type 
of persons qualifying for the profession. 
3, The professional training of 6 or 9 months, 
given in the existing conditions in a training college,does 
not provide varied esiperience of the right kind,not does it 
enable the trainees to form the right ideals and attitudes, 
4. Teachers have to battle against very unfavour-
able conditions arising out of unscientific,haphazard place-
ment and unsympathetic attitude of the 'heads', and other 
colleagues^ 
5. The absence of an appreiiJbia*'. system,adequate 
folloviT-up and constructive and sympathetic supervision of the 
training college staff,co-ordinated with the inspectorate,, 
affect the vmrk. and efficiency of teachers no less than the 
domination of education by non-educational interests and lack 
of provision for participation in the formulation of educate* 
tional policy. 
6. i.on-provision of regular refresher and other short 
and long term courses and sabbatical leave also contribute 
towards the same. 
The suggested remedies can be surxied up as follows;-
Prospective teachers should be required to follow 
a more comprehensive prograimiie of liberal education which may 
broaden their vision,deepen th^ir insight and extend the range 
of their interests. Great pains should be taken,at the, under-
graduate stage, in selecting candldutes,suited by temperament 
una ideals to teaching work, x'hey should then be initiated 
gradually into professional tecimiques through activity methods 
and fui.iiiliarised with the theory of education,the course cover-
ing a period of at least two academic 3^ ears. Training colleges 
should see that each trainee,before he leaves the college, 
draws up a plan, in consultation with his tutors,of his 
future study,experimentation and professional v/ork. xie should 
undergo apprenticeship in the initial stage of his professional 
life, j^ uring this stage he should discuss all plans v/lth the 
headmaster,who should himself have received adequate and 
intensive training as headmaster,and evolve the m.ost effective 
method of supplementing it. Scientific plaoem-ent,sympathetic 
attitude of the head and colleagues, adequate follow-up b3-
go 
T.C.staff,and active help hj the inspectorate should/a long 
way in helping him retain his enthusiasm and aspirations,and 
encouraging him to try the principles and techniques learnt at 
his training college. 
In order that teachers i^ ay discharge their duties 
conscientiously and enthusiastically,their iimuediate hujL&n 
needs should'be properly attended to,not only by the offer of 
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attriiCtiTe eiuoluments coupled with, amenities similar to tlacce 
which teachers an^oy In foreign countries,but also 'o^ 
guaranteeing better prospects,and by granting them security of 
tenure,and a respectable position in society. They should also 
haye a considerable voice in the running of the scliool and in 
dateriiiining the conditions of their worii;. Gonflriuations and 
proirxotions should be based on evidence of continued study ©nd 
improvement and on competitive tests, They should be required 
to attend refresher and other courses specially arranged for 
this purpose as a regular feature, iucilities should also be 
provided for attending educational conferences and for taking 
an active part in political and social problems of the day. 
Li&ch school should arrange bi-monthly or quarterly 
demonstration und criticism lessons conducted by some members 
of the staff in rotation. These lessons should be attended by 
the v/hole staff and discussed soon after they are over in the 
light of Diodern tendencies and developments. This should be 
supplemented by yearly criticism lessons and other teclinical 
deliberations and discussions on an Interschool and inter-
provincial basis. 
The importance of research in education can not be 
over-estii;iated. The attitude of mind generated by scientific 
research is a sure defence against stagnation. But the present 
cultural and professional preparation of the average teacher 
does not give him training In research. This is the outcoLie 
mainly of the educational policj^ of the foreign rulers ,v;ho did 
not encouruge research in general and educational research in 
particular. This Indifference In the past has had a very bad 
effect on the (luallty of education. Objectives and methods, 
suited to v/estern countries which v/ere introduced in this 
country v/lthout hu.ving been adapted to local conditions c.nd 
ideals,stiflled original thinlclng and Independent work. In the 
present changed circutistances we should give adequate recogni-
tion to the utilitarian,the scientific and the cultural aspects 
of educational research; 
ii 1, 
So far only nine of our universities have nanaged to 
institute for trained graduates a one-year course culminating 
in a Piaster's Degree in MucationjLucknow prefers to designate 
a siioilar degree the degree of Bachelor of iiducational science. 
The degree is ohtaiined purely hj research at only three 
universities( iiligarh,^ ).ndhra and BomlDajr) ^  some e.g., iijadras 
and Nagpur require a small dissertation besides the passing 
±hE of an examinationJand the rest give the degree on the 
result of passing a -vvritten exaLiination alonejthesis in lieu 
of one or two papers is optional at two of these viz: latna 
i-vUd iillahahad. The lead given hj these universities should 
be followed not only by all other universities,but voluntary 
organisations should also corae forv/ard. Research should be 
encouraged through grants given by individual contributors 
and by foundations. 
A Central xtesearch Council similar to those 
found in educationally advanced countries,:;':: should be 
established,so that pooling of resources m&y be possible,and j 
a weil-planned research service institutad. The magnitude of 
the research v/orlc that has to be done iiimediately in India 
calls for some degree of centralization. i»ithout such 
centralization haphazard experimentation without proper 
facilities and guidance,would prove largely sterile. Such a 
Council should have at its disposal a well equipped 
laboratory and library and a -staff of ezpert researchers. 
'JA. £'aculty of Mucation should be established in 
every Indian university,which should have provision not only 
for the iiiaster's degree but also for the Doctor's, The latter 
. should be purely a research degree,while the rectuirements . 
for the i^ .Ed.Degree should be in two distinct parts,'Viz:-
(I) S'our v/ritten papers as follov^ s: (a) Philosophy and 
Sociology of Education, (b) Advanced Psychology,including . 
i.ducational Lieasurements, (c) Comparative Study of Educa-
tional Syste]9is,and (a) Current educational problems to be 
specified from-time to time. 
(II) Thesis and Viva. 
The duration of the course should not be less 
i-iH.. 
then two years . Scient i f ic se lec t ion of su i table candidates 
should be made on the ba s i s of cumulative records for the 
e n t i r e period of educration, supplemented be t e s t s of 
In te l l igence,Dis" : -os i t ion,e tc . . AS the f i na l t e s t of capacity 
and persona l i ty i s Action, a few weeks' prograiai.:ie should be 
claalked out t o afford opportunity for the Selection Board 
to observe Cf^ndiaates in a va r i e ty of s i tas i t ions . 
::here i s i n s i s t e n t demand for reconstruct ion in 
a l l spheres of l i f e in the country. In the n ids t of t h i s 
demand for na t i ona l reconstruct ion,educat ion should become 
the nsdium of soc ia l and econo;.:iic reforra. I t should r ee l l y 
become 'soci-^l Bhilosophy' in ac t ion . But a l l educsti-in 
ultirvotely r'epends upon -'he teacher,\.ho i s the a rch i tec t of 
the future nore than any neriber of the socie ty . The future 
of our country,nay i t s ver2/ exis tence, therefore , depiends on 
the emerpence of a steacy streiiin of -oeachers oro e r lv 
-— V i. - ' - V 
ecuioped to face tut: problems and d i f f i c u l t i e s of educating 
the growings nind in a changing world and in a changing 
Ina ia . They should be f i t enotionally,'-Ceideriically and 
t echn ica l ly . The e a r l i e r the a u t n o r i t i e s ;^et to gr ips vdxh 
t h i s Important problem of teacher t r a in ing , the b e t t e r wi l l 
i t be for socir.1 oroqresa and i*eform. 
r'^zx': TT D. 
I,(i} qiiftlitatiTe and quantitatiTe study of the growth of 
CofiiitlTe ijbilities. (ii) Relation-Finding and correliitiob-
llnding, (iil) Span of Apprehension, (ir) Retention, (T) 
Association, (ri) Recollection,Recognition, (rii) practice, 
I 
fatigue and Oscillation, (viii) imagery. 
II. (i) Ohseryation and Report, (ii) observation and Descrip-
tion, (iii) Testimony. 
III. (i) Qualitative and quantitative study of Affection and 
and conation, (ii) Reaction Time experiment, (lii) Measure-
aent of Psychogalvanic Reflex, (iv) Interview. 
IV. (i) Practical exercises in tne application of psycnologi-
cal and Educational (including) Instructional Tests, (li) 
Practical exercises in the preparation of uase studies and 
m the technique of educational and vocational guidance, 
(ill) Practical exercises in the preparation of Progress 
Record Card and its uses. 
SOTB:- All experiments shall be done by the candidates taem-
selves. Each candidate will maintain a record of experi-
mental work done by him, 
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MYSORE TJlillVERSITY: MEJJTAL & BDUOATIONAL MEASUREMENTS:-
(A) IUTRODUGTORY: 1. Inaccuracies in the current system of 
marking and examinations. Unreliability of estimates of 
intelligence and character traits. Essentials of valid 
measurements. 2. some simple statistical concepts and devicee 
such as the Normal Curve of Distribution,the Median,the 
Semituter quartile range, the Probable Error and the Foot-
rule method of correlation. 
(B) MENTAL MEASUREMENTS: 1. Tests of general ability, indi-
vidual. Group,Performance and pre-School tests of intelligence. 
2, principles of test construction. Limitations of intelli- .. 
gence tests for the teacher. 3. Objective methods of 
diagnosing personality traits. 
I 
(C) EDUCATIONAL MEASURMENTS: 1. Tests suitable for the 
primary and middle schools such as Reading, spelling, Grajnmar, 
Composition,Arithmetic,etc.. <;. Attainment tests suitable 
for High School Grades for subjects such as History,Geography 
Science,etc.. 3. Principles of educational test construction. 
Establishment of norms. The value of limitations of new 
examination metaods. 
-* 
• * 
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tiOMnAY \JMi\iEtiSll-)Li PAPBR I : TaiiORy OW EDuGAllOM: SEG'l'iOi'i I I . 
EXPERimEJsll'AL PS^ GHOLOGX AwD STATISi'ICAL METHODS:-
1. Mental T e s t s . «i. xypes of J ten ta l T e s t s . 3 , Technique of 
menta l T e s t s . 4 . Measurement of I n t e l l i g e n c e , u.Types of 
i n t e l l i g e n c e r e s t s , o . R e s u l t s and uses;^ of i n t e l l i g e n c e 
T e s t i n g . (, v o c a t i o n a l Guidance. 8 . S t a t i s i i f t a l methods 
a p p l i e d to educa t ion , 9. C o l l e c t i o n and t a b u l a t i o n of 
e t tuca t iona l f a c t s . 10. measures of General Tendency. 1 1 . 
k e a s u r e s of V a r i a b i l i t y , i*-. j r equency curves ana i^ormal 
p r o o a h i l i t y c u r v e , 13 . proolem of u o r r e l a t i o u . ( spearman 's 
metnod oi c a l c u l a t i n g me coe i i xc i en i . oi coiifclaoxo iy. 
NOTE:- With r ega rd to i tems 8 to 13 above, s t r e s s should he 
l a i d on s t a t i s t i c a l methods; s t u d e n t s should he r e q u i r e d 
to work out only easy examples i nvo lv ing the methods) . 
PRACTICAL WORK:- Simple exper iments on i n t e l l i g e n c e , A s s o c i a -
tion,Memory, A t t e n t i o n , P e r c e p t i o n , imagery, imagina t ion . 
Reasoning, Learn ing , F a t i g u e , sugges t ion and p e r s e v e r a t i o n . 
lt)i-
Smggiga^T 01 ..mBLlO IKSTgUCIIOI? .^HLLaxl.iBi.P^ TAFER 17: 
EIPEHIIit2C'£*iL JlSUOaTICx^ iiL mTQEOLCGY: - Nature of kodern 
Sxperiiiental Fsycliology - i t s object ive and experimental 
approaoii; iietliods of Experimental Psyoliology - t h e i r p re -
cautions and conclusions; Place of Ezperimental Psycliology 
in Educational P rac t i c e . 
Tlie Study of Sensat ions, 
Vision sensat ions - In tens i ty ,hue and sensat ion-colour 
loixing'. Phenoiaena of successive and simultaneous colour 
cont ras t s - After sensa t ion . / 
Hearing - Koises and I^Aisical. sounds - Pi tch discrimination 
- Skin sensations - Heat,Cold,louch and Pain spo t s . 
The S p a t i a l Thresold. 
Sensation r .;. of t a s t e and smell . 
Kinaesthet ic sensations - s ize - v/eight i l l u s i o n . 
Perception - nature of Perception - Gesta l t Theories -
xixperiments on Perception - Geometrical Optical I l l u s i o n s -
Perception in iteading- liye moveiaents - i,'ye voice span -
Perception of space a t t e n t i o n - bpan of a t t en t ion - Fluc-
tua t ions of a t t en t ion - Division of at tent ion*-.Condltons 
of a t t en t i on - i-otor accompaniments of. a t t e n t i o n . 
The study of action - Level of act ion - I&:periirients on 
lieaction Tines - The 'Jcnaltioned Hesponses - Pa r loa ' s & 
.'liatson's Experiijjents - Their s ign i f icance . 
Viork &. Fatigue-Kature of fatigUe-Kuscular work-%e work 
curve-lie thods of inves t iga t ion of mental f a t igue . 
Feeling & Emotion-Experimental '•i»-ethods of Study ilethods of 
Impression-ikiethods of Szpression-The Psychgalvanic I x p t . -
Judgment :- of Facia l Expressions. 
Learning - T r i a l and Error Learning- Thorndike*s E ipe r i -
nwnts - T r i a l and Sr rc r Learning in Human Being - Insight 
Learning - l lohler ' s Sxperimen:^s - Impljovement in Learning-
The Learning Curve - Platean - Problem Solving hy human 
adu l t s and young children - j^ .na lys i s , ins igh t , t r i a l , and er r 
i..enory - Iimuediate ^-emory - Phenomenon of Perseveration -
Pennanent I.eiiory - L^ ethods or investigation.- Recall 
and recognition - Hetention - Curve of forgetting -' 
Distribution of Learning periods - l^ emory - Forms -
L-j ^KJ , 
6. p e r c e p t i o n and xteading ( Tacli lstoscope; 'SJrperiment). 
7 . P e r s e v e r a t i o n i n i..emory. 
6. To deteriuine ttie L^patial Tiiresiiold ( i..ethod of Ser ies) 
S. Iiiffiiediate Leiuory. 
10 . (a) i i e l a t i o n between speed and accuracy , 
(b) i iecogni t ion and i.tecali i n Lie-mory. 
1 1 . Perijanent Memory { inc lud ing i.etliods of Memorization) 
l a . (a) i-idiiiinistrate - of I s y c i i o l o g i c a l Toor. 
(b) To g ive a Tes t of I n t e l l i g e n c e ( I n d i v i d u a l or 
Group). 
a . 
l iemory.for ^-eaningful l a t e r i a l - R e t r o a c t i v e I n i i i b i t i o n ^ 
I n t e r f e r e n c e . 
l^ental I ' e s t ing - J a i s t o r i c a l Development - 'Tlie Nature 
of I n t e l l i g e n c e - I n t e l l i g e n c e T e s t s - I n d i v l d a u l and ugj-
Group - ' ' e rba l and Performance - oc i i o l a s t i c T e s t s -
Tes t s o f - a b i l i t y - Tes t s of Temperament and Gliaracter -
Voca t iona l Guidance. t r s 
Elementary S t a t i s t i c a l Treatment of E e s u i t s - Tlie 
Lean i iedian and .I^ode - S tandard Dev ia t ion - The Normal 
D i s t r i b u t i o n Curve - C o e f f i c i e n t of C o r r e l a t i o n . 
I . Pree A s s o c i a t i o n by tne Continuous i ie thod, 
£ . Pree i i s s o c i a t i o n 'by the »iford L i s t iiethod. id, 
3 . P a r t i a l l y Constrained Associett ion. ; 
4 . Completely Constrained AssociatSon. C'sThinking) )1. 
5 . (a) Learning i..etliod of s u b e t i t u t i o n . 
(1^ ) l e a r n i n g by the ke thod of T r i a l and E r r o r {Llirror 
Drav/ing) . 
Id 
5^ 
HSOg^MIVmSITY:- COMPARATIVE STUDY OP EDUCATIOm SYSTMS: 
I. INTRODUCTORY: The problem and aims of a national system 
of education. The remarkable growth of national system in the 
19th century. Brief survey of Pre-British education in India. 
History of British education in India. 
II. EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION: Central and Local control of 
education, advantages and disadvantages. (1) England:- (a) 
Centmal Control: The Board-of Education, its organisation 
and function. The inapectorate. (b) Local Control: The Borougl-
and county councils Education Committee - their powers 'rf-^ 
and responsibilities. Relation of Central and Local authori-
ties, {d) U.S.A.: The Federal Agencies for education. Decentrs 
lization. Recent tendencies towards centralization within 
each state. Local Bodies in each state. (3) INDIA: (a) 
Central Control:- Centralization of control within each pro-
vince. The Minister of Education. The D.P.I. The Inspectorate, 
(b) Local Control: District Boards and Municipalities.Their 
power and responsibilities. 
EDUCATIONAL ORGANISATION: Diversities of practices in England, 
England more a political than a social democracy. Democratic 
system of education,in the U.S.A. The Common Education School. 
Tendencies in India. General organisation of the social 
system in England,U.S.A., and India. 
IV, ELEtCBNTARY EDUCATION: Aim, organisation, curriculum, staff, 
methods and tendencies in elementary education in England and 
U.S.A. INDIA:- Problem of illiteracy and educational morality 
Compulsory education. Difficulties of enfora^ement. present 
state of legislation and practice in various provinces. 
V. POST-WAR ELEMENTARY EDUCATION; post-war elementary educa-
tion different from secondary education. England: The senior 
Elementary schools and the Central schools. U.S.A: The Juniot 
High Schools. India: The present tendencies of all elementarj 
education leading to secondary education, senior Vernacular 
and Higher Elementary Schools. Need for greater development. 
VI.SECONDARY EDUCATION: England:- The Public Schools. Gram-
mar Schools.Council Schools and private secondary schools. 
Marked features of Englisli Secondary Education. U.S.A.- Tiie 
Junior and senior High Schools. Special features of Anerican 
secondary Education. India: Present organisation. Defects of 
grant-in-aid system. The problem of medium of instruction. 
Uniformity of type. JjJeed for diversity of institutions. Intro-
duction of vocational courses. 
VII. VOGATIOJ!JAL EDUCATION: England: junior and Senior Tech-
nical Schools. The Polytechnics. U.S.A.- Tne federal Board for 
Vocational Education. Part-time and pull-time Vocational 
Schools, senior Jiigh schools. Technical Colleges. India:- The • 
literary and non-practical character of Indian education. 
Hartog Committee recommendations, lieed for and problems of 
vocational education. 
VIII. WOMEN'S EDUGATIOJM: A brief survey of tne development of 
educational facilities for women in England and U.S.A.»to-
getrier with tae special features or women education m taese 
countries. indisA: proalem oi woiuen education. Signs of waken-
ing ideals of Indian womanhood. The problem of co-education. 
Aim,organisation,curriculum, and present tendencies in 
women education. 
IX. TRAINING OP TEACHERS: England: Importance given to teacher 
training. The training colleges and the University training 
departments. Refresher courses. U.S.Al The Normal Schools and 
the Training colleges of Universities. Summer courses. India: 
The under-graduate and graduate training. Nature and period. 
X. ADULT EDUCATION: Aims, contents,methods and organisation 
of adult schools in Denmark,England,U.S.A.,Germany and Japan. 
The problem in India with special reference to methods of 
rapid literacy and propaganda regarding the value of education^ 
social and liberal nature of adult education. 
XI. STUDY OP SPECIAL PEATURES & PROBLEMS: to be prescribed 
from year to year, e.g., in 1946: Ttie essay on education by I 
Her;ebert spencer. 
SALARY SCHEDULES POR *ia4t* 
BIHAR; 
(A) Private High schools: Headmaster Es 100/-iAssistant 
Headmaster Rs 75/-. Trained graduate Es bO/-, untrftimtd 
graduate Ss 40/-, Trained Intermediate Rs 45/-, Untrained 
Intermediate Rs 40/-. and Matric C.T. Es 30/-, 
(B) Government High Schools: Headmaster Rs 200-40/2-400-30-
490-E.B.-30-700. Bihar S.S.Sr.Br.Gl II. Senipr English and 
Oriental teacherx ?s 128-12/2-200, Upper Division of the S.E.S. 
Junior English teachers (trained graduates) Es 65-4/2-105, 
Lower Division of the S,B.S. Men with other qualifications 
Ss b0«5/2-100,Lower Division of the S.B.S. Vernsicular teachers 
(trained matriculates) Es 35-1-00, 
BENGAL: 
(A) Recognised Schools: Headmasters of Calcutta Schools Ite 80/-
H.M, for Mofussil School Rs 40/-, In Middle Schools the salary 
ranges between Rs 35/- and "'s lb/- in urban areas and between 
Rs 25/- and Ps 10/- in rural areas, 
(B) Government High Schools: Headmasters Rs IbO to 700, Asatt, 
Headmaster Ps 130 to 220, Assistant Master Hs 75 to 175, 
Teachers of Classical Languages Es 60 to 140. 
BCg£BAY: ,r 
(A) Secondary Teachers: Trained graduates Rs 60 to 80, Un-
trained graduates Rs 40 to 90, Matriculates Rs 25 to 4o, 
(B) Primary School Teachers: 
D i s t r i c t Local Board Local Authority 
& Sron-Local Authority Municipal 
Municipal Area, Area. 
3 0 - i - 3 b - l - o 0 , 3O-I-45-1-&0, 
mm 
^ u - ^ - 3 0 - 1 - 4 0 . ^0-^-30-1-40, 
^ G - l / 3 - i i o - | - 3 0 , 
i8 
<i5-i /u-3o, -y* 
Teachers passing tfie 
3rd Year Training 
college Examination, 
Teachers passing tne 
2nd Year Training 
College Examination, 
Teacticrs passing tne 
1st Year Training 
college Examination. 
untrained but quali-
fied teacners. 
periiianent. '2u <;u 
ieaporary xeacners. 15 io 
iloV. 
C.P. & BiStiAH: 
(A) (}OT«M»«*t Vernacular Schoo l s : A s s i s t a n t i 'eachers of 
Primary C l u s s e s . Ss 20 -1 -35 , Heads of Primary Schools , Ss 40 -1 -
50, A s s i s t a n t Teachers of I . M . C l a s s e s . 25-l-40-2.»60. Heads 
of I .M.S .Schoo l s . Rs 25-1-40-2-60 , 
(B) Gorermnent Secondary Schools : Heads of High Schools . Es 
200-10-250. Heads of Ind ian Engl i sh Middle Schools . Ss 90-4-IbC 
Trained Graduate A s s i s t a n t Teacher s : Upper Div i s ion 1st 
Grade Ss 170-5-200 (iTew S c a l e ) , Upper Div i s ion 2nd Grade Rs 
70-4-150 (New s c a l e ) . Tra ined unde r -g radua te A s s i s t a n t 
Mas t e r s . % 100-5-125 (Old S c a l e ) . Lower Div i s ion S e l e c t Grade 
Ss 60-60-2-100 (Old S c a l e ) . Lower D iv i s ion O r d i n a r y Grade, 
l?s 90-4-110 (j^ ew S c a l e ) . Lower Div i s ion 1st Grade, 5s uO-uO-<;-
90 (ijew S c a l e ) . Lower Div i s ion ^nd t irade, 
MADRAS; 
(A) Governeniiit iiiga s c n o o l s : Headmaster - madras Educat ional 
Serv ice Grade. L . T ' s Grade- 2s 10-9/^-llo-10/a,-'l>io, Se l ec t ion 
Grade for L . r ^ s - 130- lo / i i -190, C e r t i f i c a t e d secondary Grade 
Teachers - % 30-3/<:-4u-<:/<i-yu, Higher Elementary (^rade 
I 'eacners - Es ^3-^/ /o-4o. jr^andiis aaa i,^arisnis - Ss 3^-4/k:-43-i&, 
{j^) iiigii s caoo l s uuaer Local a>oards & imunxcipali o i e s : xiead-
iuas&er's tj-rade- Rs liu-xu/»^-iVw, L . i ' s urade - Ss 6y-u /2-100 . 
p a n d i t ' s Grade - Ss 4 5 - 2 / 2 - 7 5 . Secondary-Grade Tra ined Teacher 
Ss 30- i i /2-50, 
(0) AIDBD I n s t i t u t i o n s : Headmasters - Grade v a r i e s between 
Rs 80-4-120 to Ss 100-10-200. L . T . A s s i s t a n t t e a c h e r s ' grade 
v a r i e s hetween Rs 40-2-|-60 to fe 80-4-l i iO. 
UHITBD PROVIXMOES: 
(A) Government I n s t i t u t i o n s : (ffrom j u l y 1 , 1 9 4 V J : aeadmaster 
or P r i n c i p a l - P r o v i n c i a l Service Glass l i tirade - Ss 300-<jy-
4u0- iS .^ . -30- /00-] i \^ , -3u-dvU. ^ r a i a e d u radua te s - Hs l«;0-o-
^uo- j t ,B. -10-300. Tra ined under-graduates ,Language t e a c h e r s , 
e t c . , - Ss 75-5 -100-E .B . -5 -120-E .B . -8 -200 , Untra ined g radua te s 
and unde r -g radua t e s - 2 /3 rd of the above grades respec t ive ly . 
( B ) Governtnent-aided P r i v a t e High Schools & I n t e r Co l l eges : 
P r i n c i p a l - Ss 250-10-350. Headmaster - Ss 200-10-300. 
Tra ined Graduates - Ss 120-6-160-E.B.-8-2«0-ifiSTxaAi3^i?:AX 
161. 
Tra ined u n d e r - g r a d u a t e s - M 75-5-110-E.B.-6-140- .E.B.-7-175. 
Unt ra ined g radua t e s and u n d e r - g r a d u a t e s - 2 /3 rd of feoth scaleii 
The recommendations of the C e n t r a l pay Commission 
( p a r t I I I , p a g e 246) a r e as f o l l o w s : -
Teachers in Primary s c h o o l s , i f u n t r a i n e d Rs 3 b - l - 4 0 - 2 - 6 0 . 
Tra ined t ieachers i n Primary schoo l s ,Vernacu la r Basic Schools, 
A.V.Schools and t e a c h e r s i n the Middle C l a s s e s of High 
Schhols - Es 40-2-60-3 /2-75 (BTon-matriculates) , PvS 55-3-80-4-
125-5-130 ( M a t r i c u l a t e s ) , Bs 64-4-80-5-150 ( i n t e r m e d i a t e s ) . 
Graduate t e a c h e r s in High Schools - Es 80-5-120-8-200-10/2-22C 
with an i n i t i a l pay of Es 1 0 0 / - . for t r a i n e d B.Ts, and Ss 120/-
for persons vifith g radua te q u a l i f i c a t i o n s . 
Graduate Teachers i n High Schoo l s -Se l ec t i on Grade - Ss 150-15-
300, Rs 250-15-400 for t e a c h e r s posses ing q u a l i f i c a t i o n s 
s i m i l a r to c o l l e g e l e c t u r e r s . 
Headmasters : (a) pr imary Schools - Es 60 -3 /2 -75 , Bs 75-3-105, 
and Bs 100-5-120 according to the s i z e of the school . 
(b) Middle Schools - Vernacular and Anglo-Vernacular - Ss 100-
5-120, and Bs 120-8-160 accord ing to the s i z e of the school . 
(c) High Schools - Ss'200-10-300, Es 300-20-400,and Bs 400-20-
500 accord ing to the s i z e of the school and the number of 
p u p i l s on r o l l . 
P r i n c i p a l s of Higher Secondary Schools - Es 350-25-500-30-590. 
PART JL 
The fo l lowing Sca les of pay should r e v e a l how our 
p o s i t i o n compares wi th our c o n f r e r e s be longing to some :.->.•• 
of t h e fo re ign c o u n t r i e s , e . g . , England, Jlus s i a and U.S.A. 
MTGLAHD: Burnham Oomraittee's Revised S c a l e s , A p r i l 1,1945. 
Qua l i f i ed A s s i s t a n t Teachers - Men: £ 300-10-525; Women: 
£ 270-12-420* 
Maximum for Head Teachers ( t h e numbers in t h e school r o l l 
be ing in p a r e n t h e s e s ) a r e : - Grade I (upto 100) - Men £ 570, 
Women £ 4 6 0 / - . Grade I I (100-200) - Men £ 61b,Women £ bOO/-. 
Grade I I I ( 200-350 ) - Men £ 660, Women £ o 4 0 / - . Grade IV 
( 350-500) -»Men £ 705, Women £ o 8 0 / - . Grade V ( over oOO) -
f 
Men £ 750, Women £ biiO/-, 
Both assistant teachers and Head teachers' scales are sub-
ject to certain additions and allowances laid down. 
ua. 
RUSSIA; 
Salaries are based on a working norm,whicifi varies 
for the different grades, ffor the primary schools it is 9t> 
nours a month and for incomplete secondary scnools V^ iiours 
a month and for secondary schools 48 hours a montn, I'nere 
is a periodic increase m salary every five years afier 
five years' service and upto twenty gears' service, lue rate 
of increase is ttc rouoles a ^ear for maose witn uaiversxt^ 
or special.training and 60 rouble a year for others belong-
ing to primary schools. For teachers in secondary schools 
with a University training,the rate of increase is 150 
roubles a year,for others 100 roubles. Directors and Heads of 
Schools receive one and a half times aa much pay as a class 
teacher.The salaries vary slightly in different areas. In 
Moscow,on October 1st,193o,primary teachers were receiving 
171 rouble a month,while in the provinces the salary was 133 
roubles. For Secondary school teachers in Moscow the average 
salary was 307 roubles a month,for those in the provinces 
261 rouble a month. 
milTED STATES OF A3\£ERIGAt Statement showing the average 
salaries per annum in dollars, for 194<i-43 : 
in cities with]Elementary)junior High) High School 
population of )Schools )schools 
' /oo i.y J. J Teachers 
2500 to 5000 ^ 1257 f 1440;- j 1583 
5000 to 10000 ) 1379 ) 1S35 ) VlZ"^ 
lOOOC to 30000) 1530 ) 1726 ) IQoO 
30000 to 100000) 1748 ) 1979 ' ) 2206 
Dver 100000 ' ) 2Azz ) 2563 ) y88V 
•j^-oi^phrnj): r^ 
( i) Grov'. th of train: i n s f B c i l i -t i e R i n f' i f f e - T P n t orovincf^ - Q 
MADRAS PROVINCS 
YEAR. 
TRAllflFG 
COLLEGES. , SCHOLARS. 
TRAIUIHG 
. SCHOOLS. PUPILS, 
WOMEN 
TRAINIITG 
. I N S T 3 . PUPILS 
1866 - - 1 1 1 2 1 8 - • -
1 8 8 1 - 8 2 . - - 29 799 - -
1 8 8 V - 8 8 . - • - 46 1 1 1 1 12 3ii4 
1 8 9 1 - 9 2 . 1 60 5 1 1444 15 2 4 3 
1 8 9 6 - 9 7 . 1 - oo 1477 19 317 
1901-0< : , <£> - 44 10o6 18 3 3 1 
1 9 0 6 - 0 7 . 2 86 6 1 1670- IB 368 
1 9 1 1 - 1 * ^ . • 1 99 6 4 2829 2 1 444 
1 9 1 6 - 1 7 . 1 l l i i 99 4840 20 8 3 2 
1 9 2 1 - 2 2 . 3 2 1 1 130 7 2 5 8 32 1576 
1 9 2 6 - 2 7 . 3 224 9 4 8 6 9 7 4 3 1 9 1 3 
1 9 3 1 - 3 2 . 3 280 8 3 1 0 9 8 3 66 3k:98 
1 9 3 6 - 5 7 . 2 32ii 72 9 9 4 0 69 3b 18 
1 9 4 2 - 4 3 . 3 31ki to 8 9 7 0 72 4 o 4 2 
1 9 4 4 - 4 0 . 3 •d55 rd 7722 .75 4590 
BOMBAY PROVINGE 
% 
1866 - •« 6 2 5 8 - - -
1 8 8 1 - 8 2 . - M> 7 480 a * 
-
1 8 8 7 - 8 8 . - - 7 634 4 • 98 
1 8 9 1 - 9 2 . 
- 8 674 7 179 
1 8 9 6 - 9 7 . • ' 
- 7 592 10 16 ii 
1 9 0 1 - 0 2 . 
- - • - 7 614 10 234 
1 9 0 6 - 0 7 . 1 3 1 7 1078 13 2 2 3 
1 9 1 1 - 1 2 . - Mf 2 1 1252 •18 . 456 
1 9 1 6 - 1 7 . 1 34 2 b 1 4 3 1 17 7 1 3 
' 1 9 2 1 - 2 2 . 1 . 32 2 3 2 0 8 3 20 93Jd 
1 9 2 6 - 2 7 . 1 48 10 ' 9 9 9 18 666 
1 9 3 1 - 3 2 . 1 70 12 7 1 1 21 8 0 3 
1 9 3 6 - 3 7 . 1 1 0 1 l o 1014 17 9 1 7 
1 9 4 2 - 4 3 . 3 2 4 1 3t) 3 3 0 6 30 1938 
1 9 4 4 - 4 0 . 3 1A^ 3 1 3 1 5 8 3 1 1807 
Ifeif. 
BSITGAL PR0VI3JGB 
TRAINI|[G 
TEAR COLLEGES 
JvJBN . 
SCHOLARS. 
TRA1¥IJNIG 
. iHSTITuTIOJ^S .PUPILS. 
TRAI 
lUST 
WOMEN 
' 8 . PUPILS 
l 8 o D - - 67 1 3 u l - -
1 8 8 1 - S k i . - - iiO 1 0 0 / - -
1 8 8 / - 3 8 . - - <;ki 1 1 9 3 4 1 4 ^ 
1 8 9 1 - 9 < i . - - i i l 887 10 3U0 
1 8 9 D - 9 ^ . - - kiO 8bu y 43*. 
i y o i - o « i . - - ki4 ^ 9 / y 4 ^ c 
1 9 0 0 - 0 7 . - - 119 1 ruu 19 O i l 
i y i i - i < i . 3 rO 13U <i383 o 1 3 i 
l 9 1 o - l r . 3 9 ^ l«i,4 .>,444 10 14 i 
iyk,x-fc»<i» c i i O i.U8 <iviiO 14 tfiOW 
1 9 2 6 - 2 7 . 2 136 96 2 1 9 0 13 2 4 2 
1 9 3 1 - 3 2 . 2 144 9 1 2587 13 277 
1 9 3 6 - 3 7 . 3 190 88 2 6 4 2 14 349 
1 9 4 2 - 4 3 . 4 24t) 134 4 a 7 9 13 278 
1 9 4 4 - 4 0 . 4 193 134 3 7 1 4 12 267 
imiTEi ) PROVIUGES 
1366 - - 11 5 1 7 - -
1 3 8 1 - 8 2 . - - 18 306 . - -
1 8 8 V - 3 8 . - - 11 382 2 6 
1 8 9 1 - 9 2 . - - 5 35 6 • 1 z 
1 8 9 6 - 9 7 . - - 4 5 0 8 1 8 3 
1 9 0 1 - O i i . 1 - 0 4 7 1 2 30 
1 9 0 6 - 0 7 . 1 66 o4 9 8 2 - 6 174 
1 9 1 1 - 1 2 . 2 73 l i b l l k i l 18 161 
1 9 1 6 - 1 7 . 2 111 2 7 3 <!3ii4 id4 208 
1 9 ^ 1 - ^ - ^ . 4 ^17 440 3 7 9 3 3 1 2 2 3 
1 9 < i 6 - 2 7 . 3 2 5 8 73 12<:3 34 3<;2 
1 9 3 1 - 3 ^ . 4 40ii 8 3 16<;«i 4o 4 ^ 3 
1 9 3 6 - 3 7 . 6 3 6 2 52 1432 54 634 
1 9 4 2 - 4 3 . 6 5 7 8 30 1269 30 946 
1 9 4 4 - 4 D . b 5 2 5 35 1244 3 1 9 1 3 
ifo6: 
THE POTJAB^ 
TRAIFIM,. 
YEAR COLLSGIS. 
MEiM 
SCHOLARS. 
THAIiUNG 
I^STS. PUPILS. 
WOMEN 
TRAIN i.NG 
1«S1 'S . P u P l L S . 
18bb - - 10 374 - -
1 8 8 1 - 8 2 . - - 4 •d-^Q - -
188Y-S8. - - 6 30 4 3 47 
1 8 8 2 - 9 2 . - - 6 3b 7 - -
1 8 9 6 - 9 7 . - - 6 3b 2 - -
1 9 0 1 - 0 2 . 1 - • 6 337 b 3b 
1 9 0 6 - 0 7 . 1 1 7 1 t> 4 0 1 1 72 
1 9 1 1 - 1 2 . 2 24J) 7 4b2 6 48 
1 9 1 . 6 - 1 7 . 2 2 7 2 16 912 13 224 
1 9 2 1 - 2 2 . 4 406 18 1472 13 41b 
1 9 2 6 - 2 7 . , 2 269 • 32 2 8 5 1 13 472 
1 9 3 1 - 3 2 . 2 175 20 1 7 4 2 19 8 8 2 
1 9 3 6 - 3 7 . 2 162 5 4 6 3 25 740 
1 9 4 2 - 4 3 . • 2 1 9 1 9 7 4 1 40 1140 
1 9 4 4 - 4 0 . 2 193 9 8 6 4 ^4 9fi6 
G . P . & BERAR 
1856 - - 7 180 - -
1 8 8 1 - 8 i i . - - 3 1 7 1 - -
1 8 8 7 - 8 8 . T - 3 194 1 (it 
1 8 9 1 - 9 i i . - - b I v b 1 19 
1 8 9 b - 9 7 . - - 4 <il8 1 <i3 
1 9 0 1 - 0 2 . 1 - 3 206 1 ^ 3 
1 9 0 b - 0 Y . 1 0 13 370 2 36 
1 9 1 1 - 1 < ; . 1 29 0 Sb4 2 o9 
1 9 1 b - l y . 1 6b 7 6 0 9 3 . 107 
IQk i l - i j y , 1 13b 12 14<il 6 194 
19<;o-^ '? . 1 li^ iO 11 113 V 6 228 
1931-3< i . 1 134 10 10ij5 9 34u 
1 9 3 0 - 3 7 , 1 1<5Y 8 800 9 41b 
1 9 4 2 - 4 3 . 1 10b 8 b20 7 309 
1 9 4 4 - 4 0 . 1 8 2 8 7 8 / ? 3 1 1 
( " / 
'^MALM. 
V4. 
^ ^ i i - 1 ^ . 3 4 0 . 
^ ^ 1 ^ - 1 ' . 346 . 
^ ^ ^ ° - - ^ . - 3 5 1 . 
lS3D-3y 
- ^ ^ • ^ • i lO^ - i ^SL^ , 
^UAilu. AIUJSD, UJWAJ m 
4 a . 
' 1 ^ . 
' C l . l o . 
* ' • 
<;<;. iv . 
V. 
1 5 . i^3. 4 . 
t>o. i i 3 . 
»^. 
liiS, i i 4 . 1 . 
3<Jl. 3 4 , 1 . 
4vo. 6 b . 4 . 
8 9 . 
9 1 . 3 . 
' 0 . 4 0 . 
/ . 
3 o , 4 3 . 1 3 . 
^^.Si'ATis. 
1 . 
1 . 
•rOi-AL. 
x l o . 
l l G . 
1 4 1 -
138. 
318 . 
oOO, 
VOii. 
9 4 3 . 
044 . 
4 4 1 . 
3 b 3 . 
^' 16, p 
8 . 4 
, 1 8 . 7 
1 1 . 3^ . ^- -
2 8 . 2 
13 I n s t i t u t i o n c , 
and 38 p r i v a t r ®^"aged by Govt 
1 2 . o ° 
1 8 9 1 . 9 2 . 
1 8 9 6 - 9 7 . 
1 9 0 1 . 0 2 . 
28, 
3 7 . 
4 5 . 
1 9 0 6 - 0 7 . 
1 9 1 1 - 1 2 . 
1916.17^ 
1^2U22, 
1 9 2 6 - 2 7 . 
1 9 3 1 - 3 2 . a 2 . 
1 9 3 6 - 3 7 . a 9 . 
s 
24, 
3 1 . 
5 2 . 
5 6 . 
2 . 
3 . 
1 0 . 
7 . 
7 . 
4 . 
3 . 
4 4 . 
4 9 . 
6 4 . 
88, 
106, 
9 1 . 
9 0 . 
4 . 
8 . 
6 . 
2 . 
3 . 
9 . 
1 3 . 
1 
1 . 
5 1 . 
6 3 . 
8 5 . 
1 1 1 . 
149. 
172. 
216, 
225, 
• ^ ^ _ _ _ 
B . T , . B . j s d . e t c . 
iJQOKS PRBatlRIBBD & RBG0LaU!HD3D gOR RBEBREEQE 
( u n i v e r s i t i e s of Agra ,Al igarh ,Al la l i a l )ad ,Benares ,Ca lcu t ta , 
iragpur,Osniania,Patna and R a j p u t a n a ) . 
Afetoot,A» -& Wood, S.H. RepoBt on Voca t iona l Educat ion i n Indis^ 
Adams,J. Expos i t i on and I l l u s t r a t i o n m Teacnmg, 
Adams, iviodern Developments in a d u c a t i o ^ a l p r a c t i c e . 
Adams. £jew Teaca iug . 
Adams. s t u d e n t s ' / Guide, 
Adamson. A Sliort H i s t o r y of iSducation, 
Adamsoti. I'ne Schoo l , the Gnild and the TeacHer. 
Adamson, practice of instruction. 
Aiyanger,i-^.m. l e a c m u g of xviathematics m tne New Educa t ion . 
Alteicar. Ancient j./iaiaii a a u c a t i o n . 
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